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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the most controversial 
phonological problem in Old Japanese, the phonetic and 
phonological status of two types of syllables, found in 
written texts, known as the ‘A/B-type’ contrast.
Previous approaches have centred around the 
phonetic evaluation of Middle Chinese characters, and 
examination of Pre-Old Japanese diphthongal sources 
reconstructed through the morpho-phonemic analysis of Old 
Japanese.
All of these approaches have various limitations, 
since Old Japanese does not provide sufficient evidence to 
support the results thus gained.
Recently attempts have been made to apply study 
of the Ryukyu dialects to the problem. In particular 
linguists have claimed that the Modern Amami dialects 
reflect the A/B-type distinction. The importance here 
lies in the fact that study within this field can provide 
firm empirical evidence.
The present thesis, therefore, aims at shedding 
light on the A/B-type distinction by a study of the Modern 
Amami dialects, specifically by the reconstruction of the 
phonemes of Proto-Amami.
Chapter One is an introduction, containing the 
argument in favour of undertaking this line of research, 
with details of the survey and informant information.
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Chapter Two contains a review of the Old Japanese 
A/B distinction, plus a survey of previous works in the 
field by Hashimoto, Arisaka, Lange, Unger, Ono, Matsumoto, 
Mori, etc. Problems to be dealt with in the present work 
are isolated.
Chapter Three discusses the Ryukyu dialects, and 
focuses in on the importance of the Amami dialects. It 
concludes with a synchronic overview of the Amami dialects.
Chapter Four contains the reconstruction of 
Froto-Amami phonemes, a synchronic discription of Proto- 
Amami and sound changes.
Chapter Five offers a sub-grouping of the Modern 
Amami dialects, with a tree diagram and isoglosses.
Chapter Six contains a comparison of the Old 
Japanese A/B contrast with PA,
Chapter Seven compares the results obtained for 
PA from Chapter Six with the work of past researchers, 
specifically Shibata.
Chapter Eight is a summary of this work, plus 
suggestions for further work on Proto-Amami.
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
1.1 The aim of this study
In the past few decades some of the most 
controversial problems in the phonology of Old Japanese 
have centred around a number of putative phonological 
contrasts represented in the orthography of the extant OJ 
texts and traditionally known as the 'Ko-rui’ and *Otsu- 
rui’ (lit. lA-type’ and 'B-type*) syllables (2.2.1). These 
A/B-type contrasts are supposed to have been lost in the 
Post-OJ period.
There are about a dosen important works on this 
topic already (cf. 2.2.3). However, these works have almost 
entirely been based upon the reconstructed phonetic values 
of the Chinese characters used to render the OJ syllables. 
Even though the results of the phonetic evaluation of OJ 
through this approach are as a whole supported by those of 
a morphophonemic analysis of OJ, the arguments remain 
moot, since the reconstruction of the Chinese values has 
been done through a quite complex process which partially 
takes into consideration how the Chinese characters were 
used to represent the OJ syllables.
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The other approach often previously employed 
to this problem of OJ phonology has been by means of a 
comparison of OJ and the Ryukyu dialects (cf. 3.1.2), which 
have been proved to be related to Japanese (cf.3.1.1). In 
this approach, the Amami dialects of Ryukyu are the most 
important of all. This is because a direct counterpart of 
the OJ A/B contrast has been claimed to exist today in some 
of the Amami dialects (3.2.1).
The present work also aims to tackle the OJ 
problem by examining the evidence of the Amami dialects. 
However, unlike the previous works, it will first attempt a 
reconstruction of the Proto-Amami (PA) phonemes. This is 
because the writer believes that PA, if reconstructed 
systematically and rigoftrously, should provide the most 
reliable data for a reconsideration of the OJ problem.
As a phonological reconstruction of PA which 
follows the recognised principles of Indo-European 
comparative linguistics had never before been attempted, I 
could find no data comprehensive enough for the purpose. 
Hence, the need arose of collecting and transcribing my own 
data.
Therefore I myself planned and carried out a 
series of fieldwork surveys in the Amami Islands. In the 
following subsections I will provide the details of those 
surveys in the Amami Islands.
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1.2 Linguistic surveys in the Amami Islands
With a view to finding possible evidence to shed 
light on the problems of OJ phonology, I undertook three 
fieldwork surveys in the Amami Islands between October 1985 
and January 1988.
In the early days of this study, my concern was 
not only for the Amami dialects, but also for those of 
Okinawa. Both groups belong to the Northern Ryukyuan 
languages (cf. Fig. 302). Therefore my first survey was 
designed to cover over twenty dialects found in Okinawa, 
Yoron, Okinoerabu, Tokunoshima, and the Amami Islands.
The second and third surveys, however, were 
targeted entirely at the Amami dialects, as the writer had 
by then established that this would best and most 
economically provide the comparative evidence desired.
1.2.1 Date and duration of surveys
The date and duration of the three surveys are as
follows:
First survey October 1985 to December 1985
Second survey March 1986 to April 1986
Third survey January 1988
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1.2.2 Selecting the dialects
The writer collected data from eleven Amami 
dialects. From these eleven dialects, I selected those 
dialects which would make the phonological reconstruction 
and examination the most economical and effective for the 
ultimate purpose of the examination of OJ phonology through 
the reconstruction of PA.
1.2.2.1 Criteria for selection
The selection was made based on the following 
priniciples:
1) The dialects should represent the entire 
geographical area of the Amami Islands.
2) The geographical distance between the selected 
dialects should be as far as possible.
1.2.2.2 Selected dialects and their locations
In accordance with the principles given above, the 
following dialects were selected. Abbreviations used 
henceforth for these dialects are given to the right 
(note that when we refer to the place name, the 
abbreviation is not used).
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Siba Sib Yen Yen
Shodon Sho Yoan Yoa
Ongachi Ong Sani San
Nase Nas
Observe the locations of the seven dialects in 
the map provided in 5.2,
1.2.2.3 Details of informants
The name, sex and date of birth for each 
informant is given below, along with the dates during which 
the data were collected.
Figure 101. Informant information
Dial Name Sex Date/Birth Date/Collected
San Kaauro Maeda M - 19 Nov 1985
Yoa Tadashi Higo M 9/2/1905 17 Nov 1985
Kei Higo F 12/12/1906 17 Nov 1985
Yen Kaneyoshi Nagata M 18/12/1898 21 Nov 1985
Nas Yoshinobu Ebara M 5/10/1905 22,,26 Nov 1985
Ong Gengo Mori M 16/10/1921 25 Nov 1985
Sho Minoru Yoshikawa M 1/10/1916 24 Mar 1986
Sib Shingi Nakajima M 1916 25 Mar 1986
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The professions of the informants before 
retirement were as follows.
  \  ■' .
Shi Fisherman
'v.....
Sho Farmer
Ong School teacher
Nas School teacher
Yen General labourer. This informant stated that he
had worked for six years in Kobe Japan as a cab 
driver.
Yoa School teacher. This informant was extremely
well-educated.
San Silk weaver. This informant had a passionate
hobby, singing and playing traditional music on 
the shamisen.
1.2.3 Selecting lexical items for the surveys
To set up a questionnaire, words and glosses from 
the known OJ lexicon were chosen, with the intention of 
finding the corresponding forms from each of the seven 
dialects.
The OJ words were carefully selected so that they 
would, as a whole, contain as many A-type, B-type, and Non- 
A/B-type syllables as possible, but in the most economical 
way.
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The total number of lexical items which were 
chosen for research is 261 (cf. Appendix One - master 
list).
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Chapter Two
SOME PROBLEMS IN THE PHONOLOGY OF OLD JAPANESE
2.1 General notes on Old Japanese
2.1.1 Definition of the term 'Old Japanese’
The term 'Old Japanese’ here refers to the oldest 
historical dialect of Japanese preserved in written 
records. It was the dialect spoken in Yamato province (the 
present Kinki district) from about the fifth century until 
the middle of the eighth. Old Japanese (OJ hereafter) is 
attested in a variety of texts, e.g. the 'Kojiki’ (720 AD), 
the uta ('song, poem’) of the 'Nihon-shoki’ ('Nihongi’) 
(720), the ‘Fudoki’ (730), the 'Man’yoshu* (750), etc.
2.1.2 The Old Japanese Writing System
2.1.2.1 Kanbun
Kanbun is basically the use of Chinese characters 
with the intention of having them read as Japanese words. 
This is accomplished by assigning to each character a 
reading; either a native gloss (kun-yomi) or a Sino-
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Japanese loan word pronunciation (on-yomi). The text is 
then 'scanned’, allowing the assigned reading of characters 
and the insertion of particles and so forth, so that the 
result is an approximation of Japanese speech.
2. 1.2.2 Man’V^gana
Chinese characters could also be used solely for 
phonetic purposes. A character might represent a syllable 
of OJ independent of its meaning in Chinese; e.g. 
jamato 'Japan’. Occasionally, one finds two consecutive 
syllables represented by a single kana, e.g. kamo
'[sentence final particle for 'amazement’]’
It was only after the OJ period that characters 
used as phonograms were abbreviated and differentiated from 
idiograms in the kana Japanese writing system. However, 
kanbun and man’yogana were both used in OJ texts. A given 
character may therefore be both a man’yogana (man’yo + 
kana; c f . the text title 'Man’yoshu’) and an 'ordinary’ 
character employed in kanbun.
2.1.3 The phonemes of OJ
The phonemic analysis of OJ is one of the most 
controversial fields of OJ phonology, since it necessarily
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includes the problem of the well-known orthographic 
distinction of syllables normally termed as the 'A-type and 
B-type’ syllables (cf. 2.2.1 below), which merged into a 
single type of syllable in the Post-OJ period.
As the arguments on this problem have remained 
moot throughout the history of research in this field, I 
will present an analysis of some of the major works in
2.2.3. below.
2.1.4 The syllables of OJ
One of the most conspicuous features of the
surface structure of word forms in OJ is that they are
almost always composed of syllables consisting of consonant 
plus vowel. There are in the spellings no 'long’ vowels or 
'long’ consonants as in modern Japanese: c f . Md J /kata/
'shoulder’ vs. /katta/ 'won’. Consonant clusters and vowel
sequences are also lacking, as are the moraic nasals of
later Japanese: c f . Md J /sen/ 'line’.
The general pattern is that each OJ word is a 
string of CV-shaped syllables, with C potentially 0, but
only in morpheme-initial position. For example:
asi 'leg; foot’ 
asita 'morning’
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2.2 Problems in the phonology of OJ: previous works
2.2.1 The A/B distinction
If one compares the OJ spellings with that of 
Modern Japanese it will be seen that two sets of man’yogana 
graphemes were used in OJ where later Japanese has the 
single syllables: e.g. rfj/Q okiy ‘breath’ vs.
oki* 'getting u p ’. These sets were observed for OJ 
syllables: k i , g i , pi, bi, mi; ke, ge, pe, be, me; and ko,
go, so, 20, to, do, no, jo, ro. These two sets of 
man’yogana graphemes have come to be labelled ko and otsu,
i.e. A and B. The A~type syllables are those represented 
as CVy and the B-type as CVz in Table 101 below: e.g. kiy
/ki2 , key/ke2 , koy/ko^. Several man’yogana graphemes were 
used to represent one OJ syllable; e.g. OJ kiy and ki2 .
ki, (A-type ki) jj£ fth >7>P
kl* (B-type ki)
The existence of these A/B pairs was first 
noticed by Moto’ori Norinaga in the eighteenth century. 
The first systematic presentation of OJ syllables was done 
by Hashimoto (1950), where the following syllables are 
found to be attested in OJ.
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Table 201. Inventory of OJ syllables
0a ka ga sa za ta da na pa ba ma ja ra wa
0i ki/- gi/ si ai ti di ni piy bi/ mi/ - ri wi
ki^ . gi, pi, bi, mi,
0u ku gu su zu tu du nu pu bu mu ju ru
0e key ge^ se ze te de ne pe/ be/ me/ je re we
ke, ge, pe^ be, me,
0o koy go/ so/ zo/ to/ do, no/ po/ bo/ mo jo/ ro/ wo
koA go, so, zojj to, do, no, (mo/ ) jo, roa
(mo, )
2.2,2 Alternation phenomena of OJ vowels
Traditional study has found that some OJ vowels 
alternate in occurrence. OJ u and OJ oy constitute such an 
alternating pair, as do OJ a and o , .
The former alternation is caused by an 
orthographic confusion stemming from the phonetic closeness 
of the two vowels. The latter, on the other hand, works to 
create a slight and subtle semantic difference.
For example:
Oj o u
majoy . maju
1 cocoon1 ’i d '
asasx 
'shallow’
OSO^Sl
f dull, 
slow 1
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2.2.3 Phonetic and phonemic analysis of previous writers
2.2.3.1 Hashimoto and Arisaka
2.2.3. 1.1 Phonetic assessments based on reconstructed 
MC values
In the early days of research in this field, two 
major works were undertaken, Hashimoto (1950) and Arisaka 
(1957), utilising MC values for reference.
Hashimoto (1950), based on his lectures at the 
University of Tokyo in 1932, compares the man’yogana 
graphemes with reconstructed MC and Sino-Korean values for 
the same characters and comes up with the following 
phonetic values for the A/B pairs:
iy *[i] ey *[e] oy *[o]
±x *C£i] e* *[Ie] o* *[6 ]
Arisaka (1957), following Hashimoto, makes the 
same comparison using the reconstructed Chinese of the 
Inkyo (or Rhyming) table. His result is:
i4 *[i] *[o]
iz *[Ii] *[3i] or oz *[d]
*t ge]
2.2.3.1.2 Non A/B cases
Although his assessment is well known for its
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methodological depth and accuracy, Arisaka is uncertain of 
the phonetic value of OJ non A/B i, e, and o (1957: 446f.).
2.2.3.1.3 Difficulties in the method of Hashimoto and Arisaka
The phonetic assessments of Hashimoto and Arisaka 
have always been fundamental to any research on this topic. 
Many linguists, under the assumption that these results are 
sound, have attempted the phonemic analysis of OJ syllables 
based on their work. However, as Arisaka himself says, 
there is a serious problem in his assessment process. The 
problem is that a variety of MC graphemes are found for 
single OJ syllables. Now this variety may be attributed 
to various sources (e.g. different dialects, or different 
historical stages, of MC) but it may also.relate to the 
fact that the selection of graphemes and their assignment 
to OJ syllables was perhaps often, if not always, made by 
Japanese speakers whose mother tongue may have had fewer 
oppositions than MC had at the time (e.g. MC had six 
'velars' : /k/; / k V ;  / g V ;  /n/; /X/; /Y/* while OJ had only 
two: /k/ and /g/). For example, it seems that the
graphemes W&F ^^F an<  ^ were all used
indiscriminately to represent OJ ka. Their reconstructed
MC values are *[kd], *[hcj], *[kvq] and *tkd], corresponding
to Modern Mandarin [g*], CX*]* C X * 3> and [dzia ]
respectively. The MC rhyme-final (the Chinese syllable 
minus the initial consonant), *-iei, for example, is
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often classified as both OJ and e* (Miller, 1971: 63
ff.)» especially in the *Nihon-shoki’ text (Wenck II, 
1954).
Because of this apparently incoherent and 
unsystematic use of man’yogana graphemes in OJ texts, 
those who try to reconstruct OJ phonetic values necessarily 
face the difficulties that Arisaka met with, no matter how 
good the reconstructed MC data may be. Even in such a 
great work as Arisaka (1955), the ultimate classification 
of OJ vowels is often speculative, based on, for instance, 
the theory of the diphthongal origins (2.2.4) of some OJ 
vowels (or vocalic elements); e.g. OJ i-* is thought to come 
from Pre-OJ *-ui~ and to have become Post-OJ /i/ *[i],
Therefore OJ i is postulated to have had a value such as 
*[£!]. Arisaka remains uncertain about the phonetics of OJ 
non A/B i, e and o when his speculations fail to provide a 
convincing explanation.
2.2.3.2 Ono and Miller
Ono (1974) on the basis of reconstructed MC 
values, proposes to set up an eight-vowel system for OJ as 
follows:
i I u U  > i = /i/ i% = /!/
e e 6 o e, , e = /©/ eA = /&/
a o, , o = /o/ oz = /&/
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Miller (1971) gives the same view (cf. Matsumoto 
1984). However, Hattori (1976) and Matsumoto 1984 disagree 
with this vowel system in terms of linguistic plausibility.
2.2.3.3 Lange and Unger
Lange’s work is also based on the MC values 
reconstructed by Karlgren (1954, 1957). Lange (1973) comes 
up with a reconstruction of only five vowels; vis. a, i, u, 
e, and o, ascribing the A/B distinction to the existence of 
a palatal glide between C and V for i and e, and a labial 
glide for o. Therefore the correlations between the 
reconstructed syllables and the A/B distinctions are as 
follows:
o
p A -
L  R-
A-type kji gji pji bji mji
B-type ki gi pi bi mi
<— A-type ke ge pje b je mje
I— B-type kje gje pe be me
p  A-type kwo gwo swo so to do nwo
— Ll““ B-type ko go so no
o (cont.) A-type po bo mo jo lo wo
From the traditional viewpoint, where /e/ and 
/je/ are considered as an A/B pair, Lange’s conclusion in
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setting up the above syllables is somewhat questionable, in 
the sense that, for instance, Cje is sometimes A-type and 
at other times B-type.
Unger (1975), revising Lange’s reconstruction, 
reaches a conclusion that looks more consistent than 
Lange’s. Unlike Lange’s reconstruction, Unger’s is 
completely consistent with the A/B distinction. Therefore, 
we can present Unger’s reconstruction by allowing C to 
represent all consonants.
-A-type Ci
-B-type Cwi
-A-type Cye
-B-type Ce
-A-type Cwo
“ B-type Co
o
2.2.3.4 Mori
Using his illuminating theory of CX - and yS -group 
graphemes (cf.2.2.3.6 below) as a foundation, Mori (1981) 
proposes the following reconstruction:
i i u ~ /i/ ±z = /!/
e s o ev = /e/ e* = /Si/
a Of = /o/ 0 n ii
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Matsumoto (1984) claims a discrepancy, however, 
in Mori’s reconstruction in terms of his historical view of 
OJ phonology. Matsumoto says that OJ i^ is traditionally 
ascribed to *o*i (cf. 6 .2 .1 ), which was, according to 
Mori's reconstruction, once /3i/. Thus it seemed to 
Matsumoto unaccountable that e (which was also /Si/ in 
Mori) and i^, being virtually the same, did not merge.
Matsumoto’s claim may sound plausible. However, 
I believe that it only seems plausible, and does not hold 
up under closer scrutiny. Consider that *o^ i was, as 
discussed in 6.2.1, the Pre-OJ source for OJ i ^ , and that 
the Pre-OJ source for OJ was *ai. At the time of O J , 
according to Mori, i2 was /I/ and was /9 i/.
2 .2.3.5 Hattori
Given the data of Hashimoto and Arisaka, Hattori 
(1983), somewhat modifying his old formulation of 19Y6, 
proposes the following new interpretation:
Ci^ */Ci/ */Cje/ o, */Co/
Ci* */C°i/ e* */Ce/ oz */C6/
According to Hattori */°/ in /C*i/ represents a 
'non-palatal' glide (lit. translation) */+ /, which, I 
believe, is the phonemic representation of the [i] and [i] 
found for ia in Hashimoto (1950) and Arisaka (1957) (cf.
2 .2 .3.1 above).
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2. 2. 3. 6 Mori’s theory of KQ(- and -group’ graphemes
The recent work of Mori (1981) simplifies the 
problem discussed above (2.2.3.4) to a considerable extent. 
Mori studies only those man’yogana graphemes used in the 
uta ‘song, poem’ of Vol. 14-19 and 24-27 of the 'Nihon- 
shoki’. He calls the graphemes found in these volumes the 
- group ’ , the rest being the ‘/3 - group ’ . Mori’s claim is 
that the graphemes in the ‘tf-group’ yield a much more 
consistent phonetic representation of OJ on the grounds 
that while the -group’ involves rather varied rhyme- 
finals, the ‘#-group’ has considerably less varied ones. 
Mori infers that this '#-/&-phenomenon’ comes from the two 
different ways in which the graphemes were selected; vis. 
that the graphemes of the ‘(X-group’ were those assigned by 
the then Chinese who belonged to a single dialectal 
community, and that those of the group’ were, on the
contrary, selected by the native speakers of O J .
Let us see below (Table 202) how clearly the 'PC- 
andp  -group’ are distinguished in the case of, for example, 
the MC */k/ *[k] and */h/ *[h] variation vs. the putative 
single OJ */k/. The figures in the list of Table 202 show 
the total frequency of the cases where the MC values *[k] 
and *[h] are used to represent OJ ka, koy , and koa in each 
volume of the ‘Nihon-shoki’.
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Table 202 Assigned MC values for OJ
Grouj
fi
>
(K A
Volume Ni
1 2 3 5 6 7 9 10 11 12 13
unber
14 15 16 17 19 22 23 24 25 26 27
*[k]
ka 10 12 8 7 10 11 29 1 5 
ko 1 4 2  1 2 3 7  3 
ko 3 4 1 4
20 3 19 10 2
7 4 2 2
8 1 3  8
6 1 
3
7 6 14 3 
2 2 4 6
8 1 2
*[h]
ka 1 1 3  2 
ko 1 1 
ko 2 2 5 5 4 23 5
7
1
2
The list clearly shows a consistent patterning of 
the figures by the W - g r o u p ’. This patterning is seen not 
only here but also in the case of MC aspirated/non­
aspirated consonants vs. a putatively single non-aspirated 
consonant in OJ (Mori, 1981: 32 ff .) and also in the case
of MC varied rhyme-finals vs. OJ (missing) correlation 
(33 f f .).
This consistency in the twofold patterning of the 
figures in the different cases such as those just cited 
above cannot be attributed to a casual coincidence. 
Therefore, we believe that Mori’s theory of the 'cX-group’ 
and '^-group’ is justified, and that his results may be 
regarded as the most adequate analyses of all.
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2,2.4 Status of Non-A/B o, i, and e
As we have seen, much work has been concentrated 
on the OJ A/B contrast. Surprisingly, however, little has 
been said about Non-A/B syllables (Co, Ci, and Ce).
In this section, therefore, I would like to 
examine the A/B status of Non-A/B o, i, and e. I will 
accomplish this by checking the rhyme-finals of the Non-A/B 
syllables, trusting the reliability of the ' p( -group' 
graphemes claimed by Mori (1981). MC values in the 
following tables are from Pulleyblank (1984).
2.2.4.1 Non-A/B Co
The rhyme-finals found for the Non-A/B Co 
syllables are listed in Table 203. The total frequencies 
of the values for all Co^ syllables and Co-a. syllables are 
summed up and attached to the list.
Table 203 ^ MC value s found for non- a /b Co
X. MC =9? &sv\\ 'fikb
*-?•
oj\ UO dgudg uon 3u
p
vo io A±
£lab|
®g ug
w»rj du
0o 36
po 2 T 1 6 3
bo 3
mo bO 29
wo bb 2
o o 3b k 3 2 k
Co* b8 177 10
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The list clearly shows that OJ (?o falls into the 
Co* category. Although Hattori (1983) suspects the 
possibility of the existence of an A/B distinction for OJ 
(?o despite the lack of orthographic distinction, our data 
do not seem to support his claim.
2.2.4.2 Non-A/B Ci
In the same manner as the results for the case of 
the OJ Non-A/B Co syllables are presented above, the 
results for the OJ non-A/B Ci syllables are listed here in 
Table 204,
Table 2 0 k ► MC values found for non-A/B Ci
&<£>
vie
MC
OJ ie, i
27
si
zi
ti 10
di
ni 57
ri 28
wi
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Unlike the case of Non-A/B Ce below, the results 
for Non-A/B Ci take on a rather inconsistent look; via. 
the different rhyme-finals used for OJ ki/ and gi/, and ki2 
and gi* are all mixed up - especially in the case of OJ si. 
Because of this no analysis is attempted at this time to 
find out to which category the Non-A/B Ci syllables belong.
2.2.4.3 Non-A/B Ce
The results for the Non-A/B Ce syllables are 
listed in Table 205 below, along with the total frequency 
Ce^ and Ce* syllables.
Table 205. MC values found for non-A/B Ce
MC
if i uAieiOJ
se
ze
te
de
ne
re
we
2 6 2k
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What we notice from a glance at the above list is 
that the OJ Non-A/B Ce syllables except 0e and we belong to 
Cev .
For OJ we, the rhyme-final ^ @ t i w £ i ]  is found. 
This rhyme-final is simply a labialized version of 
^  [i£ i3; the sign 1 * of 1 * represents
(labial*. The grapheme used for OJ we in the p(-group is 
only ([j?iw£i]), which has no initial consonant value.
Most probably the [-w-] in jfift [0iw£i] represents the 
value of the OJ consonant w, and thus the rest ([i-£i]) 
represent the e of OJ we.
We may say, therefore, that OJ we falls into the 
A-type Ce category.
Incidentally, the man'yogana graphemes used for 
we in the /& -group and their reconstructed values are:
[0iwei ]
% [ )fiwei 3
m [Jfuai]
m [2uai3
[2iwAi3
The MC value found for OJ (?e is p-A [/\i]. ThisVJ
tells us that OJ #e belongs to the B-type Ce. However, we 
ought to be careful here, because the total frequency of 
q-A [/\i] for OJ 0e is ‘one’ in the o(-group.
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2.2.5 The theory of diphthongal origins
As we saw earlier in 2.1.4, the canonical pattern 
of each OJ word is a string of CV-shaped syllables. 
However, diphthongs do occasionally occur. For example, 
two vowels occur consecutively at a morpheme boundary; i.e. 
-CV^VCV- (0V can stand in the morpheme-initial position, 
c f . 2.1.4). When such combinations occur, one of three
processes is observed. These three synchronic processes 
are:
1) Epenthesis of a consonant:
paru + s + amea > parusame
'spring' 'rain' 'spring rain'
uma + k 
'good, fine’
+ ori > 
'weaving’
umako^ri 
'fine weave’ 
(Yamaguchi 1974)
Examples of this process are comparatively rare 
(Yamaguchi (1974) found only fourteen examples) when 
compared with the other two processes. Moreover, some of 
the examples are somewhat problematic since they are 
frequently analysed by differing methods. For instance, 
umakori, just cited above, has been analysed as:
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a) uma + ki [aux v] + ori (cf. Unger 1975:25f)
b) uma + ku (substantivizing suff) + ori
c) uma + kori (Korean for ‘figured cloth’) (cf. 
Jidaietsu Kokugo Daijiten)
When interpreted as a) or b) above, such cases as 
umako2ri are no longer examples of epenthesis. Rather, 
they must be treated as cases for the second process:
2) Loss of either first or second vowel
tOj
‘ [conj. that-]’
ipu 
' say ’
to2 pu
‘say that - ’
waga
‘m y ’
ara +
'deserted’
kuni +
‘country’
ipe*
* house’
iso^
‘beach’
uti
‘inside’
wagape*
‘my house’
ariso/
'deserted beach’
kunuti 
‘the inside of
the country’ 
(cf. Yamaguchi 1971)
Unlike the first process, epenthesis, examples of 
this process are numerous. Following and modifying 
Kishida, who in his work of 1942 suggested that it is 
phonological conditioning which decides whether the first 
vowel or the second vowel will be dropped, Yamaguchi (1977)
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sets up a series of phonological rules. I will sum up 
these rules established by him below. Note that the 
numbers under each V simply denote the order of the vowels 
in the given string and have nothing to do with the A/B 
distinction (For the purposes of the following diagram, --> 
0  = becomes sero (is dropped); > = more ‘open’ than; > = 
not 'closer' than.)
For the sequence 'CVCV/VCV'
1 2  3 4
Rule 1 V ----> 0 / V > V
2 3 2
Rule 2 V ---- > 0 / though V > V; V > V
3 3 2 4 3
Rule 3 V ---> 0 / V > V
3 2 3
Rule 4 V — > 0 though V > V; V > V
2 2 3 1 2
Rule 5 V or V ---> 0 / 1  and V
2 3 2 3
3) Replacement of both vowels by a single, different 
vocalic element:
Since Hashimoto, in 1932, first suggested the
idea of diphthongal origins for OJ ej , e 2 > and ij , it has
been, and is now, one of the widely accepted theories of
Japanese historical linguistics. Yamaguchi (1971: Ilf,
following Arisaka T957 , and Kawabata 1968) sums up 
these changes and adds to them a new entry exemplifying a
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diphthongal origin for OJ O y . The following types of 
monophthongization are enumerated as follows*
a) *Cai > Ce*
*/naga + ikiy/ 'long + breath’ > /nage*kiy/ 'sigh’
b) *Ciya and *Cia 
*/sakiy + ari/ ‘bloom + exist’
d) *Ci/o and *Gioa 
*/piy + oki// "day, sun + put’
e) ^Co^i 
*/opo + isi/ 'big + rock’
f) *Cui 
*/waku + iratukoy/ 'young +
(term of veneration, male)
g) *Cuo.j, 
*/situ + ori/ '(ancient type
of native weaving) + weave
> Ce/
> /sake/ri/ 'be blooming’ 
Ce*
/tone*ri/ 'servant to 
the imperial family’
> Gey
> /pe/ki// 'family name’
> Ci *
> /opi^si/ 'place name’
> Ci*
> /wakiaratukOy/
'(appellation)’
> Coy
> /sitoyri/ 'id'
c) *Co*i > 
fc/to^no* + iri/ 'palace + enter’ >
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2.2.6 The internal reconstruction of Pre-OJ vowel systems
The set of rules discussed in the previous 
section has tempted linguists to a reconstruction of a Pre- 
OJ four-vowel system. Ono (1953, 1978), for example,
claims a system having *a, *i , *u, and *03. for Pre-OJ.
Indeed, the statistics in Ono (1978; 537f) on the 
frequency of the eight OJ syllables seem to support this 
reconstruction. He also establishes the fact that Ci^, 
Ce^, and Ce* often appear in positions in which such a 
sequence is possible (i.e. at morpheme boundary). Ono also 
attempts to show complementarity for Go^ and Co2 , although 
he is not entirely successful.
However, a four-vowel system for Pre-OJ cannot 
be fully accepted until all eight vowels in OJ are 
accounted for; specifically, until the possibility that 
Pre-OJ vowels existed in the same shape as the four new OJ 
vowels has been eliminated. It is Matsumoto (1975) who 
first tried to eliminate that possibility.
Matsumoto, in fact, examines individual cases 
closely and comes to the conclusion that le ’ (his general 
transcription for e^  , ea , and e), i», and o4 were in fact 
new entries in the OJ vowel inventory. He is therefore led 
to the reconstruction of a four-vowel system for Pre-OJ.
I believe that Matsumoto succeeds in providing 
solid evidence for the non-existence of 1e* and iain Pre-OJ.
However, as far as o^  , o2 , and o are concerned, 
he confines his data to cases where he finds these vowels
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alternating with a to produce semantically related pairs 
(e.g. OJ kura ‘dark’ ~ kuro^ ‘black’). Despite this he concludes 
that there was even a stage where no vowels such as *o were 
present. I believe this to be an extreme overgeneralization.
Matusmoto (1975) is that o, and o* are found to be in 
complementary distribution in OJ. This may not be true (as 
commented by Hattori (1976), since we find some minimal 
pairs with o4 and oz , However, it is of no doubt that o4 
and ot often tend to appear in different environments (cf. 
Matsumoto 1975; 141ff), and this fact is certainly in
favour of the claim that there was only one *o in Pre-OJ. 
In this respect, we still have to consider that OJ o came 
(if not always) from Pre-OJ diphthongal source(s) and 
perhaps from *o as well.
Oj . He reports the attestation of this sound change in OJ 
texts such as the Chikuzenkoseki, Onokoseki, and the 
Shindaiki of the Nihonshoki.
A claim made by both (Tno (1953, 1978) and
(19 ) provides good evidence for *oz >
Observe the following from (19 ) :
kuso2 [personal name] > kuso,.
AD 702 AD 720
(Chikuzenkoseki) (Shindaiki)
jaso*[personal name] > j aSOy
AD 702 AD 720
(Onokoseki) (Shindaiki)
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2f. 3• Summary
2.3*1• Phonetic assessment of the A/H distinction 
2.3*1*1* The (X-group graphemes and Pulleyblank
By way of conclusion to this chapter, I would 
like to return to the phonetic assessment of the OJ1 A/B 
distinction in the light of* Mori (1981) and Pulleyblank 
(T984) .
We have found that the (X-group graphemes pro­
vide us with a fairly accurate base for a phonetic 
investigation of the OJ syllables, and it would seem 
worth-while checking there the recent work of Pulleyblank 
in which he attempts re-examination and reanalysis of the 
work of Karlgren.
In Pulleyblank, the values of two successive 
historical stages of Chinese are considered; i.e. 'Early 
Middle Chinese (EMC)' and 'Late Middle Chinese (LMC)'.
Therefore, X will, if available, represent the 
reconstructed values for both stages, in the examination 
attempted in the following subsections.
Based on the two works mentioned above, let us 
first observe the correlation of the relevant OJ values 
and the reconstructed MC values. To help simplify the 
argument, I do not take into consideration the rhymes 
with frequencies of less than 10 found in Table 20k (2.2. 
**.1 ) .
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>•o rhyme EMC LMC
0/ , mo, wo 4M 0 ua
Oy , mo, po ow
o 2 * 0 ° • wla ia, 9a
f
I »j a j
OJ.V rhyme EMC LMC
£ ia, jia i, ji, r, z
i i i, ji, r, z
i;t(kiA , gi*) £. i i, r, z
cf * wi <f*k ij i
OJ.V rhyme EMC LMC
®y » Ce SJ iai, jiai
Ce iai, jiai yaj» jyai
» 0e ©j aj
w3j ua j
cf .
we viaj, jwiai yaj, iyai
J© FT\ iai, jiai yaj, jyaj
As one can observe, the MC values found for
relevant OJ values differ by the type of the rhyme and
5^
historical stage of MC*
Despite this, it is, X think, still possible 
to draw out from the above presented MC values certain 
clearcut distinctive elements differentiating the A- 
and B-type values•
I would like to represent these in the follow­
ing manner.
Distinctive
feature Co
Rounding
or
labial
Back
Dist. feat. ±4 , i/zi,ti,dirj 
lsi,ni ri j
iz , i/si, ni,]
ri , wi J
Front + -
Central - +
Dist. feat. 9 Ce e2* '^e
EMC
Front + -
Central — +
LMC -j- + -
Considering these features, X would summerize our 
examination as followst
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First, OJ oy (and Co) was either * f ° 3  
■*(Ve>3, against oy> (and 0o) *C^J*
Second, since what we find for the iy/i2
contrast is simply f + front ) and [ + centralj respect­
ively, X would first assume that i,y was and i2 #[&J.
As for non-A/B i , we observe that OJ si, ni, 
and ri belong unpredictabl^y to1 both iy and ±2 , whereas 
zi, ti, di to iy, and wi perhaps only to i2 *
Finally, OJ ey and & 2 were distinguished by
the £ + frontj and £ + central} features respectively in
terms of EMC, but by *j- of LMC* Therfore, X would 
assume *feJ ^or GV (and Ce), and *fej for e^ ( and 
0e), or that the former had and the latter *[e] *
X think that posit ing should be more
appropriate, when we see OJ Cey having been assigned MC 
C plus * the rhyme used for OJ je.
To sum up, I present the result of the above
analysis as below# Note that even by using Mori1s 
0( -group graphemes and Pulleyblank1s reconstructions,
our examination through the reconstructed MC values 
has resulted in some alternative values as below *
» (c)o = *[>] or *£wo}
oXi (0)o = *[>]
iy » 1(si,ni,ri,zi,ti,di) =
i2 , i( si,ni ,ri,wi) =
*[i]
or
*[wi]
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e / ,  ( c ) e  = * [ e ]  * [ J e]
*2 9 (0)® - *[#] *[®}
2.3.1.2, Phonotactic approach
X would like to suggest that there is another 
way to tackle this controversial problem of the 
phonology of OJ*
As we have observed, the OJ A/B distinctinction is 
found in the case of certain consonants;eg• p, b, m, k, 
and g for iy/i2 and ey/e2, and these consonants share 
the feature [+ grave}, whereas the other OJ consonants
have [+ coronal} in common.
The Oy/oz contrast is not found with labial 
consonants, and neither in the case of 0o*
However, I have not found any clue pointing to 
the nature of the relationship of these features of the 
consonants and the A/B distinction except for oy/o^ 
where the result of our assessment attempted in section 
2*3*1.1 above and the [lab.J feature are in favor of 
each other*
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Chapter Three
RYQKYU: THE AMAMI DIALECTS
3.1 The Ryukyu dialects
‘Ryukyuan’ or the 'Ryukyu dialects’ is a general 
name given to the dialects spoken in the Ryukyu Islands, 
a chain of more than 70 islands extending southwest from 
Kyushu Japan to Taiwan in an arc 1,200 km long (see Map 1 
below).
'Ryukyu’ is the Japanese rendering of 'Liuqiu', 
an ancient Chinese name first used in China to mean Taiwan 
(Formosa), but used during the Ming dynasty (1368-1644) to 
refer to the islands of the present day Okinawa prefecture.
The Ryukyu dialects exhibit considerable 
variation; the dialects of Amami Oshima in the north being 
unintelligible to the people of Okinawa, as are the 
dialects of the Sakishima islands (the Miyako and Yaeyama 
islands) to the south. Even within Sakishima the dialects 
of Miyako are unintelligible to the people of Yaeyama, and 
in Okinawa the dialects of the northern part of the island 
are hard for the people in the south to understand.
Although the Ryukyu dialects are historically 
related to Japanese, none of them are intelligible to 
speakers of standard Japanese or any other dialects spoken
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in the main islands of Japan.
More than 100 Ryukyu dialects have been listed. 
Systematic examination of these dialects to define their 
relationship to one another, however, is somewhat sketchy.
Uemura (1963) provides us with an analysis which 
shows the ‘major divisions’, as he calls them, of the 
Ryukyu dialects. However, his diagram (Figure 301) does no
Figure 301.
Ryukyu-
r-Amami/Okinawa
—  Sakijima
Yonakuni
Kikaijima Is. 
Amami Mainland 
Tokunoshima Is 
Okietabu Is. _  
Yoron Is.
N. Okinawa 
S . Okinawa
Miyako Is.
Irabe Is.
r
Amami
- s. Amami
j— E . Okierabu
L  w. Okierabu
Main Is. 
Irabe Is. 
Ramama Is.
(Y. Uemura 1963)
more than to note differences between dialects which he 
has observed, and is more geographical than anything else. 
Uemura does not refer to shared sound changes in his 
classification, but rather studies the relationship of
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certain vowels to one another and to Japanese. Observe 
that his subdivision of the Amami/Okinawa dialects is 
merely by island, and then by north and south, or east and 
west. He is also influenced by both cultural and 
topographical divisions. Since we find little here to help 
us understand the relationship of the modern Ryukyu 
dialects with their past historical stages, we will merely 
take Uemura’s classifications as a starting point.
Nakamoto (1976) collected invaluable data from 
throughout the Ryukyu Islands. His goal was to detail the 
vowel systems of the various Modern Ryukyu dialects, which 
he did systematically and accurately. We can draw upon his 
data to posit the diachronic anaylysis of the Ryukyu 
dialects in Figure 302. We suggest a division between 
Northern and Southern Ryukuan based on Nakamoto’s data.
Figure 302. Proto-Ryukyuan
Proto-
Amami/Okinawa
Proto-
Sakishima
Proto- 
Amaru i
Proto-
Okinawa
AmamiMiyako OkinawaYonakuni Yaeyama
1
(Southern Ryukyuan) (Northern Ryukyuan)
(Based on Nakamoto’s diachronic studies of 1976)
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3.1.1 Ryukyuan kinship with Japanese
The kinship between the Ryukyu dialects and
Japanese was first claimed by Basil Hall Chamberlain in his
work ‘Essay in aid of the grammar and dictionary of the
Luchuan Languages’ (1895). Clearcut sound correspondences 
between the Ryukyuan dialects and Japanese are observed.
Japanese and the Okinawa dialect, for example,
show the following vocalic correspondences:
Modern Japanese Okinawa
i , e i
a a
o , u u
The Modern Japanese i/e and u/o contrasts are 
observed in parallel in the Ryukyu dialects in various 
ways. For example, Modern Japanese ki :: Okinawa tji,
while MdJ ke :: Ok k i . MdJ ku/ko also has a matching
distinction in some other Ryukyu dialects, especially in 
the Northern Ryukyu dialects. For example: MdJ ku ::
Yamatohaman (Ymt) ku, while MdJ ko :: Ymt xu.
That the separation of Proto-Ryukyuan from 
Proto-Japanese-Ryukyuan is dated as far back as the Pre-OJ 
period was first argued by Hattori himself (1959). The 
evidence provided by Hattori shows that Pre-OJ *o2 i (c f .
7,2.1) has a different history in later Japanese and
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Ryukyuan. Observe this in the following development:
Post-OJ Pre-OJ MdR (Ok)
> *t j iki < *kui
♦koj, i
ke <
*okioki < *o ko,i
‘waking
3.1.2 Previous works on the Ryukyu dialects
There have been four important works on the 
Ryukyu dialects with regards to the OJ A/B distinctions or 
their older sources.
The most important is Hattori (1959), in which 
a glottochronological study is undertaken. In this work, 
Hattori also claims that he finds in the Nase dialect (one 
of the Amami dialects, spoken in the capital town of the 
main land of the Amami islands), a vocalic distinction 
corresponding to the OJ Co^/Co^ distinction.
In a similar manner, the distinction has been 
claimed in the Yamotohama dialect (another Amami dialect) 
by Shibata (1984), and also in Shiba (also of the Amami 
dialects) by Shibata and Mitsuishi (1979). These claims
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will be discussed in detail in Chapters Six and Seven.
Other works are Sakiyama (196$?) who, after 
examining the Miyako dialects in detail, concludes that 
there is no evidence there for the expected distinction. 
Minami (I9 60) studied the relationship between the 
syllables Fu and pu in the Ishigaki dialects (of the 
Yaeyama dialects) and the OJ Co//Co^ contrast, but could 
find no evidence of the distinction.
3.1.3 General survey on historical phonology
Putting aside for the moment the controversial 
claims for the Ryukyuan corresponding forms for the OJ Co/ 
/Co* distinction, we now look at the rather general surveys 
on the historical aspects of Ryukyuan phonology.
When Chamberlain (1895) observed that there 
were only three vowels in the Shuri dialect (one of the 
Okinawan dialects, spoken in the former capital of Okinawa 
during the Shuri dynasty), corresponding to OJ i, e, a, o 
and u, he seemed to be convinced that the vowel system of 
the Shuri dialect reflected a system older than that of Old 
Japanese.
However, this view of Chamberlain's was later 
claimed by Ifa (1974) to be incorrect. Ifa suggests that 
the three vowel system is a product of later sound changes 
specific to the Ryukyuan dialects, in which the mid-vowels 
e and o were raised to the closed positions i and u
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respectively. In fact, the gradual implementation of these 
changes is recorded in the Old Ryukyuan text of the Omoro 
Saushi.
As we have seen in 3.1.1, the distinction of the 
earlier five vowels is still in evidence in many of the 
Ryukyu dialects.
The accepted view is that Proto-Ryukyuan had *a, 
*e, *i, *o, and *u. However, the choice of *e to
represent the fifth vowel seems to call for further study.
Given the reconstruction of five vowels for 
Proto-Ryukyuan, and the evidence for the sound changes *e > 
i and *o > u, (both widespread in the dialects) and also 
taking into account the modern Ryukyuan outcome seen above 
we can draw an historical development as follows:
MdJ PR MdR
Ci :: *Ci > Ci
Ce :: *Ce > Ci (e > i)
Ca : *Ca > Ca
Co :: *Co > Cu (o > u)
Cu : *Cu > Cu
Among the changes mentioned above, PR *Ci > MdR 
Cyi (palatalisation of the initial consonant) and PR *Cu > 
MdR C7u (glottalization, laryngealiaation, or deaspiration 
of the initial consonant) have been interpreted to be the 
result of push chains triggered off by the widespread
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changes in which, as we have seen above, the mid vowels e 
and o, became i and u respectively.
From recorded Old Ryukyuan we know that these 
widespread changes were implemented between the 12th and 
17th centuries.
Figure 303
Pre-OJ
PR 
PA
MdJ MdAm
3.2 The Amami dialects
The Amami Islands (where we find the Amami 
dialects) are the northernmost group of the islands of the 
Ryukyu chain. Amami Island itself (and its close 
neighbouring island to the immediate south Kakeroma) is the 
northernmost of the group. Amami is divided geopolitically 
as follows: Kasari town, Tatsugo town, Nase town, Setouchi
town, Yamatoson village, Sumiyoson village, and Ukenson 
village.
OJ
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3.2.1 Past research on the Amami dialects
The Amami dialects have attracted the attention 
of many Japanese and Ryukuan historical linguists. This is 
because of the potential for contributing to one of the 
most interesting and controversial problems of OJ 
phonology.
Attempts to find out possible MdAm 
correspondences to the OJ A/B syllable contrast have been 
made by several leading scholars.
Hattori (1969) studied Nase for evidence of the 
A/B distinction, and found that Nas o/u :: OJ Oj/oz .
Shibata and Mitsuishi (1979) studied Shiba and 
found evidence for Shi i/I, i/&, and o/u :: OJ 1//i 
e4/ez , and o4 /oa respectively.
Shibata (1984) then followed up with an in depth 
study of Yamatohama, and found strong evidence for Ymt o/u 
:: OJ O/ /oz . It is Shibata’s opinion that the Amami
dialects have the clearest evidence of all the MdR dialects 
of the OJ A/B distinction, and should be the focus of 
further investigation in the field.
As is observed above, most studies have been done 
involving single Amami dialects.
However, one always has to be aware that when 
only one particular Amami dialect, rather than its proto­
language, is being taken into account, the comparison could 
involve the consequent sounds of later phonological
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innovations of that particular dialect. This sort of 
comparison is thus vulnerable to amendment and 
contradiction by a more rigourous and broadly based 
exploration.
For example, Shibata (1984), as we will examine in 
depth in Chapter Seven, claimed the existence of a phonemic 
opposition in Yamatoson (Yamatoson constitutes a dialectal 
group to which our Ong belongs) equivalent to the OJ o4 /oz 
contrast. Yet he fails to exclude some cases which seem to 
substantiate the correspondence Am o :: OJ o4 . This
apparently supportive evidence is in fact caused by a later 
sound change in Yamatoson, which is found in parallel in 
Ong:
PA *u > o / (C)_Ca
The only way to avoid this sort of mistake is to 
use the oldest possible records of the relevant languages, 
or to reconstruct, if possible, a proto-language. It is by 
doing this - and indeed, only by doing this - that it is 
possible to identify and exclude apparently supportive 
evidence and possible counterevidence of this kind.
However, in the history of the study of the 
Ryukyuan dialects, no reconstructive work seems to have 
been attempted in a systematic way which could provide us 
not only with the phonemic inventories of proto-languages, 
but with lexical lists of reconstructed proto-words.
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Certainly, arguments on the earlier phonemic 
system of the Ryukyu dialects have been attempted. For 
instance, B.H. Chamberlain, who had claimed for the first 
time the kinship between the Ryukyu dialects and Japanese, 
suggested that the vowel system (FN.l) consisting of three 
vowels i, a, and u reflected that of a Japanese older than 
OJ (cf. Pre-OJ has (*u, *i, *a.)
Ifa (1974) found an aspirated/non-aspirated 
contrast in the Okinawa dialects and recognised it as 
reflecting the MdJ i/e and u/o contrast. He claimed a 
vowel system consisting of five vowels, *a, * e , *i, *o,
and *u for what he called Proto-Ryukyuan (hereafter PR).
Up until the time of Nakamoto (1976), studies on 
this subject had never been (according to him) more than 
these rather speculative attempts at reconstruction.
Yet, even though Nakamoto presents a somewhat 
more empirical argument on how the Proto-Ryukyuan vowels 
developed to their modern shape and system, his attempts 
start by employing the five vowels set up in Ifa 1974.
When presented with correspondences such as those 
which immediately follow, it is first necessary to pose the 
question 'which dialect, if any, should we designate as 
representing the proto-segments? 1
Footnote 1. It was the Shuri (the contemporary capital of 
Okinawa) dialect that Chamberlain used in his research (cf.
3.1.1).
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Okinawan MdJ
ci :: ki
ki : : ke
ka :: ka
ku : : ko
k u : : ku
It is inaccurate to arbitrarily decide that the 
proto-syllables from these correspondences are *ki, *ke, 
*ka, *ko, and *ku. Yet is is a fact that this method of 
reconstruction has, for many decades, never been seriously 
challenged.
Our reconstruction of PA, however, attempts to 
avoid this sort of speculation by employing a methodology 
which is both rigourously systematic and not dependant on 
preconception, and hence as unbiased as possible.
All other works on the Ryukyu dialects are 
synchronic discriptions or philological studies (such as 
those based on the Ryukyu languages of the 14th to 17th c. 
in the 'Oraoro Saushi').
3.3 Synchronic description of Amami dialects
Our seven dialects (Shi and Sho on Kakeroma 
Island, part of Setouchi Town, Ong in Yamatoson Village 
Nas located in Nase Town, Yen in Tatsugo Town, and Yoa and
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San in Kasari Town), have similar phoneme inventories. Our 
limited data agrees with the phonemes set up by Hirayama 
(1966) in 'Studies on the dialects of Ryukyu’ which he 
based upon extensive evidence from the Amami dialects. He 
included three of our seven dialects in his study: San,
Nas, and Ong. We will therefore refer to Hirayama's work 
for our synchronic description of our dialects.
3.3.1 Phonemes of the Amami dialects
Hirayama enumerates the phonemes of fourteen 
Amami dialects (33f), and the number and type of phoneme is 
the same for each dialect, with the exceptions that San has 
/ ’ / and / %  and Yoro has /'V, which none of the other 
dialects he studied have. We present his results in Figure 
304 below.
Note that Figure 304 is a modified version of 
Hirayama’s list from 33f. However, the number and type of 
distinctive features are, with two exceptions (see Footnote 
2 below) exclusively from Hirayama.
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Figure 304. Consonants
2 h ’ ^ k ^ g t r d c e s z r n p ^ b m j w Q N F
glottal + + + + 
velar + + +
alveolar + + + + + + + + +
palatal +
bilabial + + + + + +
semi V + +
moraic +
plosive + + + + + + +  + + +  +
fricative + + + + +
nasal + + + +
affricate + +
tap +
voiced - +  - - +
laryngealized - + ~ + - +
sokuon (FN.l) +
Vowels
High i i u
U (FN.2)
Mid e £ o
Low
Footnote 1. Refer to 4.1.1.1 and 4.1.5.
Footnote 2, I have added /U/ and /F/ (above) to Hirayama’s 
study as my only additions. For an explanation of their 
inclusion see 4.2.5.
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3.3.2 Phonotactic constraints of the Amami dialects
Our synchronic sketch of our seven dialects can 
be completed by noting the few specific constraints on 
vowel sequences which they show.
ShiT' is the only dialect in which we see uCo 
occurring in addition to 0C0 and uCu.
Shi and Sho have closed syllables, in which the 
final consonant is always voiceless. These two dialects 
also often show long vowels in word-final position. Samuel 
Martin, in his 1970 article 'Shodon: a dialect of the
Northern Ryukyus’ recognizes doublets for word-final vowels 
and considers their use a matter of preference, a 
conclusion with which we concur. He presents these 
doublets as 'mura(a)’. In our data we did not specifically 
check on doublets for word-final long vowels, and so list 
such doublets as were given by our informants, but note 
that their arbitrary use was clear during our interviews.
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Chapter Four
THE PHONOLOGICAL RECONSTRUCTION OF PROTO-AMAMI
4.1 Phonemicization used for the reconstruction
4.1.1 Approach and problems
In this section, I would like to discuss the 
traditional approach used to date by Japanese linguists to 
make a phonological analysis of the Modern Amami dialects.
These traditional conventions of phonemicization, 
applied systematically for the first time by Hirayama (in 
his pioneer work which resulted in a massive collection of 
data which include immense lists, wholely descriptive in
V . .
nature, of lexical items found in the Ryukyu Islands) 
reveal certain problems in the setting up of the phonemes. 
I believe that these difficulties are the result of a 
rigid adherence to pre-determined abstract principles by 
pioneer researchers of the Ryukyu dialects such as 
Hirayama. Observe three examples which concern us closely:
’ absence of glottal element
Q first element of geminated consonant
N word-final moraic /n/
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In the following subsections we will deal with 
these three ‘phonemes’.
4.1.2 Modification of the traditional notation
That the phonemic inventory of a language be as 
economical as possible, and consequently possibly rather 
abstract to a greater or lesser extent, may serve a useful 
purpose when analysis is required to be rigorously 
synchronic. However, I believe that this principle must be 
modified when setting up a phonemic inventory for the 
purpose of carrying out historical research such as the 
reconstruction of a proto-language. In this way we will 
not find ourselves too far distant from the phonetic 
reality of the languages.
Based upon this view, I would like to attempt in 
this section to provide some modification to the 
traditional inventories of the Amami dialects for the 
purpose of our historical reconstruction.
4.1.3 Eliminating the notation of /I/ and / ’/
We observe in previous phonemicisations the use 
of some phonemes which I must simply regard as unnecessary. 
For example, the use of the phoneme / ’/ reveals an 
unjustifiable level of abstraction. It is quite difficult
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for any reader of Hirayama to associate this phoneme with 
its phonetic reality. Observe the following set of phomene 
strings in terms of their phonemic notaton and the phonetic 
realisation he gives (cf. Hirayama 1966, 25f):
/* i/ U i ] / ’o/ to]
/* ©/ tie] /' 5/ [j]
/ ’u/ [wu] / ’v/ [w]
/ ’!/ m / ’N/ Cn]
/ ’a/ [a]
Hirayama's notation as illustrated by the above 
examples, is so complex and abstrac t, that / ’/ is realised 
as [j], [w], or {?, depending on the segments which follow 
it. Hirayama uses this symbol in order to represent both 
syllables consisting of single vowels without a glottal 
stop, and semivowels without a glottal stop: e.g. [i], [j], 
etc.
It is one of the phonological features of the 
Ryukyu dialects that the morpheme initial vowels and semi­
vowels are often preceded by a glottal stop element: e.g.
Nas /lirabl/ [lirabi] 'to choose’, and /2 ju’u/ [2 iu:]
'fish’. But I do not see the necessity of introducing a 
phoneme / ’/ when /£/ has already been clearly established. 
Once we have realized that word-initial vowels are 
preceded by a glottal stop, the repetition is pointless, 
and we need only mark the presence or the absence of the
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glottal stop, but not both. For example, /2i/ and /i/ can, 
if need be, adequately denote the two contrasting syllables 
[2 i] and [1 3 .
Moreover, using / ’/ causes such complexities in 
transcribing some words as follows:
Nas /'o'osa’N/ for [o:san] 'funny'
(cf. Hirayama 1966, 26f)
By retranscribing the above as /oosan/, we get
a representation far closer to the phonetic quality 
[o:san].
As it happens, as far as our data are concerned,
we do not find any examples for the contrast /Z/ :: /'/.
In all cases, the morpheme initial vowels are preceded by
ill.
Therefore, we use neither /!/ nor / ’/ in our 
notation. We consider that word-initial vowels are 
preceded by a glottal stop. Only when we quote words from 
data other than our own will we use / ’/ : e.g. Yoro / ’ja’/
[jai:] 'house' (Hirayama, 36f).
According to Hirayama, the glottal/non-glottal 
contrast is observed even in cases other than morpheme- 
initial vowels. For instance, Yoro /2ju’u/ [2 ju:] ‘fish’ 
:: / ’ja’a/ [ja:] 'house' (Hirayama, 36f). In such cases,
however, I will represent the contrast by 'j? ' and *j', 
since we will set up C^/C for the non-aspirated/aspirated 
(or pharyngealized/non-pharyngealized, or glottalized/ non-
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glottalised) series of consonants (cf. 4.1.6 below)
4.1.4 Replacing /N/ with /n/
In the traditional definition, /N/ is (as is /Q/, 
discussed below) a 'mora(ic) phoneme’. For this reason, 
and indeed for this reason alone, the phoneme /N/ has been 
set up by linguists in opposition to /n/ [n].
However, as far as both the data provided by 
Hirayama himself, and our own data are concerned, the 
appearance of /N/ and /n/ is in complementary distribution 
and, hence, completely predictable: the former stands only 
in the morpheme-final position, and the later in all other 
positions. For example, Has nabl 'cooking pot’ (50) vs. 
kuN 'this’ (88).
Hirayama may, of course, have had other evidence 
for positing a phonemic contrast /N/ :: /n/, but he does
not provide us with any evidence or reasoning. However, as 
these two phonemes appear strictly in complementary 
environments in our data, I will unify all sounds 
represented by /N/ and /n/ into /n/ for the present work.
4.1.5 Eliminated /Q/
According to the traditional view assumed by
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Japanese linguists, the phoneme /Q/ is 'another moraic 
archiphoneme’ (Vance (1987); 39f) known as 'sokuon’. The
nature of this 'arehiphoneme’ varies according to the 
consonant which follows it. In other words, /Q/ represents 
the first element of a geminated consonant, the geminated 
consonant being a conspicuous element of Japanese 
phonology. Observe the following examples of Standard 
Japanese from Vance 1987 (40f):
orthographs
a . happa
b. hatta
c . hakka
d. hassha
e . hatchu
gloss
'leaf’
'stuck’
'ignition’
'departure’ 
'ordering’
sound
[hap:"pa] 
[hat:"ta] 
[hak:"ka] 
[haj:"kaj 
[hac: c j w :]
The string of -QCV- generally has two moras, 
whereas -GV- has one. In this sense, -QC- is understood as 
a geminated consonant, or according to Vance (p.39f) 
a 'phonetic long voiceless obstruent ’. Since our concern 
is not the minute analysis of Japanese phonetics, I would 
like to transcribe -QC- as simply [pp], [ss], etc.
Therefore, Vance’s examples given above will be 
retranscribed as:
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Vance’s transcription Our retranscription No. of moras
a. /haQpa/ /happa/ 3
b . /haQta/ /hatta/ 3
c. /haQka/ /hakka/ 3
d . /haQJ a/ /ha J \ a/ 3
e. /haQt/uu/ /hattju:/ 4
Following this line, I will also transcribe the 
long consonant of the Amami dialects as /-CC-/ [-CC-]; e.g. 
/-pp-/ [”pp] etc.
4.1.6 Notation of non-aspirated consonants
In the Amami dialects (in fact, in almost all of 
the Ryukyu dialects) we find a contrast between aspirated 
and non-aspirated consonants. Historically speaking, this 
contrast is partially the bi-product of the loss of an 
earlier vocalic contrast traditionally known as *u/*o: vis.
*Chu > C hu and *Cho > Cu.
This deaspiration process is alternatively 
interpreted as glottalization or laryngealization according 
to the traditional approach of Japanese linguists such as 
Hirayama and Nakamoto.
Following Hirayama, I will represent this 
contrast by marking the glottalization x-ather than the
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aspiration. This choice is based on the fact that the 
frequency of the aspirated, hence non-glottalized 
consonants, is much higher. Therefore marking 
glottalization is the most economical way of phonemically 
representing the contrast. I will use the notation of 
Nakamoto 1979, i.e. C7 , e.g. [k*ugi] ‘nail’ (FN.l) rather 
than Hirayama"s notation for the sake of convenience in 
typing.
4.1.7 /si/, /zi/, /ti/ vs. /ji/, /ji/, and /tji/
The Amami dialects have seven vowels (3.3.1). 
These seven vowels in combination with a preceding 
consonant, form seven types of syllable, i.e.*
Ci Ce Ci C3 Ca Cu Co
In addition to these, we find listed by Japanese 
linguists the following types of syllable with a palatal 
glide:
Cja Cju Cjo
Footnote 1. Nakamoto 1979 gives the Ryukyuan forms only in 
phonetic notation.
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These “ten types of syllable form the main part of 
the syllable systems of the Amami dialects (FN.2).
For instance, we have, therefore, the following 
syllables for the case of the consonant [k] (/k/):
[ki ke kl k& ka ku ko]; [kja kju kjo]
However, in the case of [s], [z], and [t], we
have [j], [5] and [tJ] in front of [i]. For example,
observe the following set, especially the first item in it:
fj i se si sS sa su so]; [ja ju jo]
In Standard Japanese, the traditional manner of 
phonemicizing is to represent [ji], [s;i], and [tjjL] as
/si/, /ti/, and /zi/ respectively. This is done because in 
SJ, the syllables [si], [ti], and [di] do not occur.
In the Amami dialects, on the other hand, there 
has been observed, though quite rarely, a contrast 
between [si] and [ji], for example, and Hirayama (1966, 
24f) in his syllable inventory for Nas, includes [ti] and 
[tji]. However, as far as our data is concerned, this 
contrast does not appear at all.
Footnote 2. Note that we do very occasionally observe 
syllables in the shape of CwV; i.e. with a labial glide. 
However, as this is irrelevant to our present argument, we 
shall pass over this type of glide for the moment.
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However, based on the phonetic reality, we will 
break with traditional Japanese linguistic practice, and 
use /ji/, /?i/ and /tji/.
4.1.8 Consonant /a/ for [da]
In Japanese phonetics, the occurrence of [a] and 
[da] remains a controversial problem. This is perhaps 
because the two phones appear to behave sometimes as
allophones and sometimes as free variants. However, there 
will be no controversy in saying that they belong to the 
same phoneme, normally written as /a/.
A parallel phenomenon is observed in the Amami
dialects. Observe the following from Hirayama 1966 (24f):
/si/ /ze/ /si/ /zb/ /za/ /su/ /zo/ ; /sjo/
[d^i] [dse] [dzi] [dz£] [dza] [dsu] [dso] ; [d^o]
According to the examples given in Hirayama, it
seems that the [z] does not occur in the Amami dialects.
However, because it is more economical, and 
because, morphophonemicslly, it is the voiced counterpart 
of /s/ in the Modern Amami dialects, I will agree with
Hirayama (and, in fact, with most of other Ryukyuan
linguists), and use /s/ rather than /ds/ to represent [dz].
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4.1.9 Using /ts/ for Hirayama’s /<?/.
Hirayama 1966 uses /<?/ for the affricate [ts]
([t’a] in Hirayama). However, I will use /ts/ for
convenience in typing.
4.1.10 PA accent system
For the purposes of our argument, note that 
reconstruction of a PA accent system has not been 
attempted. As it is irrelevant to the A/B system, we do 
not consider accent systems in our current reconstruction. 
We recognise, however, that an accent system might very
well be relevant to problems related to other areas of 
study, for instance, long vowels, and so leave it for 
further study.
4.1.11 Summary - Phonemes used in reconstruction
Following are the consonant and vowel phonemes
used in our data:
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Figure 401. Phonemes used for reconstruction
Consonants:
Stops
Fricatives
Nasals:
Affricates
Tap:
z
m n
g
J h
ts t j
5
Semi-vowels:
3 w
4?
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Vowels:
Central Back
I u
U
g o
Low
4.2 Principles of reconstruction
a
Front 
High i
Mid e
4.2.1 Informant notation
1 ) (-) indicates the informant did not respond.
2) Definite loans: (<L>) indicates that the 
informant stated 'this word is from Japanese’.
3) Possible loans: (<L?>) show the informant 
stated he or she thought the word might be from Japanese.
4) If the informant responded with doublets we 
give both forms (~ ).
5) When the same phoneme occurs more than once in 
a word, we use a and b to distinguish between them. E.g. 
the /u/’s in (117) mutu would be denoted by 117a and 117b.
4.2.2 Invalid cases
1) Unless we see three dialectal forms unmarked 
with <L> or <L?>, we do not attempt PA reconstruction.
2) If we see three marks for <L> or <L?> we
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consider the material to be invalid for reconstruction.
3) If a word with an irregular reflex is also
semantically deviant from OJ, we designate the comparison 
as invalid. The examples of this number only four, and are 
lexical items (5), (119), (168), and (173).
4) If we consider that a word is, although
unmarked with <L?> or <L>, nonetheless clearly a loan word
from MdJ, we consider it to be invalid. In fact we have
only one lexical item of this kind, (260).
4.2.3 Irrecoverable cases
1) If we cannot decide between two segments which
is the ‘true’ PA segment, we consider the segment to be
irrecoverable and mark it with ; e.g. (103a,b) PA *j_k_.
2) If an entire PA word is made up of such
segments, we consider it irrecoverable, and mark it IRC.
4.2.4 Position
1) Unless significant, we do not divide
consonants according to their position in the word. Note 
that PA had no word-final consonants.
2) Vowels are always presented by position.
4.2.5 Glosses
1) Glosses are from O J .
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2) Unless specifically required, we do not give 
the dialectal gloss. When necessary (i.e when different 
from OJ), we cite dialectal glosses in our argument.
4.2.5 /U/ and /F/
1) Although /U/ is a potential phoneme of the 
MdAm dialects, it appears only sporadically in our data. 
We never see it throughout a lexical item. There is no case 
for setting up *U as a proto-segment, and its relevance as 
a marginal phoneme must be left for further study.
2 ) We have only a few cases of /F/ found in Sho, 
Ong, and Nas, and its phonemic status is very tentative. 
However, we have included /F/ in our inventory of phonemes 
because of its relevance to sound changes related to the 
subgrouping of the dialects (cf. 5.2).
4.2.7 Excluding a form in parenthesis
We exclude various forms (by putting the relevant 
form in parenthesis) given by informants from our 
reconstruction for several reasons.
1) If it is a conclusive form suffix (jun) or an 
adjective suffix (sa), we exlude it from reconstruction 
unless the verb stem final is affected.
2) If we decide a form is not cognate with the 
others in a lexical item, we exlude it from reconstruction;
e.g. (83) Ong juf^Dwa 'weak'; (113 Sho tun(kana) ‘fellow’.
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4.3 Consonants
4.3.1 PA *p
4.3.1.1 Pattern 1
In our data, we find eleven tokens of the
correspondence series showing /p/ in San, /h/ in Yen and 
Yoa, /h/ or /¥/ in Sho, Ong, and Nas, and /h/ or /hw/ in
Sib (Pattern 1). Pattern 1 is observed only in word-final
position.
For the occurrence of /F/ in Sho and Ong we find 
the following facts. In Sho, /F/ appears when the
PA environment is _*a while /h/ occurs when it is _*i 
or _*u; e.g. (14 3) Faak 'box’ vs. (79) hugur 'bag’ and 
(128) hirju- 'wide’. The case of (261) hani 'wing’, with 
/h/ before /a/ is the only exception to this.
In Ong, /F/ appears when the PA environment is „*a 
and „*u, and /h/ appears before _*i. For example: (232)
Fuji 'star’ vs. (128) hiru- 'wide’. The /h/ of (157) is an 
exception to this. However, we should consider that (157) 
is the only case where the reflexes are at a word-boundary 
(this may also be the reason for Sib /hw/ in (157), since 
Sib has /h/ in all the other relevant lexical items).
From the above facts, we can infer that all the 
reflexes in Chart 401 are from the same proto-consonant, 
which we reconstruct as *p.
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Chart 401. Modern reflexes for PA *p Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Sc
(79) h h F<L> F h h P
128,153 
261 h h h h h h P
143 h F - h h h P
(157) hw F h h h h P
216 h h - h - h P
231, 232
233 h h F h h h P
Reconstructing *p, rather than *h or *F, will be 
seen to be the most appropriate choice if we consider the 
phonetic plausibility and systematic consistency of the PA 
plosive series: i.e. *p, *t, and *k (cf. 4.3.2 and 4.3.3
for *t and *k respectively); and *b, *d, and *g (cf. 4.3.4,
4.3.5, and 4.3.6 respectively).
Judging from its shape, I would suggest the 
possibility that Nas /Fukuro/ for 'bag1 (79) is also a loan 
word from MdJ /Fukuro/ 'id’.
4.3.1.2 Pattern 2
We have another two examples to consider as 
coming from *p, but here the San slots are blank (Chart 
402) .
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As far as these correspondence patterns are 
concerned, when the San slots are empty, there appears to 
be no telling whether the reflexes are from *p or *k. This 
is because, with the exception of the San slots, the 
patterns related to *p and *k in certain intervocalic 
environments (cf. 4.3.3) resemble one another very closely.
Note, however, that the environments for the 
above mentioned *p and *k cases are different. The eleven 
*P cases in Chart 401 are all found morpheme-initially, 
whereas the *k cases are found intervocalieally between 
certain vowels (generally *&) (cf. 4.3.3).
Because they occur in the morpheme-initial 
position, we shall therefore ascribe the reflexes found in 
(34) and (61) to PA *p.
Chart 402. Modern reflexes for PA *p Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
34 - h h h -
61 h h h h h - -
4.3.1.3 Sound changes for *p
The sound changes that we have found for *p are 
as follows:
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> F / _a _ |
h / _i, u —
> F / _ a , u —|
h / _i _
> h
> P
in Sho 
in Ong
in Sib,Nas,Yen,Yoa 
in San
4.3.2 PA *t and allophone *ts
4.3.2.1 Pattern 1
From almost forty items with /t/ throughout 
(Pattern 1), we reconstruct PA *t (Chart 403).
4.3.2.2 Pattern 2
In (46) for 'mountain', San has /d/ instead of 
/t/, as does Nas in (165) for 'place1. I would like to 
posit that these reflexes are from *t. Hence, the initial 
consonant of the PA words has become /d/ for an unknown 
reason. We can classify them as exceptions to Pattern 1, 
and unrelated to the similar reflexes we find in Pattern 4.
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Chart 403. Modern reflexes for PA *t Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
97 12770 79 6 7l0 87~’ 
110,114a,114b, 
115,116,146,147 
164,225,
246 t t t t t t t
8 t t t t - t t
15 t t t _ - t
67 t t - - - t -
71 t t - t<L> t<L> t t
72 t - t t t t t
73 t t - - t t t<L>
87 t t - t t t<L> t
95 t t t - t - -
105,169a 
169b t t t t t - t
107 t t t t - - t
111 t - t t t t t
112 t t t t - -
113 t t t t _ - -
117 t t t t t<L> - t
127 t - t t t t -
145b t t t t - t
162 t t t t t t -
167 t t t t - t -
191 t t - t<L> - _ t
244 - - t t t
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Chart 404. Modern reflexes for PA *t Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
46 t t t t - - d
165 t t t d t t t
4.3.2.3 Pattern 3 - allophone *ts
We find five tokens of a correspondence series 
which occurs both word-initially and word-medially (136) in 
the environment of _*1. As this pattern is in 
complementary distribution with *t, we set up *ts as an 
allophone of * t .
Chart 405. Modern reflexes for PA *ts Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
(30) t t ts ts ts<L?> ts s
48 t^ t7 ts ts ts ts ts
77 - t^ ts ts ts ts ts
136 - t ts ts ts ts ts
145a - ts ts ts 5 ts ts
San /s/ in (30) and Yen /s/ in (145a) are 
exceptions.
The /ts/ in Sho (145a) is the only example we 
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find for /ts/ for either Shi or Sho in our data. We will 
consider it an exception to Pattern 3, where otherwise in 
Sib and Sho we find that /t/ or /t*/ has replaced *ts. The 
choice of /t / may be influenced by the following consonant 
(_im in (48) and _In in (77)), but we lack sufficient 
evidence for a firm determination. This pattern, in fact, 
shows an interesting situation and is open to several 
different interpretations. We present this argument as the 
most plausible explanation, and note the issue of *ts as a 
point for further study.
4.3.2.4 Pattern 4
In our data we have three cases where isolated 
/d/ appears in patterns otherwise consisting of /t/ 
throughout. This /d/ is (unlike Pattern 2) found in
Chart 406. Modern reflexes for PA *t Pattern 4
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
(7) t~+d +d t t t t t
163 +d t t - - t
166 t +d t t t t <L>
morpheme-initial position when the morpheme in question is 
attached to another one which precedes it.
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The voicing which takes place in this particular 
environment is similar to an occurrence in Japanese 
generally known as the 'rendaku' (lit. 'voicing') 
phenomena. There can be no doubt that this 'rendaku’ is a 
synchronic phenomenon in the MdA dialects too. The 
alternation of Sib +duk ~ toki 'time’ (7) provides us with 
evidence for this.
Therefore the proto-segment for the above cases 
can be postulated to have been *t.
4.3.2.5 Sound changes for *t and *ts
We find that PA *t has remained unchanged, and 
that its allophone *ts has undergone the following change:
*ts > t or t^ in 'Shiy, Sho
> ts elsewhere
4.3.3 PA *k and allophone *h
As discussed in the following subsections, there 
is good reason to assume that PA *k had an allophone *h. 
We will discuss the rather complex differences in 
environment of these two proto-segments in the following 
subsections.
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Chart 407. Modern reflexes for PA *k Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
*k-
29,96, 
155a,248, 
249 k k k k k k k
67 k k - - k k
76 k k k - k k k
95 k k k - k - -
97 k - k k - - k
100 - k k k k k k
(138) k k k k k k P
196 - k k k k k k
205 k k k k k _ -
222 k - k k - k k<L?>
223 k k k - - - -
250 k k k k k k -
*-k-
7,30,
102,103,
225,251,
252 k k k k k k k
105 k k k k k - k
254 k - - k k - k<L? >
4.3.3.1 Pattern 1 - *k
The correspondences listed in Chart 407 above
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consist of MdA /k/ throughout. From these examples, we 
reconstruct *k.
San /p/ in (138) is an exception (cf. Chart 401 
for PA *p in word-final position, and Chart 409 below for 
word-initial *k in complementary distribution).
4.3.3.2 Pattern 2 - *h
On the other hand, we find seven tokens of a 
correspondence series consisting mainly of /h/ and an 
infrequent 0 in Yen, Yoa and San (Pattern 2). From these 
correspondences, we reconstruct *h.
This *h, however, and *k reconstructed in 4.3.3.1 
are found to be in complementary distribution in terms of 
their PA environments.
We find *h between *&_*& (44, 45, 46), *u_& (56), 
*o„*o (155b, 160, and 165), and *a_*a (84) (FN.l). On the
other hand,*k is found in the following environments: *u_*i 
(7), *i_*i (30), *u_*u (102, 105), *u_*a (251, 252),
(nine lexical items, Chart 408) (FN.2).
Due to this distribution pattern, we must 
conclude that giving phonemic status to *h is not 
justifiable. Therefore, I shall recognize *h as an
Footnote 1. The PA vowels before and after *h in (104) and 
(142) are irrecoverable because of the inconsistent shapes 
of the dialectal forms.
Footnote 2. The PA vowels before and after *k in (103) are 
also irrecoverable.
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allophone of *k.
Chart 408. Modern reflexes for PA *k Pattern 2 - *h
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
44 h - h h 9 9 9
45 h h h h h 9 h
46 h h h h - - h
56 h h h h h h -
84 h h h h h h h
(104) - h h h h h 9
(142) h h h h h - h
(155b) h h k h 9 9 9
(160) h h h h k h 9
(165) 0~h 9 9 9 k k 9
Yen /k/ in (160) is an exception.
The occurrences of 9 in (165) are caused by the
dropping of of *h in this item, and are exceptions Also,
Yen and Yoa /k/ may be the result of lexical borrowing from
MdJ tokoro 'icT. Note that we begin to find many examples 
of lexical borrowing in Yen and Yoa (cf. 4.4.3.3)
4. 3.3.3 Pattern 3
The word-initial correspondences consisting of 
/h/ in San and /k/ throughout the other dialects may be the
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best evidence for postulating that *k had allophone *h 
(Pattern 3).
This correspondence pattern is found to be in 
almost exact complementary distribution with Pattern 1 
(Chart 407). The PA environments for Pattern 3 are 
/_*aCi (40, 41, and 42,), ?L*i (25, 60, 157) and ?L*u (43,
6 8 , 91,92,101,87,141). The environment for (259) is
irrecoverable. Pattern 1 has different environments 
(notably ^_*o), with the following exception: (100) and
(248), where *k is found in ^_*u. We therefore ascribe 
Pattern 3 to *k.
Chart 409. Modern reflexes for PA *k Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
4,40,41,42, 
68,91,92, 
101,157, 
(259) k k k k k k h
25 k k k k k k h
43 k k - k k - h
60 k k k k k k h
87 k k - k k k h
141 k k '' h k k k - h
(57) k k k k - k -
(58) k k k k k - -
(216) k k - k - k h
The correspondences of (57) and (58) are
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in the San slots. However, from the relevant PA 
environment, , I posit that the San reflexes would be
/h/. Hence, I will classify these items into Pattern 3.
4.3.3.4 Pattern 4
Correspondence Pattern 4, drawn from (88), (89), 
and (90) (Chart 410) may be lexically defined, and is, 
hence, an exception to Pattern 3.
From the initial consonants (/k/) of the lexical 
items in these three cases, and from the environments in 
which they are placed (^_u), we are able to predict that 
Yoa and San would have /h/.
The initial elements of the lexical items in 
(88), (89), and (90) (u- in Yoa and San, and ku- in the
other dialects: perhaps for 'this’) must have come from a 
common PA source. This can be reconstructed as *ku- lid’.
Chart 410. Modern reflexes for PA *k Pattern 4 
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas
88 k k k k
89 k - k
90 k k k
Yen Yoa San
k 9 9
k - 0
k 0 0
100
4.3.3.6 Sound changes for PA *k and *h
PA *h has remained unchanged in all dialects 
For PA *k, we have found the following sound changes:
*k h /
u__& 
a_a 
o_o 
n / ^ C i
k
—  in every dialect
in San
elsewhere
4.3.4 PA *b
4.3.4.1 Pattern 1
Chart 411. Modern reflexes for PA *b Pattern 1
Nos. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
50,60,68 b b b b b b b
108 Q b b b b b b
95 b b b - b - -
209 b - b b b b b
215 b b - b
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Seven items show the pattern consisting of /b/ 
throughout (Pattern 1, Chart 411)). From them, we 
reconstruct PA *b. Sib 0 in (108) is an exception.
4.3.4.2 Pattern 2
It is one of the sound changes specific to Sib 
and Sho that word-final *i (4.4.3.1) and *u (4.4.3.6 ) in 
the environment of C_? are lost.
This change has resulted in closed syllables for 
Sib and Sho. The voiced consonants which have thus become 
word-final, have subsequently been devoiced in both Sib and 
Sho (cf. 4.3.6.2 for *g; 4.3.8 .2 for *s).
For instance, PA *tabi ‘journey’ > Sib tap ‘id’ 
and Sho tap ‘id’ (191). The correspondence pattern found 
in Chart 412 having /p/ in Sib and Sho, and /b/ in the 
other dialects (Pattern 2 ) is the result of this devoicing 
process.
Chart 412. Modern reflexes for PA *b Pattern 2
N o . Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa S<
193 P P b b b b b
196 - P b b b b b
191 P P - b<L> b b b
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4.3.4.3 Pattern 3
The correspondences of both (226b) and (238) 
include /b/ and /m/ (Chart 413).
Chart 413. Reflexes for PA *b Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
226b b b b b b m m
238 b m b b b b b
I would put the presence of /m/ to lexical 
borrowing from MdJ; vis. (226b) Yoa mamor(in) 'to defend', 
San mamor(jun) 'id' :: MdJ mamor(u) 'id'; (238) Sho k^umo
'spider' :: MdJ kumo 'id’.
4.3.4.4 Pattern 4
One item shows a pattern consisting of /b/ and 0 . 
I have not found any environmental or other evidence to 
justify a sound change PA *b > 0 in Yen, Yoa, and San. 
Nor do we find any Japanese word(s) to suggest lexical 
borrowing. Therefore, I will simply treat this case as an 
exception.
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Chart 414. Modern reflexes for PA *b Pattern 4
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
4.3.4.5 Sound changes for *b
For PA *b, we find the following sound changes:
*b > p / _i(>0)^ in Sib, Sho
> b elsewhere
4.3.5. PA *d
4.3.5.1 Pattern 1
We find eight cases supporting a correspondence 
series consisting of /d/ throughout (Chart 415). 
Therefore, we reconstruct *d.
4.3.5.2 Pattern 2
We treat the correspondence of (11) as
a case of the 'rendaku’ phenomena (cf.4.3.2.4) in PA.
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Chart 415. Modern reflexes for PA *d Pattern 1 
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
17,45
75,118 d
74 d<L>
76 d
198
The /d/ in (11) found throughout the dialects 
with the exception of San is, in all cases, the initial 
segment of the second element of a compound word for 
‘spirit of the dead' (observe this in the master list).
The San word tjuuntamasii should be analyzed as 
tjuu 'person' (cf. (10) San tju 'person') plus a genitive 
marker n plus tamasii (perhaps tama + sii). Consider that 
we have no evidence that 'rendaku' applies when the element 
in question follows a genitive marker in MdA.
Based upon the above argument, we must consider 
that, as a compound word, the initial phoneme of the second 
element was *d.
Unless PA had this *d as a ‘rendaku’ case, we
cannot account for the fact that all the modern dialects
(except San, in which tamasi is not considered to be part
of a compound word) show *d for this case.
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Chart 416. Modern reflexes for *d Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
11 d d d d d d t
4.3.5.3 Sound changes for *d
PA *d has been retained as /d/ in all the modern 
dialects to the present day.
4.3.6 PA *g
4.3.6 .1 Pattern 1
We have twelve items with the correspondence /g/ 
throughout. We reconstruct PA *g from them (Pattern 1).
Sib /k/ in (158) is an exception. The reflex /g/ 
in Ong, Nas, and Yen stands as the initial consonant of the 
second element of a compound word (cf. master list). It 
is a retention of PA *g, which is hence relevant to the 
*rendaku’ phenomena (cf. 4.3.2.4; 4.3.5.2) of PA. The Sib 
/k/, on the other hand, is the initial segment of an 
independent word, kumor 'to shout’. As we have in this 
series three +/g/’s and one /k/, we will treat the 
reconstruction as a case of 'rendaku’.
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Chart 417. Modern reflexes of PA *g Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Sc
31,32,40, 
147,161 g g g g g g g
65 - - g g - g g
67 +g +g - - - +g -
91 g - g g g g g
99 +g +g +g "♦•g +g - -
106 g g g g - g g
113 +g - +g +g - - -
127 g g g g g -
(158) *k - +g +g +g - -
162 g g g g g g -
4.3.6 .2 Pattern 2
We have a correspondence series consisting of /k/
Chart 418. Modern reflexes for PA *g Pattern 2 
No. Sib Sho
186 k
187 k k
201 k k
245 k k
Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
g
g
g
g
g
g
g<L>
g
g
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in Sib and Sho, and /g/ in the other dialects (Pattern 2). 
We can relate this pattern to the devoicing process of PA 
*b as seen in Sib and Sho (cf. 4.3.4.2).
4.3.6 .3 Sound changes for *g
For PA *g, we have found the following sound
changes:
*g > k / „i,u(>0)^ in Sib, Sho
> g elsewhere
4.3.7 PA *s
PA has *s, which has remained as /s/ in the seven 
modern dialects regardless of environment, with a few rare 
exceptions (Chart 419).
4.3.7.1 Pattern 1
The Nase /J~s/ in (258) may be due to lexical 
borrowing from MdJ or Kyushu dialect (hereafter Kyu), c f . 
Nas ase ~ a/e 'sweat', MdJ ase 'id’, and Kyu a/e 'id'. 
For Nas a/e ‘id’, refer to Nas kase 'wind’, which may be 
from MdJ kase 'id', or Kyu kase 'id' (259).
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Chart 419. Modern reflexes for PA *s
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Sai
32,44,
245,249 s s s s s s s
80 s 5 s s - s s
130 s - s s - s s
(131) ss s - - s - -
133 s - s - - s -
150a,b s - s s s s s
184 s s - s - - s
(212) 1 s s s s s s
(224) s s s s s ss ss
(258) s s s S~I s 5 s
The /I/ in Sib (212),
must be treated as exceptional.
The occurrences of /ss/’s in Sib (131) and Yoa
(224) are exceptions.
4.3.7.3 Sound changes for *s
We have found the PA *s has not undergone any
sound changes to date.
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4.3.8 PA *z
Evidence in support of the existence of *2 in PA
is neither plentiful nor powerful. We find only three
lexical items exemplifying it, as observed in the following 
subsections.
However, it is nevertheless possible to justify 
the reconstruction of *2 , for although our cases are few in 
number, they show a certain consistency in their 
patterning.
4.3.8 .1 Pattern 1
We find two items with a correspondence series
consisting of /d/ in Sib and Sho, and /z/ in the other
dialects.
Observe how *2 contrasts with *d; e.g. (92) *kuzu 
'last year’ vs. (17) *wuduri 'dance, jumping’. We 
therefore reconstruct *2 from these correspondences.
Chart 420. Modern reflexes of PA *2 Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
92 d d z z z z z
259 d d z z z z z
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We find /^/ in Nas in the correspondence of
(259). The syllable is /^e/. This may be due to lexical 
borrowing from Kyu kaje 'wind1 (cf. 4.3.7.1).
4.3.8 .2 Pattern 2
Pattern 2, discussed in this subsection, is 
represented by only one item. However, it becomes of 
particular interest if we observe it in parallel to PA *b 
and *g, which became /p/ amd /k/ respectively in word-final 
position in Sib and Sho (cf. 4.3.4.2 and 4.3.6 .2). Observe 
that we have /d/ in Sib and Sho in (92) and (259), whereas
we have /t/ in (203), where the reflex is in word-final
position.
We can therefore reasonably ascribe the reflexes 
of (203) to the same PA segment as those of (92) and
(259), that is to PA * z .
Chart 421. Modern reflexes for PA *z Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
203 t t z z z z s
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4.3.8.3 Sound changes for PA *z
We have found the following sound changes for PA
*z:
*z > d / _u
in Sib, Sho
t /
> z / elsewhere
4.3.9 PA *j
4.3.9.1 Pattern 1
We have four tokens of a correspondence series 
with / |/ throughout (Chart 422). From them we reconstruct 
for PA (FN.3).
Chart 422. Modern reflexes for PA *} Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
82 j I / j f I 1
115 J I
2 1 1  J J j j f J '
(104SF) j - - - | J
Footnote 3. For (4), (87), (205), see the immediately 
following subsection.
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4.3.9.2 Pattern 2
The pattern consisting of /s/ in Nas and /// 
throughout the other dialects is found in the seven items 
listed in Chart 423 helow.
Chart 423. Modern reflexes for PA *| Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
21 ,60 , 
232,252
8
15
149
(4)
(87)
(205)
I J 
/ J
f 1
/ / (
I J I
/ / /
J J -
This pattern is found when the environment comes 
from PA _*i.
Three lexical items (4, 87, and 205) are
exceptions to this Pattern. However, it is very likely that 
Nas /fi/ in (205) is caused by interdialectal lexical 
borrowing; c f . (205) Nas kS^Ji, from PA *k&:Ji ‘tidal wave 
caused by typhoon’, is culturally very specific. Thus, Nas 
kuji ‘waste’ in (4) and Nas kutuji (87) are the only 
unexplainable items which I will define as exceptions.
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Therefore I shall ascribe the reflexes in Chart 
425 to PA */.
For this ascription, remember also why we decided 
to phonemicize //i/, /£i/, and /tji/ for the Amami
syllables [fi], [d^i], and [tji] respectively, rejecting
the traditional phonemicization of /si/, /si/, and /ti/.
This was because we respected the phonetic reality rather 
than the more abstract phonemicization seen in Hirayama 
(1966). This approach has been used in setting up our PA 
phonemes too.
4.3.9.3 Sound changes for PA *j
We have found the following sound change for PA
*j :
*J > s / _i in Nas
| elsewhere
4.3.10 PA *5
We find only one set of corresponding reflexes 
that lead us to the reconstruction of *sj for PA. As was 
the case for *z in 4.3.8, this reconstruction can be 
supported by examining it with reference to *J and the 
devoicing phenomena of word-final consonants in Sib and
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Sho.
Chart 424. Modern reflexes for PA
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
146 tf tj 5 z £ ^ ^
Observe first the /z/ in the Nas slot. This /z/ 
is found before /I/.
For (146), let us refer to the fact that PA *ji 
has become /si/ in Nas (4.3.9.2).
Sib and Sho /tj/ in (146) can be accounted for by
a phenomenon parallel to the devoicing phenomena of word-
final voiced consonants (e.g. 4.3.4.2 for *bi > p/ in Sib
and Sho, etc.).
Based upon the above examination, we shall
recognize the existence of *5 in PA.
4.3.10.1 Sound changes for PA
We have found the following sound changes for
*;? > tj / _i/ in Sib,Sho
> z / _i in Nas
> ^ elsewhere
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4.3.11. PA *tj
4.3.11.1 Pattern 1
In all environments other than _*i, we find 
correspondences consisting unpredictably of /ttj/ and /tj/, 
with isolated exceptions /t/ and /ff/ (Pattern 1). This 
denotes that Pattern 1 and 2 are found in complementary 
distribution. Therefore, the reflexes of the two patterns 
should be ascribed to the same proto-segment.
Chart 425. Modern reflexes of PA *tj Pattern 1 
No.
10
11
14
15
16 
100 
125 
228
Sib
ttj
ttj
ttj
/;
Sho
t j
t 
t 
t 
t
Ong
ttj
ttj
tj
J f
Nas
tt J
ttj
ttj
ttj
t
ttj
Yen
tt J ttj ttj ttj
ttf
ttj
tr
f f
ttj
Yoa San
ttj t/
t (
t !
- t f
- t
/
tfJ * J
tt f ttf
4.2.11.2 Pattern 2
We find two items of a correspondence series
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with /ts/ in Nas and /tJ/ in the other dialects (with an 
exception /ttj/ in Yen and San (235)). The common 
environment for these correspondences is PA *_i which has 
become /I/ in Nas. Thus, the relevant Nas syllable is 
/tsi/.
Based upon the parallel phenonemon with /si/ in 
Nas and /Ji/ in the other dialects (c f .4,3.9.2), we 
reconstruct *tj for PA.
Chart 426. Modern reflexes for PA *tj Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
124 t J tj tj ts t j t f tf
235 tj tf tj ts ttj tj ttj
4.3.11.3 Sound changes for PA *tj
We find the following sound change for PA *tj:
*tj > ts / _i in Nas
tj / _i in the other dialects
> ttj or tj in other environments
Note that a strong case can be made for 
reconstructing *s and *ts, rather than */ and *tj, but that 
we have chosen to present the latter.
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4.3.12 PA *m
Chart 427. Modern reflexes for PA *m Pattern 1
25 0 Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
27,53a,62,78a, 
125,126,207, 
230a,234,235, 
252 m m
*m-
m m m m m
16 m m m m m - m
(22) m m 9 m 9 9 9
(23) m m m m m 9 m
63 - - m m m m ra
64 m - m m m - -
65 _ - m m - m m
73 m m - - m m m< L>
85 m m m<L> m m m m
117 m m m m m<L> _ m
127 m - m m m m m
142 m m m m m - m
194 m m m m m - m
199a - m in m m m m
210 - m m m m - m
211 m m m m m - m
217 m m - m - - -
(226a) m m~n m m m m m
237 m - m m m - m<L>
255 m m m m - m m
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4.3.12,1 Pattern 1
We have numerous examples for the correspondence 
pattern consisting of /m/ throughout (Chart 427). We
reconstruct *m for PA from these examples. Note that this 
pattern is observed only in word-initial position.
The occurrences of 0 in Ong, Yen and Yoa (22) are 
exceptions.
The occurrence of 0 in San (22) is also an
exception, and unrelated to the argument presented in the 
next sub-section.
Sib doublet /n/ in (226a) is an exception.
4.3.12.2 Pattern 2
However, PA *m has been lost in San in
intervocalic position. This sound change has created a 
correspondence pattern having 0 in San (Chart 428).
Four cases (11, 23, 28, 29, 169, 236a) in Chart
428 are exceptions, unexplainably showing /m/ in San.
Although the San slots are blank for six lexical 
items, we can ascribe them to Pattern 2 based on their 
word-medial position.
The case of (230a,b) is the single example of the 
consonant string *mm. Note that the second /m/ has been 
lost in San.
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Chart 428. Modern reflexes for PA *m Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Sc
37,41,42,48 
53b,78b, 
164,230b m m m m m m 9
(35) m m m n ~ m n m<L> 9
43 m m - m m - 0
97 m - m - - - 9
118 - - m m » m 9
123 m - m m m m 9
130 m - m m - m 9
135 m - m m - m 9
145 - m m m m - 9
149 - rn m m m m 9
179 m m m m - m 9
(11,29, 
236a,230a)m m m m m m m
(23) m m m m m 9 m
(28) - m m<L> m m m m
(169) m m m m m - m
(112) - m m m m - -
(158) m - m m m - -
(163) m m m - - m -
(167) m m m m - m -
(220) m<L> m<L> m m m m -
(223) m m m - - - -
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4.3.12.3 Pattern 3
We find two tokens of a correspondence series 
with /m/ in Sho, /n/ in San, with /m/ or /n/ in the other 
dialects and Sib blank in both cases). This correspondence 
pattern is observed only in the environment of _*i: (cf.
4.4.1.3.1) .
Chart 429. Modern reflexes for PA *m Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
n n n
m n
4.3.12.4 Sound changes for PA *m
We have found the following sound changes for *m:
*m > 0 / V_V in San
> m elsewhere
4.3.13 PA *n
PA had *n which has not undergone any changes
to the time of MdAm. Examples for this are ample
(Chart 430).
199b - m n n
200 - m m m
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Chart 430, Modern reflexes for PA *n
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
23,50,70.84, 
88,121,122, 
123,126,157, 
160,161,
201;233,241 
251,261 n n n n n n n
6 n - n - n n n
18 n - n n n n n
19 n n n n n - n
67 n n • - - n -
77 n - n n n -
CO CO 2 - n _ n - n
97 n _ n n - - n
106 n n n n - n n
113 n n n n _ - -
127 n - n n n n n
166 n n n n n - n<L>
171 n - n n n n n<L>
172 n - n n n<L> - -
198 - n n n n n
4.3.13.2 Sound changes for PA *n
As we observed in the previous subsection, we 
find that PA *n is retained as /n/ everywhere in every 
modern dialect.
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4.3.14 PA *r
PA *r, like *n discussed in 4.3.14 above, is 
well-preserved in the modern Amami dialects (Chart 433).
Chart 433. Modern reflexes for PA *r
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa S*
9,17,68, 
153,155, 
165,226, 
248
148,
r r r r r r r
6 r - r - r r -
18 r - r r r r r
19 r r r r r - r
28 - r r<L?> r r r r
34 - - r r r - -
65 - ~ r r - r r
71 r r - r<L> r<L> r r
79 r r r<L> r r r r
90 _ r r r r r r
99 r r r r r - -
102 r - r r r r r
106 r r r r - r r
111 r - r r r<L> r r
(113) r j - r r - - _
121 r - r r - r r
122 r - r r r r r
127 r _ r r r r -
123
129 — r r r — r r
134 - - - r - r r
149 - r r r r r r
152 - - r - r r r
158 r - r r r - -
160 - - - r - r r
163 r - - - - r -
172 r - r r r<L> - -
175 r ~ d r r r - r r
176 r r - r<L> r r r
180 - r r r r r r
202 r - - r r r r
215 r r - r - - ~
220 r<L> r<L> r r r r -
237 r - r r r - r<L? >
247 r r r r r - r
250 r r r r r r -
255 r r r r - r r
Shi /rj/ in (113) is the only exception to th
pattern.
4.3.15.2 Sound changes for PA *r
PA *r has not undergone any sound changes.
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4.3.15 PA *j
4.3.15.1 Prevocalic *j
We find a correspondence series of 20 items 
with /j/ throughout. From them we reconstruct *j for PA.
Chart 432. Modern reflexes for PA *j
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
75,84,103,118, 
189,214 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
35 3 3 3 3 3 3<h> 3
74 j<L> - 3 3 3 3 3
83 3 j 3 - 3 - 3
(85) n 3 n<L> 3 3 j 3
89 3 - j - 3 - 3
102 3 - 3 j 3 j 3
132 - - 3 j - j 3
133 5 - 3 - - 3 -
134 - 3 _ j - j 3
135 3 3 3 3 - 3 3
136 - j 3 j 3 3 3
152 - - 3 - 3 3 3
175 3 3 3 j - 3 3
200 - 3 3 3 - 3 3
209 j - 3 j 3 i 3
217 3 3 - 3 - - -
254 - - 5 j - j <L? >
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Sib /n/ in (85) is an exception, which may be the 
result of the change _*jo in PA *majo 'cocoon' to /n/, but
the cause of the change remains unexplained.
4.3.15.2 Postconsonantal *j
We find eight lexical items with palatalized 
consonants in Sib and Sho (exceptions being Sho /n/ in 
(124) and blanks in (192) in both dialects), with
unpredictably scattered palatalized consonants elsewhere.
These cases are found both word initially, and 
word-medially in the environment *i_V. As we find 
contrasting unmarked C; e.g. (153) *piru vs. (128) *pirju 
we therefore ascribe these cases to *Cj.
Chart 433. Modern reflexes for PA *Cj
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San PA
-*Cj-
20 nj nj n - n j n n *n j
21 r j r j r r r r r *r j
22 nj n j m j nj nj n j *n j
73 n j nj - - n n j n<L> *n j
(124) nj n n ? j n7j n *n j
128 r j rj r r r r r *r j
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*Cj-
192 nj nj nj nj nj *n j
204 kj kj k kj kj kj h *k j
4.3.15.3 Sound change for PA *j
PA *j has been retained as /j/ everywhere in all 
the modern dialects.
PA *Cj has undergone the following sound changes:
4.3.16 PA *w
We have numerous tokens of a correspondence 
series consisting of mostly /w/ with scattered 0's. 
Therefore, we reconstruct *w for PA.
Although our data does not happen to contain any 
examples of word-initial /w-/ other than /wu/, Hirayama 
(1966) attests the existence of word-initial /wa/.
The sporadic occurrence of 0 in the word-initial 
environment of _*u is unexplainable. However, the 
occurrence of 0 in word-medial position in Sib and Sho may
*Cj > in Sib, Sho
Cj or C unpredictably elsewhere
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be related to the environment _*a.
Chart 434. Modern reflexes for PA *w
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
31,241 w w
*w- 
w w w w w
12 w w 9 w w w w
17 w 9 w w w w w
56 w w w w w 9 -
178 w 9 w w w w w
201 w w w w w QL?> w
239 w w
0<L?> 
w 9 w - -
240 w - w w w - w
242 - w w w w w w
83 9 9
-*w-
w w
4.3.16.1 Sound changes for PA *w
We find the following sound changes for PA *w
PA *w > 9 _a in Sib, Sho
w elsewhere
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4.3.17 PA *k7 and allophone *kk
4.3.17,1 Pattern 1
If we gather from our data all the 
correspondences with /k7/ and/or /kk/, we find patterns
which can be summarized as belonging to two types:
1) patterns having /k7/ (Pattern 1)
Eg. (20) k 7 k k7 - kk k7 k
2) patterns not having /k7/ (Pattern 2)
Eg. (183) k k k kk kk k k
These two patterns are found in complementary
Chart 435. Modern reflexes for PA *k7 Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
20 k 7 k k7 - kk k7 k
148 k k k k k7 kk kk
176 k7 k - k<L> kk k k
179 k7 k 7 kk kk - k7 k7
180 - k kk k kk k7 k7
187 k 7 k 7 k - k k k<L>
202 k 7 k k k k k k7
203 k 7 k7 k k k k k
238 k k7 k7 k k k k
(255) k 7 h k k - kk
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distribution; vis. Pattern 1 is found word-initially and 
Pattern 2 intervocalically. Therefore we set up *k7 and 
its allophone *kk.
Although we see a clear complementary 
distribution, the patterning is nonetheless very 
undifferentiated, an inconsistency perhaps pointing to a 
merger with the reflexes of *k.
Sho /h/ in (255) from Chart 435 is an exception.
Chart 436. Modern reflexes of PA *kk Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Sai
79 kk g k<L> k kk k kk
140 k g k k k~kk - -
(143) k k - kk k7 kk kk
182 k - k k k kk k
183 k k k kk kk k k
184 k k k kk k - k
194 k k k kk k - k
Note that in Chart 436, Yen /k7/ in (143)
•p
exception, being the only example of /k / in the 
intervocalic position. Sho /g/'s in (79) and (140) are
also exceptions.
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4.3.17.2 Sound changes for PA *k7
We find the following sound changes for PA *k
*k r >
*kk >
k , kk, k / ?_ ■
kk, k / V_V
-in all dialects
4.3.18 Tentative reconstructions: PA *t7 , *j^ and *kkw
We find three instances where only limited data 
(one or two lexical items) leads us to reconstruct 
tentative proto-segments for various reasons.
4.3.18.1 PA *t?
Although this reflex is found in just one item, 
we tentatively reconstruct *t7 , noting its parallelism with 
*k* (4.3.17).
Chart 437. Modern reflexes for PA *t7
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San PA
13 t7 t ? t ? tt t ? t7 t ? *t?
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4.3.18.2 PA *j?
We find one case with /j?/ in Sho, Ong, Nas, Yen, 
San, and an exception /j/ in Yoa and blank in Sib. 
Because this item contrasts with (132) PA *ju 
'lifetime’ we reconstruct
Chart 438. Modern reflexes for PA *j?
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
4.3.18.3 PA *kkw
We find one example with labio-velar /kkw/
throughout. Based on contrasts such as (41) *kamil 'pot’
vs. (66) *kkwa 'child’ we tentatively reconstruct *kkw.
Chart 439. Modern reflexes for PA *kkw
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
66 kkw kkw kkw kkw kkw kkw kkw
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4.4 Vowels
4.4.1 PA *i
4.4.1.1 Word-initial *i
In our data, we find three correspondence series 
for PA *i-. As close examination is required for each
case, I will provide full lexical information in the 
following sub-sections.
4.4.1.1.1 Pattern 1.
The words in (37) for 'dream' show a pattern as 
shown in Chart 440 below:
Chart 440. Modern reflexes for PA *i- Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
37a imi imii iml imi imi iml j^uu
, p
l i i l l i J
Note that lexical item (37a) is an example for PA 
*m > 0 / V_V in San (cf. 4.3.12.2). I presume that the 
seemingly irregular San reflex is caused by the loss of *m. 
The glottalization of the initial consonant may be taken
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as evidence in support of our comparison of San /j?/ with 
/i/ in the other dialects. Remember that in the Amami 
dialects word-initial vowels are always preceded by a 
glottal stop, which, however, we excluded from our 
phonemic inventory because it is not contrastive 
(cf.4.1.3). Thus, we have additional support for our 
ascription of this case to PA *i.
4.4.1.1.2 Pattern 2
In the case of (124a) PA *i- has been lost in all 
dialects other than Sib and Sho. A similar change is 
exemplified by (22), discussed in 4.4.1.2.4 as a word- 
medial case. Observe the similarity in the reconstructed 
proto-forms for (124) and (22), and their modern words in 
our master list (Appendix One). Claiming *i for both these 
cases is justified by the fact that ijo is a 
characteristic structure of PA (i.e. palatal consonants are 
always observed after *i). Other examples are *k?injuu 
'yesterday1 (20), *Jirju 'white1 (21), *iJo 'beach1 (82). 
We shall therefore ascribe the word-initial reflexes of 
(124a) to PA *i-.
Both cases (22 and 124a) have to be treated as 
exceptions to the general retention of *i.
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Chart 441. Modern reflexes for PA *i- Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
(124a) inotj~ inotj n^jutji n^juutsf nutji n jutJi n jutji 
injootJ
i i 9 9 9 9 9
4.4.1.1.3 Pattern 3
We recognize in our data another correspondence 
series consisting of /i/ and blanks. Because of its 
regularity we can ascribe it to PA *i-.
Chart 442 . Mod. reflexes for PA *i- Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa
82 i Jo ijo i Jo iso ijo ijo
i i i
i J o 
i i i
36 ikee
ike
i
- ihe
i
- ike
i
ihi
i
San
ike<L?>
i
4.4.1.2 Word-medial *i
4.4.1.2.1 Pattern 4
We find a correspondence series consisting of /i/
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throughout in the word-medial position (Chart 443).
Chart 443. Modern reflexes for PA -*i- Pattern 4
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
128,153, 
202,203 i i i i i i i
16a i i i i i - i
20 i i i - i i i
34 - - i i i - -
73 i i - - i i i<L>
176a i i - i<L> i i i
180 - i i i i i i
199a - i i i i i i
211 i i i i i - i
(194a) ii ii i i i - i
Sib and Sho /ii/1s in (194a) are exceptions
Pattern 4, possibly caused by the fact that (194) is
monosyllabic word.
4 . 4 .1. 2 . 2 Pattern 5
Nas has i when the immediately preceding
consonant is /s/ (Pattern 5) (FN.4).
Footnote 4. For PA *Ti, *tTi > Nas si, tsi respectively, 
see also 4.4.1.3.1, Chart 448; 4.4.1.3.2, Chart 450;
4.3.9.2, Chart 423; and 4.3.11.2, Chart 426.
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Chart 444. Modern reflexes for PA -*i- Pattern 5
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
21 i i i l i i i
149 i i i i i i
4.4,1.2.3 Pattern 6
We find that (179) shows /j/ in San, with the 
other dialects showing /i/. This phenomenon has already 
been mentioned in 4.4.1.1.1 for word-initial *i (37). The 
two cases (37 and 179), despite the difference in
position, resemble one another in that *m is lost in San,
and the /j/ in San corresponds to the /!/ of the other
dialects. Therefore we shall simply ascribe the
correspondence in (179) to *-i~.
Chart 445, Modern reflexes for PA -*i- Pattern 6
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
179 k ?imu k ?imo kkimu k^imo - k^imo k^joo
i i i i - i j
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4.4.1.2.4 Pattern 7
The case of (22) parallels, as we have seen, 
(124a) examined in the sub-section on word-initial *i. For 
our ascription of it to PA *-i-, refer to 4.4.1.1.2.
This loss of PA *i in San is found in the 
environment *m„nj which is common to both cases. However, 
the correspondence consisting of /i/ throughout is found in 
the same environment in and (73) (Chart 443). Thus, as 
mentioned above, (22) and (124a) must be treated as 
exceptions to *i > i / _Cj in our examination.
Chart 446. Modern reflexes for PA *-i- Pattern 7
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
(22) minjo~ 
minjoo 
i
minjo" 
minjoo 
i
n ? jo 
9
mmjo
9
n jo 
9
n jo 
9
n juu
9
4.4.1.3 Word-final *i - i^  and ia 
4 . 4 .1. 3 . 1 Pattern 8 and 9 — i^
We find a correspondence series in word-final 
position with /i/ throughout, in the environment *C_ with 
any C except or *tf . Sib and Sho once again show a 
frequent long vowel /ii/.
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Chart 447. Modern reflexes for PA *i^ Pattern 8
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
18 ii - i i i i i
19 ii ii i i i - i
(23) ii ~ i i i i i u 9
27,31,32 i ii i i i i i
65 ~ - i i i - i
111,183 i i i i i i i
182 ii - i i i i i
184 i i - - - - i
(199b) - i 9 9 9 9 9
(200) - i i i - i 9
The occurrence of 9 in (199b) and (200) is 
related to the change of *m to word-final *n (cf. 
4.3.12.3). San /~i/ in (23) has dropped off but has left 
word-final /m/ behind, which is exceptional.
Yoa /u/ in (23) is an exception. So is the fact 
that in Yoa nuu 'chisel' (23), the *m is lost. The /u/ is, 
obviously due to assimilation by the preceding /u/, as the
*m disappeared from between the earlier *u and *i.
In complementary distribution with Chart 447, we 
find Chart 448, where Nas has /I/ in the environment */, 
*t/_ (cf. 4.3.9.2 and 4.3.22.1).
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Chart 448. Modern reflexes for PA *1^ Pattern 9
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
(8) ii i x 1 - i i
(15) i i - i i
(235) ii ii i 1 i i i
4.4.1.3.2 Patterns 10 and 11 - *ig
We find a correspondence series in word-final 
position consisting of 0 in Sib and Sho, and /i/ in the 
other dialects. In parallel with Patterns 8 and 9, with 
which Patterns 10 and 11 contrast, we find first a pattern 
in the environment *C_ with any C except #f, *tj, or ^
(Pattern 10, Chart 449). This pattern occurs in the same
environments as Pattern 8 above. Because of the clearcut 
overlapping of environments, and the high number of 
examples, we will set up *i^ for PA.
Both Sib and Sho have doublets in (30); i.e. Sib 
tikii ~ ud&k (perhaps u [polite prefix], cf . MdJ o [id]
plus t&k) 'moon’, and Sho -diki ~ tlk- 'id'. We may have
to consider the existence of a doublet for PA too; i.e., PA
*tlki ~ *t£ki 1 id’.
The forms for Sib, Sho and Ong in (193) require 
etymological analysis. The PA form for the identical words 
in Sib and Sho, k^jup, and Ong kkjubi, was probably k**i, 
which is the suspensive form of the verb 1 to wear' (cf. PA
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Chart 449. Modern reflexes for PA -*i& Pattern JO
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
9,17,193
236,245 9 9 i i i i i
28 - 9 i<L?> - i i -
(30) ii ~ 9 1 ~ 9 i i i<L?> i i
97 9 - i - - - i
99,226 9 9 i i i - -
106 9 9 - i - i i
187 9 9 i - i i i<L?>
191 9 9 - i<L> i i i
194b 9 9 i i i - i
196 - 9 i i i i i
237 9 ~ i i i - i<L? >
(7),(29) 9 ~ 9 i i i i i
(118)
i
- i i i i i
(176b) 9 i - i<L> i i i
(186) 9 - i i - - o ~ u
k ?ir 180), plus ubi (cf. ubi in Nas and Yoa in (193)
Thus the development of this compound word would have been 
as follows (for *-b- > Sib and Sho -p, refer to 4.3.4.2.):
PA *k?i + *ubi > tfk^jubi > Ong kkjubi
Sib has (? ~ i in (7,29) . I presume the doublet 
with /i/ is borrowed, cf . toki ltime’ (7), and kami 'god’
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(29), c f . duk ~ toki 'id' and kam ~ kami 'id' respectively.
Also, despite the slight semantic gap between the 
San and MdJ words, San (186) agu ~ ago 'upper jaw' may be 
from MdJ ago 'lower jaw’.
In complementary distribution with Chart 449, we 
find the pattern where Nas has /!/ in the environment , 
We ascribe this pattern to ig.
Chart 450. Modern reflexes for PA *1$ Pattern 11
N o . Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa S;
124b,146, 
232,252 9 9 i 1 i i i
(4) 9 9~ i i i i i i
(60) i 9 i 1 - - i
(87) 9 9 - i i i<L> i
(205) 9 9 i i i i -
In (4), (87), and (205), Nas has /i/ instead of
/I/ in the environment */_■ These are exceptions to 
Pattern 9. For this apparently irregular /i/, refer to
4.3.9.2, where Nas irregular /}/ is discussed.
Sib /i/ in (60) and Sho doublet with /i/ in (4) 
are exceptions to Pattern 11.
Note that with only three examples for Pattern 9 
(Chart 448) we do not see any examples of Nas/I/ in the 
environment but we suggest that should this
environment occur, Nas would have /I A
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4.4.1.3.3 Pattern 12
This correspondence pattern is observed when the 
immediately preceding segment is from PA *u, and as such it 
is in complementary distribution with Patterns 8, 9, 10,
and 11 . We thus also ascribe Pattern 10 to PA *-i.
Chart 451. Modern reflexes for PA -*i Pattern 12
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
14b tt Jui t J ii tjui tt f ui - t j ii t/ii
i i i i i i
101 kui kui kui kui kui kui hui
i i i i i i i
178 wui ui wui wui wui woi wui
i i i i i i i
4.4.1.4 Sound changes 
We find the
for PA *i 
following sound changes for PA *i
PA *i*.fl > j / _m in San
> i / j,tj,5_ in Nas
* i ft > 0 / C_?r in Sib, Sho
> i elsewhere
143
Note that *i > j / _m is preceded by the dropping 
of *m, which consequently produced a vowel sequence.
I realise that the present solution is perhaps 
subject to other interpretation, particularly with regard 
to *i > 1 ,  but I present the above as the most likely 
solution.
4.4.2 PA *a
4.4.2.1 Pattern 1
We find a correspondence series consisting of 
/a/ throughout, again showing an arbitrary occurrence of 
/aa/ in Sib and Sho (Chart 452). From the numerous 
examples, we reconstruct *a for PA.
Chart 452. Modern reflexes for PA *a
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa S<
*a-
230a,
258 a a a a a a a
72 a - a a a a a
182 a - a a a a a
186 a - a a a a a
220 a<L> a<L> a a a a -
144
*-a-
11a,29,40,41,
42,50,53,
75,84a,
201,226,245,
252,259,
261 a a a a a a a
28 - a a<L> a a a a
35 a a a a a a
67a, b a a - - - a -
73 a a - - a a a<L>
74 a - a a a a a
76 a a a - a a a
85 a a a<L> a a a a
106 a a a - a a a
113a a - a a - - -
127a,b a - a a a a -
163 a a a - - a -
169 a a a a a - a
191 a a - a L y a a a
196 - a a a a a a
(198) - - a a a aa a
215 a a - a - - -
222 a - a a - a a<L?
223 a a a - - - -
255a a a - - - a -
(143) a aa - a a a a
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*-a
lib,68,84b,157, 
214,225,246,
249,251, a a a a a a a
66 aa aa a a a a a
67c a aa - - - a -
71 aa aa - a<L> a<L? ^ a a
95 a a a - a - -
113 aa - a a - - _
(161) 6 a a a a a a
162 aa a a a a a -
216 a a - a - a a
217 a a - a - - -
230 a a aa - a - a a
247 a a a a a - a
250 a a a a a a -
254 a - - a a - a<L?>
255b a a a a - a a
83(SF) a a a - a - a
The occurrence of /&/ in Shi (161) is an 
exception, possibly caused by the /&/ in the suffix (cf. 
Shi (161) n8g(&). Sho /aa/ in (143) and Yoa /aa/ in (198) 
are exceptions.
4.4.2.2 Sound changes for PA *a.
PA *a is retained as /a/ in all dialects.
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4.4.3 PA *u (*u* and *ug)
4.4.3.1 Pattern 1
We find a correspondence series consisting of /u/ 
throughout with /uu/ occasionally occurring word-finally in 
Sib and Sho and more rarely in Ong, Nas and San (Pattern 
1). From the numerous examples we reconstruct *u for PA.
Chart 453. Modern reflexes for PA *u Pattern 1
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa S<
*u-
114a,116 
183 u u u u u u u
28 - u u<L? > u u u u
115a - u u u u u u
(228a) u ~u i u u u u
247 u u u u u - u
*-u-
12a,17a,17b,
31,68a,b ,88,
101,108,110a,
118a,b ,148a,
225a,b ,238a,
241,248 u u u u u u u
(14a) u i u u - i i
15b - u u u - - u
18 u - u u u u u
(65) - - u u - I u
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67 u u - - - u -
83 u u u - u - u
87a u u - u u u u
89a u - u - u - u
95a,b u u u - u
100a u u u u - u u
102a,b,c u - u u u u u
113 u u u u -
114b u uu u u u u uu
115b - uu u u u u u
127 u - u u u u u
129b u u u - u u
134 u - u - u u
152a - u - u u u
(146) u u u i u u u
(204a) u u t u u u u
200 u u u - u u
216 u u ~ u - u u
242 - u u u u u u
250 u u u u u u
254 u - - u u - u
(15a) u u u uu
*~u
21(SF),
110b,
128(SF) u u u u u u u
10 u~uu uu u uu u u u
148
12 u uu u u u u u
20 uu uu u - u u u
89b u - u - u - u
107 u u u u - - u
114c uu u u u u u u
132 - - u u - - u
140 u u u u u - _
152b - - u - u u u
(204b) u u u u u 0 u
228b u uu u u uu u u~uu
231 u u u uu u u u
239 u u u u u - -
240 uu - u uu u _ u
243 - uu u u u u u
244 - - - - u u uu
Sho /-u/ in (228a) shows that here Sho
acquired a word-initial /h/. Ong /i/ in the same item is 
an exception due to a word-initial /w/.
For (14a) see Chart 451 in 4.4.1.3.3.
The /I/ in Yoa (65) is an exception, possibly due 
to assimilation from the /I/ found in the preceding 
syllable.
Ong /I/ in (204a) is an exception, probably 
caused by the immediately preceding /k/, where the other 
dialects show /kj/ (cf. 4.3.15.2).
The 0 in Yoa (204b) is an exception.
The sporadic occurrence word-medially of /uu/ is
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unexplainable and must be considered an exception, unless 
we again fall back on the possibility previously mentioned 
of analogy with word-final occurrence.
4.4.3.2 Pattern 2
In the PA environment _Ca, Ong has /o/, or /o/ 
and /u/ in the case of doublets. Note that due to the
constraints of its environment, Pattern 2 does not
word-finally.
Chart 454 Modern reflexes for PA *u-, *-u-- Pattern !
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Si
84,246,
251 u u o u u u u
245 u u o~u u u u u
(161) u u o o u u u
162 u u u~o u u u -
(201) u u o~u u u o u
(214) u u o~u u o u u
(215) u u - u - _ -
(250) u u u u u u u
(252) u o o u u u u
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It may be the influence of the Ong /o/ causing 
the sporadic appearance of /o/ in the neighbouring dialects 
of Nas and Sho. Note that we can not suspect the influence 
of MdJ in these cases. Observe the following 
correspondences: (161) Ong noga(u) 'to wipe', Nas noga(i)
'id’, and MdJ nugu(u) 'id*; (252) Ong mokaji 'ancient
time’, Sho mokaj 'id’, and MdJ mukaji 'id".
We can infer that Ong would have /o/ in (215) 
from its PA environment („ra), and so list this 
correspondences in Chart 463.
Yoa /o/ in (201) onagu 'female child' may be 
caused by MdJ; c f . Kyushu dialect onago 'id'. Observe that 
the PA initial segment *w is absent only in this Yoa word.
For Yen /o/ in (214) oja 'parent', refer to
4.4.3.3.
Ong /u/ in (250) is an exception.
4.4.3.3 Pattern 3
Yen and Yoa (and, in isolated cases, Sib, Sho and 
San), sometimes show /o/, /oo/, and /U/ when the other
dialects have /u/ (Pattern 3). Note again the familiar 
occurrence of long vowels word-finally in Sib and Sho. We 
ascribe this pattern to PA *u for the following reasons.
Because the observation of this 'irregular' /o/ 
is confined to instances where the MdJ correspondence is 
/o/, I assume it is caused by lexical borrowing from MdJ.
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For example: (193) Yen obi 'J. belt’ and MdJ obi 'id’; (7)
Yoa toki 'time' and MdJ toki 'id'; (148b) Yen k^uro
Chart 455. Modern reflexes for PA *u Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
*u
193 u u u u o u o
*-u
4 0 u u u o u u
7 u~o u u u u o u
19 u u u u o - u
23 u u u u o u u
71 u u u - u<L> o<L?> u
79a, b u u u u o u~o u
91 u u u u u U u
111a o - u u o<L? > u u
111b o ~ u 0T u o<L?> u u
117a u u u u o<L? > - u
123 . u u u u U u u
126 u o u u u u u
133 u - u - - u -
135 u u u u - u u
136a,b * u u u u u u
178 u u u u u o u
226 u u u u u o o
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236 u oo u u u U u
237 u - u u o - u
*-u
116 UU u u u u u u
117b u u u u o<L?> - u
138 u oo u u u u u
169b u u u u o - u
148b u u u u o o u
238b u o u u u u u
’black’, Yoa kkuro ’id’ , and MdJ kuro 'id’, etc.
occurrence of /o/ in Yen and Yoa may be quite specific to 
the individual informants. As noted in 1.2.2.3, the Yen 
informant had worked in Kobe Japan for six years, and the 
Yoa informant considered himself to be a highly educated 
man. Note the high incidence of <L?> marks in Yen and Yoa 
in this pattern.
Observe that in (148b) the Yen and Yoa words are 
k ?uro 'black'and kkuro ‘id’ respectively. The vocalism for 
both these words is in the pattern of u-o. These are the 
only cases which violate the vocalism constraint of MdA 
(FN.6 ). Because of the resemblance of the shape and
Footnote 6 . C f . 3.3.2 vis. /u/ and /o/ cannot co-occur in 
the same word.
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vocalism of these two words and MdJ kumo 'id’, we are
able to attribute the /o/ in Yen and Yoa to lexical
borrowing.
It is possible that the /o/ in Sho (238b) may
also be caused by lexical borrowing; c f . Sho k ’umo
'spider', kubu 'id’ in the other dialects, and MdJ kumo 
'id’ .
4 . 4. 3. 4 Pattern 4 and 5 (*uA and \i$ )
In the Nas environment of _C1, we find ten 
tokens of a correspondence series consisting of /!/ in Nas 
and /u/ in the other dialects (Pattern 4). Obviously this 
pattern can be considered the result of a regressive vowel 
assimilation.
In this same environment, however, we also find 
six tokens of a correspondence with /u/ throughout (shown 
in Pattern 5). We find no environmental differences for 
the occurrence of the two Nas reflexes. Observe here the 
types of consonants appearing in the C positions of the 
environment C Cl:
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When Nas has /!/ When Nas has /u/
43 k m
60 b s 8 t s
92 k z 56 w h
112 t m 90 k r
125 m ts 141 k s
147 t gj 209 j b
232 h s 235 m ts
233 h n
105a t k
146 t z
We must consider the possibility of ascribing 
Patterns 4 and 5 to different PA segments, one of which is 
*u as so far reconstructed. However, we do not know which 
pattern goes back to *u. In this case, I propose,
provisionally at least to set up *u^ and *u& for Patterns
4 and 5 respectively (FN. 7).
Yen rarely has doublets in this environment, 
which means the appearance of /i/ is an exception. In Chart 
465, for instance, we find (112) Yen turn!(re) ~ tlmi(ri)
'to stop’ (cf. also (141) below and (145) in our master
list). We will classify both Yen (112) and (141) as 
exceptions.
Footnote 7. The naming of 'A’ and (B ’ is arbitrary.
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Chart 456. Modern reflexes for PA *-uA- Pattern 4
No. Sib Sho Ong
60,92a, 
125,147, 
232,233 u u u
43 u u _
(105a) u uu u
92b uu uu u
(112) - u u
Nas Yen Yoa San
i u u u
1 u - u
i o - u
i u u u
i u~i - -
For /uu/ in Sho (105a) and in Sib and Sho 
(92b) and(146), see 4.4.3.6 . Yor Yen /o/ in (105a), see
4.4.3.3.
Chart 457. Modern reflexes for PA *-u6- Pattern 5
1111 
o 
1 
2
Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa S<
235 u u u u u u u
56 u u u u u u -
209 u - u u u u u
(8 ) u u u u - o u
(90) - uu u u u u u
(141) u u u u u~i u
For the /o/ in Yoa in (8 ), refer back to 4.4.3.3, 
where we argued that certain /o/’s are caused by lexical
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borrowing from Japanese.
For Yen /u/ ~ /!/ in (141), and /I in (168a),
refer to our discussion on Yen (112) earlier in this 
subsection.
4.4.3.5 Pattern 6
We find four tokens of a correspondence 
consisting of /uu/ in Sib and/or Sho and /u/ in the other 
dialects (Pattern 6 ) in word-medial position, when the
environment in Sib and Sho is C_C/, which is from PA *C_Ci.
Note that, in fact, we have three more lexical
items (90, 105a, 146) substantiating the occurrence of
word-medial /uu/ in Sib and/or Sho. These items are dealt 
with in Chart 456 (105a, 146) and Chart 457 (90) because
they are ascribable to *-u^- and *-uft- respectively.
Therefore, in discussing the relevant
complementarity we must also take into consideration the 
environments found for these three items.
In the relevant environment (*C_Ci) we also find 
the correspondence consisting of /u/ in Sib and Sho, and 
also /u/ throughout in the other dialects (found in Pattern 
1 in this case), and isolated /o/ ascribable to lexical 
borrowing (Pattern 3).
However, we observe the following difference
in the *C of *C_Ci between the consonants found in the
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environment for Pattern 6 and the others. That is, we find 
k ?, k, g, and t for Pattern 6 , and m, d, and b for the 
other patterns. For instance:
Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
187 k ?uuk k ?uuk u - u u u<L?>
9 tuur tur u u u o u
vs.
226 mabur mabur u u u o o
nabur
17b wudur wudur u u u u u
Based upon the above observation, we ascribe 
Pattern 6 to *u.
Chart 458. Modern reflexes for PA *-u- Pattern 6
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
9 uu u u u u o u
87b u uu _ u u u<L> u
99 u uu u i u * „
106 uu u u u u u
187 uu uu u u u u<L? >
Yoa /o/ in (9) is perhaps due to lexici
borrowing from MdJ tori 'bird*; c f . Yoa tori ' i<
(4.4.3.3) Nas /!/ in (99) is an exception m
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4.4,3.6 Pattern 7
In this subsection I will discuss the tokens of
the remaining recoverable correspondence series of PA *u.
We find five items showing a correspondence in word-final 
position with (? in Sib and Sho, and /u/ in the other 
dialects (with irregular reflexes in Nas for (105b).
We can posit that the historical process at work
here is one in which PA *~u has dropped off in Sib and Sho.
One possible explanation is that the loss of *-u is by- 
analogy of the word-final *i loss in Sib and Sho (cf. 
4.4.1.3.2), which is substantiated by many lexical items. 
Note that there is no specific environment for the 
occurrence of this pattern. PA *-u is otherwise retained as 
/u/ in all other lexical items (cf. Pattern 1, Chart 453). 
We therefore treat Pattern 7 as an exception to Pattern 1.
Chart 459. Modern reflexes for PA *~u Pattern 7
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa Si
85 0 u u<L> o u u u
105b 0 0 u I o - u
143 0 0 - u u u u
(153) 0 u u u u u u
201 0 0 u u u u u
For the occurrence of /o/ in (105b) Yen, refer to
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4.4.3.3. Note that the Nas /!/ in (105b) is merely an 
exception, and unrelated to the argument presented in 
4.4.3.5. Sho /u/’s in (85) and (153) are exceptions.
4.4.3.7 Sound changes for PA *u
We find the following sound changes for PA *u 
(Note that the case of *u* and *up is by no means easily 
explainable, and Nase certainly requires further 
examination to define the relevance of these patterns.)
*u > o, or o and u / _Ca in Ong
> i / _Ci in Nas (*u^)
> uu / C(k?,k,g,t)„Ci in Sib and/or Sho
> u elsewhere
4.4.4 PA *o
4.4.4.1 Pattern 1
We have over twenty tokens of a correspondence 
series of /o/ throughout with scattered exceptions /u/, 
/U/ and word-final /oo/ in all dialects except Yen and San. 
From these examples, we reconstruct *o for PA.
Ong /u/ in (166b) is an exception (cf. below for 
(166a) in Pattern 2, 4.4.4.2), as is Yen /a/ in (221a).
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Chart 460. Modern reflexes for PA *o Pattern 1
No Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
(131a) u u~o
*o
o
(149a) - o~u o o o o o
(221a) o o o o o a o
155b,160b o o
01*
0 o o o o
149b - o o o o o o
(220) o<L> o<L?> u o o o -
155c,
221b o o
*-
o
o
o o o o
77 - o - o o o -
80 o o o o o - -
82 o o o o o o -
131b o o - - o - -
150b U - o o o u o
165c o o~oo o o o o o
(166b) o~oo o u o o - o<L?>
171 o - o o o o o<L?>
172b o - u u~o o o<L?> -
211 o o o o o - o
222 u~o<L> - o o - o o<L?>
224 oo oo o~oo o o o 0
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4.4.4.2 Pattern 2
In the environment of /C_Co, however, Sib has /u/ 
instead of /o/, and Ong shows frequent /u/ as well (Pattern 
2). We ascribe this pattern to PA *o.
Chart 461. Modern reflexes for PA *-o- Pattern 2
No Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
164a, 
165a u o o o o o o
166a u o u o o o<L? >
167a u o o o o -
(172a) u~oo - u'-'o o o<L?>
(78a) U u o o o o o
155a u o u o o o o
In (78a), /u/ appears in Sib instead of /u
The /u/ in Sho (78a) is an exception.
4 . 4.4.3 Pattern 3
We find a correspondence series consisting of 
/oo/ in Sib and /o/ in the other dialects (Pattern 3). 
This pattern is, however, confined to the environment 
nj,m,t,d_/; e.g. (78) mUmoo 'thigh*, (72) atoo 'trace*, 
(75) jadoo 'door', etc. When the environment has
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consonants other than these four, Sib has /o/; e.g. 82 
ijo 'beach’, etc. Therefore we shall ascribe Pattern 3 to 
PA *o.
Chart 462. Modern reflexes for PA *o Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
78b,
164b oo o o o o o o
(22) o~oo o~oo o o o o uu
72 oo - o o o o o
(76) oo o o - u o o
(75) oo o o o o o U
(73) UU o - - o o o<L>
(74) o<L> - o o o o U
(167b) u o o o - o -
Sib has /UU/ in (73) instead of /oo/.
The /u/ in Yen (76) is an irregular reflex. 
Lexical item (74) is listed in this chart 
although the reflex in the Sib slot is a loan. We assume
it would be /oo/ if it were not a loan.
We find no explanation for the /U/’s and the 
/uu/ found in San (75, 74, 22),
Sib /u/ in (167a) is an exception to Pattern 3.
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4.4.4.4 Sound changes for PA *o
We will postulate the following sound changes for
PA *o:
*o u / /C_Co 
oo / nj,m,t,d_^ _ 
o
- in Sib (4.4,3.2) 
elsewhere (4,4.3.1)
4.4.5 PA *1
We find a correspondence series for non- 
monosyllabic cases consisting of /!/ throughout with once 
again a few instances of /ii/ word-finally in Sib and Sho 
(Pattern 1), From these examples, we reconstruct * i .
San /u/ in (65) is an exception, possibly caused 
by either vowel assimilation from /u/ in the following 
syllable, or analogy with San /u/ described in 4,4.5.2 
below.
Nas /e/ in (258) is an exception perhaps due to 
lexical borrowing from MdJ ase 'sweat5, or Kyushu dialect 
aje 'id5, or from both; cf . Nas ase ~ aje 'id5.
Yen /II/ in (32) is also an exception.
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Chart 463. Modern reflexes for PA Pattern 1
No Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
*-i-
13a,30, 
48a,60 I i 1 i I I i
6a I i i I I
(65) - - i 1 ~ i u
77 - I i i i -
130a i - I I - i i
145 - i I I i - i
(32) I i i i ii i i
(157) i i i I i I i
13b 0
233 1
(258)
4.4.5.2 Pattern 2
In the PA environment of *m_/ however, we find /u/ 
in San instead of /!/ together with loss of preceding *m. 
(Pattern 2). Therefore we can ascribe Pattern 2 also to PA 
* i . Once again we find the characteristic lengthening of
*-i
i
i
ii
i i
1 i
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the final vowel in Sho.
Sho (? in (41) which makes a doublet with /I/, 
- gam ‘pot’ ~ kaml, is an exception.
Yen /e/ in (53) may be due to lexical borrowing 
from MdJ; c f . Yen mame 'beans’ and MdJ mame 'id’.
San /%/ in (130) is an exception; although *m has 
been lost the word has taken the irregular shape of San 
(130) sl&un. San /i/ in (48b) is also an exception, caused 
by the exception of the retention of *m.
San /uu/ in (37) is perhaps a result of the 
assimilation of the two vowels on either side of *m, after 
*m had dropped off (cf. 4.3.12.)
Chart 464. Modern reflexes for PA *1 Pattern 2
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
37 1 ii I 1 i i uu
42 1 I I I 1 I u
43 I I - I 1 - u
(41) 1 0~I 1 i I I u
48b I II I 1 1 I I
(53) I I I 1 e I u
112 1 I I I
130 I I 1 1 I I 8
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4.4.5.3 Pattern 3
In the word-final position we find a 
correpondence series consisting of 0 or blank in Sib and 
Sho, and /i/ in the other dialects.
Like Patterns 1 and 2, this pattern occurs in 
non-monosyllables, and is word-final. Note that here 
again, as with *i and *u, we find word-final vowels 
everywhere but 0 in Sib and Sho. However, as this pattern 
for /!/ is observed after consonants (*r, *t, and *s) where 
neither Pattern 1 nor 2 appear, we shall ascribe Pattern 3 
also to PA *1.
Chart 465. Modern reflexes for PA *i Pattern 3
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
203 0 0 1 I I i i
90,136 0 1 i 1 I i
4.4.5.4 Pattern 4 monosyllabic words
With monosyllables, we find a pattern with I 
throughout, with Sib and Sho once again showing this time 
frequent long vowels. We ascribe Pattern 4 to PA *1.
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Chart 466. Modern reflexes for PA *1 Pattern 4
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa
25 il I i i I I 1
62 i ii i i i i 1
57 ii ii i i - i -
(58) i ii i 1 e „ -
(63) - i i i i i
Yen /e/ in (58) is irregular. I presume that it
is caused by lexical borrowing from the Kagoshima dialect.
Sib and Sho have blanks in (63). However, we can
predict that the reflexes would be /li/ in either or both
since (63) is monosyllabic; c f . mi ‘bud’ in all the other 
dialects.
4.4.5.5 Sound changes for PA *1
PA *i.
We have obtained the following sound changes for
*i > u / m_y in San (4.4.5.2 )
> 0 / r,t,z_j* In Sib,Sho (4.4.5.3)
> i elsewhere
As we shall see in the following section, there is
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reasonable evidence for *i being lowered in certain 
environments, especi/lly -*h- and *VV.
4.4.6 PA - an allophone of *i
4.4.6.1 The unpredictable patterning of reflexes
We find eight similar tokens in which /£/ 
patterns with /e/, and or /!/, with the familiar long vowel 
word-finally in Shi and Sho. However, we cannot predict 
where these different reflexes will appear, except in a 
few inconclusive situations (e.g. in the PA environment of 
_h_, San has /e/ where Ong and Nas have /&/).
San /o/ in (189) may be a progressive assimilation 
caused by the preceding /o/.
Yoa /u/ in (56) may also be assimilation caused 
by the other /u/ (cf. Yoa uhu 'pail’ and PA *wuh& 'id').
The occurrence of 0 word-medially in (205b) is an
exception.
The occurrences of 0 word-finally in Chart 467 
are related to the shortening of
4.4.6 .2 The allophonic nature of &
Observe the relevant PA environments given for 
each correspondence in Chart 467. These environments for
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Chart 467. Modern reflexes for PA *g
No. Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San Envir.
45a g g g
*g-
*-g-
g g g g „*hg
64 g - g £ g - -
44a £ e g g £ £ e _*hg
46a g I g g - - e _*hg
184 g £ - - - - e *s_
205a g g g g g g - *_g
205b g g g g 9 g - *&_
207a 1 g g g g g £ *_g
210a - g I £ £ - £ *_g
40 gg gg 1
*-g
g g g g *g_/
44b g - g g e e e *gh„?
45b gg gg g g g g g *gh_/
46b gg gg g g - - e *gh_;*
50 gg ££ £ £ g £ £ *b„^
70 gg 1 i e e e e
(189) g g e g g g o *IRC_^
(56) 1 £ 1 £ g u - *h_^
207b g g 9 9 g 9 9
209 g - £ £ g £ £ b„^
210b - 9 £ 9 g - 9
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PA *8 can be summarized as follows:
_*h_ 7 tokens
*&_ or _*£ 6 tokens
*g_>*b_,*rnm>*s„,*n_ 1 token each
*IRCV„ 1 token
The environments for PA *1 are:
*m_ 11 tokens *t?_ 3 tokens
*ts_ 4 tokens *n_ 2 tokens
*k_ 4 tokens *s 2 tokens
*P_> *k'>_, *r_ 1 token each
Consider that all six *m_ tokens relative to 
are word-final cases, whereas the only case relative to 
is found to be in the morpheme-final position of the 
first element of the compound word m&(nga) (FN.8 ).
The *s in (184), and (70) *n are exceptions.
Although there is some inconsistent overlapping 
of environments, it is clear that tends to appear in 
conjuction with with *h and *VV, and *1 elsewhere.
Based upon the environmental differences observed 
between *1 and *&, we tentatively propose to treat as an 
allophone of *1 .
Footnote 8 . The (nga) is not taken into account for the 
purposes of our reconstruction.
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4.5 Synchronic description of PA
We recognize 19 consonants plus 5 more tentative 
consonants (given in parenthesis) for PA (Figures 402 and
403 below). We find five vowels for PA (Figures 404 and
405 below) . The existence of U/j and u$ within u is 
recognized in the Nas environment /_Ci/. We find a sixth
vowel *£, perhaps an allophone of *1. Allophone *£ occurs
mainly in environments *3h_, __*h£, *VV» and also
* g »* n ,* m ,* s ,*b_. We find that *i has two forms, which
we call *iA and *ifl.Since> for the purposes of this
work, *iA and *ie behave in the same way, we will treat
them for now as one vowel, *i. The distinction of *i$ is
recognized only in word-final position.
PA has CVCV construction, with occasional VV
combinations. We find that *o and *u do not co-occur in 
the same word. The vowel *o occurs only in the shape of 
*CoCo, or word-finally, or monosyllabically.
We find *n as the only final consonant. We find
that *k has allophone *h in word-initial position. Also *t
has allophone *ts in the environment __*!. PA *k? occurs
word-initially, allophone *kk occurring word-medially.
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Figure 402. PA consonants
Bilabial Alveolar Palato- Palatal Velar Labio-
alveolar velar
Plosive:
Voiceless
stop *p
Voiced
stop *b
Glottalised
stop
Affricate
Fricative
Glottalised
fricative
Voiced
fricative
Tap
Nasal *m
*t
*d
(*t?)
*ts
*s
Jfc 2
*r
*n
*tj
*3
*k (*kkw)
*g
*k
(*j?) *h
(*r j ) 
C *n j )
Figure 403. Occurrence of PA consonants
*P *t *k (*kkw) *b *d *g (*t?) *k ? *ts *tj *s
Word-initial
Word-medial
Word-final
o o
o o o o
o
*J (*j?) *w *h *s *5 *r (*rj) *m *n (*nj) 
Word-initial o o o o o o o o
Word-medial o o o o o o o o o o
Word-final o
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Figure 404 PA vowels
High i i u
Mid (&) o
Low a
Figure 405. Occurrence of PA vowels
*i^ *iB *a *u(u4 , u 8 ) *o *1
Word-initial o o o o
Word-medial o o o o o
Word-final o o o o o o
4.6. Sound changes
In this section we summarize the sound changes 
obtained through our reconstruction. We have included all 
sound changes listed in 4.3 and 4.4 (including those more 
tentative changes) combining findings wherever possible.
In the next two subsections we have separated our 
findings into those sound changes shared by two or more 
dialec ts, and those specific to an individual dialect.
4.6.1 Shared sound changes
1 . *i > 0 /
2 . *i > 0 / r,t,z_^
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3.
4.
5.
6 .
7,
8 . 
4.6
9.
10 .
11  . 
12 .
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18. 
19.
*b, *z *5 > p, t, tj / _i^
*g > k / _i,u^
*w > 0 / __a
*u > uu / C(k?,k,g,t)_Ci
*ts > t or t ?
*s > d / _u
> t / _1
in Shi, Sho
*p > h in Sib,Sho,Ong,Nas,Yen,Yoa
2 Changes specific to individual dialects
*o > u / j^ C Co
*o > oo / nj, m,t,d_^
  in Sib
*P > F / _u
*u > o, or o and u / „Ca
  in Ong
*J, » *t/ > s, z, ts / _ii-
*i > 1 /
*u (*u ) > 3. / _Ci
in Nas
*k > h / ?^_aCi
/
/ ?_u 
*i > j /__m
*1 > u /
*m > 0 / V_V
m  San
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4,7 Development of PA vowels to individual MdAm dialects
Based upon the results from our reconstruction of 
PA, and the formulation of sound changes, I would like to 
present in this section, in diagram form, the development 
of our PA vowels to the individual Modern Amami dialects 
(concentrating exclusively on vowels as our main concern).
PA and Sib
PA *i *a *u *o *1 (*£)
9 i ia u uu o oo
PA and Sho
PA *i *a *u *o *1 (*£)
i ia u uu o
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PA and Nas
PA *i *a *u (*uA ) *o *i (*&)
PA and Yen
PA *i *a *u *o *i (*&)
Yen i a u o 1 &
PA and Yoa
PA *i *a *u *o *i (*£)
Yoa i a u o i &
PA and San
PA *i *a *u *o *1 (*£)
A I WV1\
San j i a  u o 1 £ e
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Chapter Five
SUB-GROUPING OF THE AMAMI DIALECTS
5.1 Criteria for sub-grouping
The purpose of this section is to attempt a sub­
grouping of the seven dialects, and to thus set up any 
possible sub-proto-languages. How many sub-groups will be 
set up completely depends upon the number and situation of 
any shared sound changes found in our data.
It is perhaps inevitable that our data will not 
provide us with enough evidence to identify each and every 
sound change actually implemented since Proto-Amami split 
into its daughter languages. However, any currently 
irrecoverable sound changes, when they are found, should, 
ideally, merely make the sub-groupings we present here more 
detailed. If done correctly they should not contradict it.
If there is any contradiction, i.e. if two 
dialects classified into different sub-groups based on our 
established criteria are found to share a common sound 
change, we must reconsider our classification.
Needless to say, the establishment of the 
criteria is based upon the principle of descriptive 
economy. If two of our modern dialects share a common 
sound change which the others do not, we assume that the 
two must have come from the same sub-proto-language, unless
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the sharing of the sound change can be shown to be 
coincidental (in fact, Sho and Ong share such a sound 
change, not included in our list of shared sound changes 
because of its coincidental nature, as detailed below).
5.2 Sub-grouping of the dialects
It will have been noticed already, from having 
observed the reconstructive work in the previous chapters, 
that Sib and Sho show frequent striking phonological 
similarities resulting from the many sound changes which 
they underwent in common. Such similarity is seldom found 
in the other dialects. With minor distinguishing 
characteristics peculiar to Sib involving *o in specific 
environments, Sib and Sho are in fact one dialect.
Refer to our list of Shared Sound Changes in 4.5 
for those sound changes shared by Sib and Sho. These sound 
changes are sufficiently convincing to allocate Sib and Sho 
to a sub-group of their own, and, hence, to recognise the 
existence of Proto-Sib-Sho (Proto-SS).
Just as we could not help but observe in our data 
the similarities between Sib and Sho, we note the 
distinctive individual characteristics of San (4.5). It 
shares no sound changes with any of the other dialects, 
while displaying several sound changes of its own. We can 
conclude from this that San split off from the other 
dialects at a very early stage.
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The remaining four dialects exhibit considerably 
fewer distinguishing characteristics, either individually 
or in combination. Ong has two sound changes unique to it, 
while Nas has a series of unique sound changes all related 
to /i/ and /I/, and Yen and Yoa have no unshared sound 
changes. However, we do find one significant case where 
these four dialects share in a common sound change:
PA *p > h
Thus another sub-proto-language, Proto-ONYY is 
established. The sound change PA *p > h is, however, also 
shared by Sib and Sho, which have already been allocated a 
sub-group of their own on other grounds. We therefore 
postulate the existence of another sub-proto-language from 
which Proto-SS and Proto-ONYY derived, i.e. Proto SS-ONYY.
Let us now see, in the following figure, what we 
have obtained from the above observations:
Figure 501.
PA
Proto-SS-ONYY
Proto-ONYY
Yoa SanNas YenOngSib Sho
With the exception of the classification of Sib 
and Sho, which depends upon more than one shared sound
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change, and quite specific evidence for San, this sub- 
grouping relies solely upon the sound changes formulated 
for *p ( > p in San, > h in the other dialects).
The possibility, however, that a sound change 
such as p > h should have occurred independently in the 
daughter dialects after they had split off from the mother 
dialect would seem most unlikely.
As far as our data is concerned, we do not find 
any other sound changes that can contribute to the 
establishing of further sub-groupings. Nor do we find 
anything to reinforce or contradict our conclusions in 
Figure 501. There is, in fact, a sound change not listed in 
our shared sound changes: *p > F / _a shared by Sho and Ong 
can reasonably be put to coincidence, since it represents 
a phonemically quite plausible vestige of the earlier 
shared sound change which took place when both 
dialects were joined in Proto-SS-ONYY.
However, coming back to the case of *p, we find 
another sound change wherein *p branched off into Sib hw 
and Sho and Ong /F/ in certain environments (cf. 4.3.1).
This change supports the mapping in Figure 501 by 
providing evidence for an intermediate stage *F. Assuming 
two successive stages of development, the historical 
linguist might want to draw a diachronic development of *p 
to F, and F to h and p, as in Figure 502.
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Figure 502.
This: rather than: *P
F h P F h P
For a comparison of p > F > h, see Lass (1978).
Observe that our Figure 502 and Lass's are identical
in terms of logic. What the *F as a 'natural intermediate 
stage' (Lass 1978, p. 250f) between *p and h denotes is the 
necessity of inferring the existence of Proto-SS-ONYY.
This diagram, however, is constructed on the 
basis of rather limited evidence, as we have seen. 
However, this historical model best reflects the 
possible progress of the phonomic changes of the Modern 
Amami dialects.
5.3 Isoglosses
We can illustrate our sound changes from 4.5 with 
isoglosses in Figure 503 below.
As noted in Chapter One, we chose our dialects to 
represent the entire geographical area of Amami, with each 
point of collection to be as far apart from the others as 
possible. As noted in the previous subsection, Sib and Sho
appear to be basically the same dialect, while Ong, Nas and
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San each show distinctive characteristics. Yen and Yoa are 
also very similar, but are excluded from classification 
with any one of the other dialects because they do not 
share distinctive sound changes.
Geographically, our towns and villages are all 
coastal, isolated by both water and rugged terrain behind.
Sani is located at the north-easternmost point of 
the main island (cf. Map 1; 3.1). Furthermore, it was not 
until quite recently that Sani was connected by inland 
roads to our other locations. Previously the vast majority 
of travel to and from Sani was conducted along the coast by 
water.
It is understandable that San, due to its 
isolation, has been, as we have seen, conservative, going 
through sound changes unique to it and which differentiate 
it from the other four dialects spoken on the main island.
Both Siba and Shodon, on the other hand, are 
located on Kakeroma Island, a long thin rectangular island 
lying parallel to and facing the southernmost edge of the
main island of Amami (see map again). In the absence of
any bridges, travel is necessarily still, as it has always
been, by water. It is not surprising that these two
dialects share five such distinctive sound changes.
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Chapter Six
THE OJ A/B CONTRAST AND PA
6.1 The Phoneme inventories of OJ and PA
Before we begin our detailed examination of the
relationship between the OJ A/B distinction and PA, I would
like to compare the two phonological systems, and present
a conspectus of the sound correspondences.
Observe the consonant and vowel phonemes of OJ
and PA below, remembering that the OJ phonemes we are using 
were set up using a different principle than that employed 
for PA, i.e. on the basis of orthographic evidence.
P
b
OJ PA
Consonants
m
t k *p *t *k { *kkw)
d s *b *d *g
<*t?) *k?
*ts *t j
s 3 w *s
(* j ? ) *h
z *2 *3
r *r (*r j )
n *m *rj (*n j )
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Vowels
OJ in i2 e< ea a o* o* u
PA *i *1 *a *o *u
6.1.1 Correspondences between OJ and PA
I here present the entire set of OJ and PA 
correspondences (note that although I have used a diagram 
often used for sound changes, these are in fact sound 
correspondences, i.e. no direction is implied):
OJ k
Consonants 
e s z t d
PA *s *
OJ j r
PA *n (*nj) *p *b *m *j (*j?) *r (*rj) *w
Vowels
PA
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We see a difference in the number of consonants 
listed for PA and 0J . The question therefore arises of a 
possible connection between the changes in the consonant 
system and the A/B issue. However, I shall first deal with 
the vowel correspondences.
6.2 PA correspondences to the OJ o4 /oz contrast
In this section, I would like to examine how 
Proto-Amami corresponds to the OJ o4 /o2 contrast, and to 
test the pros and cons of the theories of Shibata (1984).
First, let us enumerate the relevant 
correspondences below. The syllables in question are 
underlined. The corresponding pairs are divided into 
tables depending on the type of OJ vowel involved, i.e. 
Table 601 for OJ o^, Table 602 for OJ , and Table 60 3 
for OJ o (non-A/B-type). Note that denotes an
irrecoverable segment according to our data and method.
Table 601A. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ o/
i 1 1 1 1 1 1
O 
I 
<-»
 
1 1
O 
1 i i i
: PA *o
7 2 ato/ ~ ato2 *ato 73 mi/ natO/ *minjato_
74 jade* * jado 76 kado/ *kado
77 tunov *tslno 78 -mo^ mo/ *momo" ■ 1
80 so/
150 suso^
*so
*s_so
82 iso/ *il£
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Table 60IB. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ ov
OJ o, :: PA *u
21 siro* * jirju 67 ko^gatana *kugatana
68 ko^ mura *kubura 83 jo^wa * juwa
84 jo^naka *junaha 85 majo^ *ma ju
138 ko^ *ku 140 key *-ku-
141 ko/ su *ku_- 143 pako/ *pakku
146 tOf 3i *tuiji 147 to/gu *tug-
148 kuroy fck^uru 152 jo^ru * juru
Table 601X - Exceptions to Table 601
iS* : : *kkwa
Table 602A. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ o4
«<0
o
1
PA *u
4 ko4si *kuj i 112 to^mu *tuml
7 toaki *tuki 113 toamo4 gara *tungara
8 to4si *tusi 114 oto2pi^ to* *ututu
9 toa ri *turi 115 otojsu *utuJ-
10 pi, toa *t Ju 116 oto x *utu
12 wopiito2 *wutu 117 mo2tOi *mutu
14 pi, toapi *t Jui 118 jo^do^my * judumi
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15 pi^to^to^se *t|utuji
16 miytozse *mit f-
17 wodo3ri *wuduri
18 no^ri *nuri
19 nc^ri *nuri
20 ki/noapu *k?inj_
23 nozmia *numi
43 ko 3 me3 *kumi
87 koztoAsi *kutuji
88 kOj. no j. *kun
89 koAno, jo3 *kun.. ju
90 kozre *kurl
91 koagu *kug-
92 koasoz *kusu
95 ko2tozba *kutuba
99 kozri *-guri
100 kozrOaSU *kutj-
101 koawe *kui
102 jozro2ko3bu *juruku__
106 nago2ri *naguri
107 to a. *tu
108 tozbu ^ tub ~
110 to2po *tuu
111 to^pori *tuuri
n o amu *num-
mo^tu * m u tf-
moj,no3 *mun
mo a no2 gatari *mungatar_
*pirju
OrOa.SU *uru_-
Jo a * ju
joz su * jus-
jOa.ru * jur-
lo M 3 C * jum-
joztu * juutsi
n o zgoz pu *nug_-
t o 2ga *tuga
tamoto 2. *tam_tu
t o zwoka *tuuka
oipi, to* *ut[u
wonOi *wun
123
125
126
127
128
129
132
133
134
135
136
161
162
169
225
228
241
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Table 6Q2B. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ o;
22 mi^noa 
155 ko2koAro3. 
164 to2moa 
166 to^noa 
171 noa
OJ o* :: PA *o
*minjo
*kokoro
*tomo
*tonc>
*no
131 osor 
160 nOiko^ru 
165 to2koaro2 
167 toamoa
*OSO
*nokor~
*tokoro
*tomo
Table 602X - Exceptions to Table 602
13 pi^ to j 
130 sozmu 
157 ko2nozpa
*t7ii-
*slm£
*kinpa
Table 603A. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ o
OJ o : : PA *u
12 wopi/ to? *wutu 231 po *pu
17 wodo2 ri *wuduri 232 posi *pu j i
31 wogiz *wugi 233 pone *punl
56 wokea *wuh& 235 moti *mutji
110 to2 po *tuu_~ 236 momi^ *mumi
111 toa pori *tuuri 237 mori *muri
114 oto2 pi^ to? *ututu 238 kumo *k?ubu
115 otoz su *jatuJ - 239 wo *wu
116 otoa *utu 240 wo *wu
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129 oroxsu *uru__~ 241 wono *wun
178 wopia *wui 242 wori *wu_(_)
183 oki, *ukki 243 uwo(iwo) * j?u
193 obiy *ubi 244 toz wo *tu
201 wo(miy n a ) *wu(nagu)
214 oja *u ja
215 orabiy *urab_
216 poka *puka
225 to* woka *tuuka
226 mamori *maburi
228 oipi^ to *ut Ju
Table 603B. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ o
131 osog 
164 to^mo 
221 awo 
224 sawo
OJ
*oso
*tomo
*oo
*so
PA *o
149 omosiro 
220 amori 
222 kapo
*omosiro
*amor_
*kao
Table 603X - Exceptions to Table 603
230 omo *amma
Observe that with only a few exceptions, OJ and 
PA show the following correspondences:
We find that OJ o^  corresponds to PA *o word-
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finally only. Sometimes both OJ Oy and o2 correspond to PA 
*o; however, this correspondence is observed only when the 
PA word is in the shape of *(C)oCo. When the OJ word has 
the shape of -apo- and -awo- we find that the PA consonant 
is absent, and the OJ o also corresponds to PA *o. PA *u 
corresponds to the other OJ vowels (i.e. oz , o, and the 
non-word-final o^ ).
6.2.1 Sound correspondence for OJ oy /oz and PA
Based on the above examination, we can set up the 
following sound correspondences between OJ and PA:
Corr. No. OJ PA
1. -oy :: *-o
2. -Oy- :: *u
3. o 2 : : *o in PA *(C)oCo
4. Ojr : : *u elsewhere
5. o :: *o in PA *(C)oCo and
in OJ -awo- and 
in OJ -apo-
6. o : : *u elsewhere
6.2.2 Exceptions to our sound correspondences
To the sound correspondendences set up above we
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find the following exceptions.
Corr. 1 (which concerns only word-final 
position) is substantiated by the 9 items from Table 601A. 
We find the following six exceptions (found in Table 601B):
21 OJ siro, : PA *sirju
85 OJ majo/ PA *ma ju
138 OJ koy : PA *ku
140 OJ ko/ : PA *-kku
143 OJ pako/ : PA *pakku
148 OJ kuro/ : PA *k?uru
To Corr. 2 (found in word-medial position) 
substantiated by 8 items (67, 68, 83, 141, 146, 147, 152)
from Table 601B, we find one exception (from Table 601A):
78 OJ mo^mo^ : : PA *momo
Remember, however, that in 4.5, we recognised the 
existence of vowel harmony in PA, vis. we did not identify 
the existence of words in the shape of *CuCo or *CoCu; we 
only found cases of *CuCu and *CoCo. Taking this fact into 
consideration, the case of (78) need no longer be treated 
as an exception. That the second *mo in (78) *momo 
corresponds to OJ mo/ is evidence in favour of the 
corresondence OJ -o4 :: PA *o. Thus, it can be well
understood that the first syllable cannot be mu, whichever 
- *mu or *mo - its previous form might have been.
Taking into consideration the fact that there is
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no single case beside (78) where non-word-final o4
corresponds to PA *0 , I will assume that the Pre-PA form 
(i.e. before assimilation occurred) of PA *momo was *mumo.
Corr. 3, found in the specific PA environment 
*(C)oCo, is substantiated by seven examples from Table 602B 
(131, 155, 160, 164, 165, 166, 167), without exception.
To Corr. 4, substantiated by the 55 items found 
word-medially and word~finally, from Table 602A, we find 
the following two exceptions (from Table 602B):
22 OJ miyno^ :: PA *minjo
171 OJ no^ :: PA *no
Corr. 5 (for the specific environments of PA 
*(C)oco, OJ -awo~, and OJ -apo-) is substantiated by six 
items from Table 603B (131, 149, 164, 221, 222, 224)
without exception.
Corr. 6, found word-initially, word-medially and 
word-finally, is substantiated by the 33 items from Table 
603A, with one exception (from Table 603B):
220 OJ amori :: PA *amor_
Finally, one should note that the number of cases 
substantiating the correspondence OJ -o/ :: PA *0 is not
large. However, it is a fact that the PA words having *0 
in these three tables, (when the word shape is not *CoCo), 
are concentrated in those cases where OJ -oj is involved.
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6.3 PA correspondences to the OJ i;/i* contrast
I here provide three tables for the comparison
involving OJ i; , i^. , and i. The compared pairs have been
selected from our master list only when the PA words, or
the relevant PA segments, are available.
Table 604. List of correspondences relevant to OJ i/
 ^
1 
O 
1I1
1 
1
m
 
| 
> 
I I
* 
I 
H- 
! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 to*ki; : : *tuki 191 tabi; : : *tabi
16 mi; to2 se :: *mit j 193 obi; : : *ubi
20 ki; no2pu : : *k'>inj_ 194 mi; ki; : : *mikki
22 mi;noa :: *minjo
7 3 mi; nato* : : *minjato 199 mi; mi^ : : *mimi
97 ko2no2 mi/ : : *k_n__mi
128 pi/roa :: *pirju 200 jumi/ :: * jumi
153 pi;ru :: *piru
179 ki /mo; : : *k*>im„ 202 ki; ru : *k? jr~
180 ki/ru : : *k ?ir- 203 ki; su : : *k7izi
182 aki; :: *aki 236 momi; : : *raumi
183 oki; :: *ukki 245 usagi/ : : *usagi
184 seki; :: *sdkki
186 agi; :: *agi
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Table 605. List of correspondences relevant to OJ iz
OJ iA PA *i
23 no^mij :: *numi 31 wogijz : : *wugi
27 mi a. : : *mi 32 sugia *slgi
28 urami* :: *urami 34 Piz '• : *pir„
29 kamifc :: *kami 176 kiari :: *k^iri
30 tukiz :: *tslki 178 wopiz :: *vr\x±_
Table 605X ~ Exception to Table 604
25 kiz : : *ki
Table 606. List of correspondences relevant to OJ i
OJ i PA *i
4 koy si : : *kuf i 99 koari :: *-guri
8 toz si : : *tuj i 106 nago^ri :: *naguri
9 to3 ri :: *turi 111 to^pori :: *tuuri
17 wodo^ ri :: *wuduri
18 no; ri :: *nuri 124 ino2ti :: *inj„t{i
19 no2 ri :: *nuri 146 to^zi : : *tu^i
21 siroy :: *[irju 149 omosiro :: *omosir_
60 kezburi :: *kibu/i 176 ki2 ri : : *k?iri
65 me2 guri :: *miguri 205 kape^ si : : *k£&Ji
82 i scV :: *iJo 226 mamori :: *maburi
87 ko^to^si :: *kutuji 232 posi :: *puj i
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36 _ikez : :   235 moti : : *mut(i
37 imez : : *imi 237 mori : : *muri
252 mukasi :: *mukafi
Observe that our tables show nothing more than 
what has been established in past research; viz. except for 
the case of OJ kiz for 'tree’ (25), OJ i^, ±a , and i 
correspond to PA *i exclusively. We will represent this 
correspondence in the following diagram:
Corr. OJ
7. i/, ii, i
exception: iz (ki2 )
In (189) we find the correspondence OJ i :: *j.
I assume that this correspondence is caused by the absence 
of *p in the PA word, which is, on the contrary, present in 
the OJ word; c f . (189) OJ ipapiy :: PA *j_S.
6.3.1 OJ ki^and PA ki
It is an accepted fact (first claimed by Hattori
1963) that the ia in OJ kia'tree’ corresponds to the MdR 
vowel (which I will represent by 'Y’ in the diagram below),
PA
*i
*1
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which corresponds to OJ and e. However, OJ i>. in
general corresponds to the MdR vowel (represented below by 
'X’) which corresponds to OJ i/, i2 > and i. Observe;
OJ MdR
1/ , i* , i X
ki* 'tree’ 
e/ , e2 > e -
Past research, especially by Hattori, has made it 
clear that the difference in outcome between OJ ki2 ‘tree1 
and Ciz in general is ascribable to different Pre-OJ 
sources. These sources have been reconstructed by internal 
methods in previous works on this topic (FN.l). We 
illustrate this difference as follows:
Pre-OJ OJ
*kozi 'tree* > ki2 ‘id 1
*ui > ii (in general)
This hypothetical historical process applies, in 
fact to almost every dialect of the Ryukyu Islands. We can 
illustrate this process as follows. ‘P X ’ and ‘P Y 1 
represent different PR forms (syllables) which we do not 
attempt to reconstruct in the present work.
Footnote 1, Ono (1974) and Yamaguchi (1974) provide the 
best summary. Also refer to 2.3.5.
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Figure 601. Historical development of Pre-OJ diphthongs
Post-OJ OJ Pre-OJ PR PA
& MdJ (Proto-JR)
> *CI
> *Ci
Observe in the illustration how Pre-OJ *ko;, i 
'tree’ causes an irregular correspondence in contradiction 
to OJ Ci2 :: PA *Ci.
On the basis of the above historical argument, we 
can formulate the correspondence as follows;
Figure 602.
OJ PA
(Pre-OJ *Co2.i > ) Ci2 : : *Ci
(Pre-OJ *Cui > ) Ci2 :: *Ci
However, the formulation of these correspondences 
has been based on the single case of OJ ki2 'tree5. We 
will, therefore, look elsewhere for further evidence, which 
we will do in Chapter Seven.
Ce <------ Ce^/e, <--- *Cai *Cia ----> *PX
sssS'
*ko2i 'tree'
S'ss'
Ci <------  Ciz <^r----  *Cui  > *PY
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6.4 PA correspondences to the OJ e^/ea contrast
Of the three different types of vowels which 
display the relationship between the OJ A/B contrast and 
Modern Amami, OJ e^/eihas been (and may perhaps continue to 
be) the least fruitful area of study. There has been, in 
fact, nothing found in the Amami dialects to reflect the 
contrast.
This appears to be true of our data as well. 
Observe the following three tables.
Table 607. List of correspondences relevant to OJ e^
OJ e^ PA *&
205 kape^ si * k b & )i
207 mapey
209 jupube/ * jub&
210 m e /
Table 607X - exceptions to Table 607
211 me/si *miJor
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Table 608A . List of correspondences relevant to OJ e*
OJ e* FA
40 kage*. : *kag&
44 sake% : *sGh§
45 take * : *d£h£
46 takea : *t£hS
50 nabe* : *nab&
56 woke z : *wuh£
64 me3gusi : *m£-
Table 608B. List of correspondences relevant
1 1 1
O C-i
1
® 
1 
►» 
1 j
! 
1 
! 
1
! 
3 
! 
1
1 
i 1 1
TJ > *
1
1 
1
37 ime* :: *iml
41 kame2 :: *kaml
42 kame^ *. : *kami
43 ko^ me a :: *kuml
48 tume 2 :: *tsimi
53 mame3 :: *maml
57 ke a : : *kl
58 ke z :: * M
60 keaburi :: *klbuji
62 me 2 : : *ml
63 me a. : : *mi
65 me2guri :: *mfguri
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Table 609A. List of correspondences relevant to OJ e
OJ e PA *S
70 tone
184 seki
Table 609B. List of correspondences relevant to OJ e
OJ e PA *i
15 pi^to^to^se :: *tJutujT
101 koa we : : *kui
Table 609 C. List of correspondences relevant to OJ e
0 J e P A 'K i
90 ko^ re : : *kurl
233 pone :: *puni
258 ase :: *asl
As we see, both PA *1 and PA correspond to all
three types of OJ vowel. However, it seems to be the PA
phonemic environment, rather than the type of OJ vowel, 
which decides which one of the two PA vowels will occur.
From Table 609B, we find also that OJ e :: PA i .
Insufficient data for Non-A/B e was one of the reasons for 
conducting my third field work survey in 1988. We must 
include OJ e :: PA *i in our tables, but in fact I
strongly feel that future research will lead either to its
*t„nfe
*sSkki
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exclusion, or to an unexpected explanation which we cannot, 
on the basis of the present limited data, find. We note 
suspicion regarding this correspondence by putting it in 
parenthesis in our sound correspondences for OJ e; it must 
remain in doubt until further data can be considered.
In cases (205) and (207), PA is ascribable to 
an earlier diphthong *ae. Observe the correspondences:
OJ : : PA
205 -ape*- :: *-&&-
207 ~ape,j — : :
6.4.1 Summary - setting up our sound correspondences
As far as our data is concerned, although it 
exposes its limitations most especially in examples for OJ 
e^  , we find nothing in support of the OJ ey/e* contrast.
The results of our examination can be represented 
in the following formulation (note that this formulation 
presupposes that we have no examples of OJ :: PA *1):
Corr. OJ PA
8. e^ , e£ , e : : I
(e : : *i)
Remember that in Chapter Four we concluded that 
*i and were allophones.
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6.5 PA correspondences to OJ u and a
6.5.1 OJ u and the PA vowels
For OJ u, we find two types of correspondences 
which are observed to be in complementary distribution. 
The correspondences and the phonemic environments are 
provided in the following tables.
Table 610A List of corresponding words relevant to OJ u
OJ u :: PA u In environments other than *ts, *s, *2
28 urami :: *urami 60 ke^buri :: *kibuj i
65 meaguri :: *mlguri 68 komura :: *kubura
79 pukuroy :: *pukkur_ 148 kuroy : : *k?uru
187 kugiy :: *k**ugi 200 jurni^  : : * jumi
238 kumo : : *k? ubu 245 usagiy :: *usagi
248 kurapiy :: *kur_ 250 kura :: *kura
251 nuka :: *nuka 252 mukasi :: *muka[ i
254 juka :: *juka
Table 610B List of corresponding words relevant to OJ u
OJ u :: PA 1 / t,s,z_ (OJ) and /*ts, *s, *s_ (PA)
30 tukia :: *tslkl 48 tame* :: *ts£mi
77 tuno^ : : *tsino 145 tuto^ mu : : *tsit_m-
32 sugiz *si'gi 203 kiy zu :: *k7isl
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We find that item (243) 'fish’, not listed above,
shows the correspondence OJ uwo :: PA *j7u. This
correspondence is, I assume, due to the loss of the earlier 
*-w- in the PA word. Note also that in this case it is 
probably OJ iwo 'fish*, an alternative form for OJ uwo, 
which would be cognate with PA *j7u.
6.5.2 OJ a and PA vowels
For OJ a, we find three types of correspondences 
occurring in complementary distribution. Among the three
types, OJ a :: PA *a is so commmon (56 lexical items) that
I will give six examples and merely provide lexical numbers 
for the rest. Full lexical examples and environments for 
the other two types are provided below.
Table 611A. List of corresponding words relevant to OJ a
OJ a :: PA *a / (all environments other than 611B,C)
182 _akiy : : *akki 258 _ase : : *asi
28 urami2 :: *urami 50 nabe3 :: *nab&
83 jov wa, : : *juwa~ 95 ko2to2ba : : *kutuba
11, 29, 35, 40, 41, 42, 53, 67a,b,c, 68, 71, 72, 73, 74, 
75, 76, 84, 85, 106, 113a,b, 127a,b, 143, 157, 162, 163, 
169, 186, 191, 196, 198a,b, 201, 214, 215, 216, 217, 220,
222, 223
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Table 61IB List of corresponding words relevant to OJ a
OJ a :: PA *[S] *(/i/) / OJ CJke* :: PA *C„h&
/ OJ C_pe, :: PA *C_&
44 sake* :: *s&h& 205 kapeysi :: *k£&|i
45 take* :: *d£h& 207 mapey :: *m&&
46 take* :: *t£h&
Table 611C List of corresponding words relevant to OJ a 
OJ a :: PA *o / OJ _wo :: PA _*o 
221 awo :: *oo 224 sawo :: *soa
6.5,3 Summary - setting up our sound correspondences
In the previous subsections we have obtained the 
following sound correspondences for OJ u and a:
Corr. OJ PA
9. u :: *1 / OJ t,s,2__; PA *ts,*s,*z
10. u :: *u elsewhere
11. a :: / OJ C_ke2 :: PA *C_hb
/ OJ C_peY :: PA *C_S
12. a :: *o / OJ _wo :: PA _*o
13. a :: *a elsewhere
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6.6 Consonant correspondences and the A/B distinction
In the correspondences presented in 6.1.1 above, 
we found that PA has more consonants that OJ, and that
sometimes several PA consonants correspond to a single OJ
consonant. On the other hand, PA has potentially fewer 
vowels (depending on the analysis adopted for the OJ A/B 
distinction).
In Chapter Two we observed three possible
locations for the distinctive element a-f the OJ A/B 
contrast; vis. the contrast is located a) in an independent 
'glide* element, b) in the consonant, and c)
in the vowel itself. Amongst these three possibilities, b) 
has appeared to past researchers as the least likely. 
However, what has been overlooked is the possible
connection between the consonant system and
the A/B issue. Therefore, in the following subsections, we 
will investigate our data for such a connection.
6.6.1 Positing the PJR vowels
In order to make this investigation possible, it 
is necessary to posit a PJR vowel system based on the 
vowel correspondences between OJ and PA. In Figure 603 
(below), we have posited a single PJR vowel for those 
correspondences which are in complementary distribution, 
linking the relevant correspondences with brackets.
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The proposed system is: tentative and open to 
revision (see 8.7)*
Note that it can be vividly observed in Figure 
603 that it is OJ rather than PA that has most closely 
retained the PJR vowel contrast.
Figure 603. Vowel correspondences of OJ, PA and PJR
Corr. OJ PA PJR
1 . :: *-o
< *Oy
2. _-Q/" :: *u
3.
1
oz : :
< *o2
4. _ o z : : *u
5. o : : :^o
< *o
6. - ° : : *u
<
7. i2 : : *i < *iz
i < *i
* 4 <
8. e z : : *&, 5L < *e*
e < *e
9. u : : *i
< *u
10. u : : *U
11. ~~ a : :
12. a : : *o < *a
13. a : : ?Ka
6.6.2 Examining the correspondences involving OJ k and t
6.6.2.1 OJ k and PA *k, *k?, (*kkw) and *h
Of the four PA consonants, *h, occurring in
complementary distribution with *k has no relevance for us 
here, and (*kkw) is a tentative reconstruction based upon 
one item (66). As will be seen below, this item is treated 
as an exception to our correspondence OJ oy :: PA *o.
This leaves us with PA *k, and * k ’>. Let us
now examine the correspondences of these PA consonants in
relation to their PJR environments.
6.6.2.1.1 PJR environment toy and *o2
When the environment is PJR _>oa , we find OJ k :: 
PA *k regardless of position (e.g.(4) OJ koasi :: PA *kuji) 
in some 20 lexical iterps. For PJR _*o^ we find two items 
(140 and 143) substantiating OJ k : PA kk (*/k?/) and
three (67, 138, and 141) OJ k :: PA *k. The occurrence is
predictable according to position; vis. OJ k :: PA kk in
intervocalic position, but OJ k :: PA *k word-initially.
The PA vowels in (138), (.140) and (143) are
exceptions to OJ -o4 :: PA *o (Corr. 1) for which PJR *-o/
has been reconstructed. Note that this exception occurs 
when OJ lc is involved (cf„ Table 601B)*
For this phenomenon, X shall posit a
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sound change where PJR *Oy had become PA *u in the 
environment of *k_/. Note that PJR -*o2 had also become PA 
*-u, resulting in the merger of PJR ~*o/ and *~oA in PA *u.
However, the PJR contrast has a reflex in the 
immediately preceding consonant, which was *k in PJR and 
became *kk in PA in intervocalic position before •
PJR -*ko/ PJR *ko.
OJ -ko^ PA ~*kku OJ koa PA *ku
(140) OJ ko^ PA -*kku (105) OJ toakoa :: PA *tuku
(143) OJ pako^ : : PA *pakku (k) OJ ko^si :: PA *ku/i
PJR *ko -
OJ koy 
(67) OJ koygatana 
(138) OJ koy
(141) OJ koysu
PA *ku
PA *kugatana 
PA *ku 
PA *ku -
6.6.2.1.2 PJR environment *iy and *iz
We find further possible traces of the A/B 
contrast in the environment of PJR *iy and ^i* as follows:
PJR ~*ki*
OJ -kiy PA *-kki
(182) akiy :: *akki
(cf. (183), (184)
PJR -*ki*
OJ -kiz
(30) tukij,
PA -*ki 
PA tslki
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Intervocalically w© find only on© case (30) with 
for OJ k :: PA *k and four with *1/ for OJ k : : PA *kk
Vord-initially OJ k : : PA*k?is substantiated by 
5 cases (T79VT80r20,202f203) r with. one exception (2^9)*
Our correspondence must remain only a suggestion, 
since we have only one *i* case, and one exception (i.e. 
(7) OJ to^ki^ :: PA *tuki). But we present it because,
although traces of OJ ix coming from Pre-OJ *o2 i and OJ i/ 
have been found in the Ryukyu dialects (cf. 6.3.1), until 
now, there has been no evidence for the contrast of OJ 
coming from Pre-OJ *ui and OJ i^. We therefore recognise 
an area for further study here.
6 .6 .2.1.3 PJR environments *e^ and *e2
Although our data does not Include any cases of 
PJR *e/ in relation to *k, we have seven cases of *ez , and 
we find that all of these cases show the correspondence OJ 
k :: PA k. Therefore, it is still possible that PJR *e/
/*e2 (i.e. > OJ e^/ez ) is related to the occurrence of PA *k
and * k .  This, therefore, provides us with a specific area 
for future research.
6 .6 .'2.2 OJ t and PA * t , (*ts), tj, and t?
The correspondences with OJ t aro as follows:
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PA
t : : *t
t :: *ts
t ;: *tj
( t :: *t? )
The second correspondence is found exclusively in 
the environment PJR _*u; e.g. (30) OJ tuki :: PA *tsiki
(five items). The final one is the sole exception to the 
correspondence discussed in 6 .5.2.2.2 below. This leaves 
us with correspondences involving PA *t and *tj.
6 . 6 . 2. 2.1 P'JR environment and *o2
The correspondence OJ t :: PA *t is found in the 
environment of both PJR _*oyand oz (and *a)* From this we 
conclude that it is not likely to be relevant to the Oj /o> 
contrast•
PJR _*o/ PJR _*o*
71 to^ra :: *tura 9 to2ri :: *turi
7 3 mi/natoy : : *minjato 12 wopi^to* : : *wutu
(4 items in total) (24 items in total)
6 .6 .2.2.2 PJR environment *iy
Observe, however, that the OJ i/ /i2 contrast 
might possibly related to the PA consonant. Let us look at 
the following items where we find OJ t :: PA *tj:
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OJ PA
10 pi^tOi : : *t Ju
11 piy to^dama : : *tJ„dama
14 piy toapiy : : *t fui
15 piy toa to/se : : *t|utuji
16 miy to* se : : *mitf__
One can assume that PJR -*iyC04became OJ -iyto* 
and PA -*tju, positing the loss of PJR *iy- in PA. This
tempts us to suggest that PJR *iy- was the cause of the 
sound change in Proto-Amarai. However, more data is
needed to see in what environments PJR *ia is found.
It is possible to claim that PJR *t > *FA tj was
related to the presence of OJ o2 rather than to the
immediately preceding i^. However, observe the following:
124 OJ ino2ti :: PA *inj_tji
vs.
82 OJ isoy :: PA *i[o
The vowel immediately following *nj in the PA
word for (124) is not recoverable, but we can presume that
PJR had *o2 and *oy for (124) and (82) respectively (cf.
Figure 603 above). This lessens the possibility that PJR
*o2 was the cause for the consonant change PJR *t > *PA tj .
(Note that our data provides us with no cases where PJR 
and *e2 are found to be relevant to OJ t and the PA 
consonants•)
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6.6.3 Implications of consonant changes
Observe the consonant changes and related A/B 
vowels found in the previous subsections:
PJR PA relevant PJR vowel
1) *k > *kk {> PA *uj
*i/ (> PA *i)
2) *k > *k #o4 (PA *u)
*i* (>PA *i)
^®a (>PA * i )
3) *t > *t *i,
The above illustration confirms that it is nearly 
always those vowels assigned with the subscript ’1 ’ which 
are involved in the consonant changes, whereas the sub­
script ’2 ’ vowels are not.
As we noted earlier, our data provides us with 
too little evidence to completely confirm this. However, 
we can assume that that what is implied in the correlation 
between the consonant changes and the involved vowels is 
that merger of the PJR A/B vowels into single PA vowels 
would have progressed from *V^to . For instance:
tko^ '> *kko* > *kku
*koa > *ko/ >l *ku
213, a
*ki^ > *kki/ 
*kiz > *kiy
* k e ^  > * k k e ^
*kez > *ke/
This suggestion is made on the basis of an
earlier argu ment in 4.1.1 and 3.1.3, where we observed the
possibility of developments for the merger of earlier 
vowel contrasts in the modern Ryukyu dialects as follows 
(note that Cy.2.5.^  simply denotes that the PR consonants 
split inter different modern consonants; c f . 3.1.1 and
3.1.3):
PR MdR
*Cu > C^u
*Co y G zu
*Ci > Cji
*Ce > Cf i
Let us now consider our above presented 
assumption in relation to the phonetics of the OJ A/B 
distinction we discussed in 2.3 on the basis of previous 
works.
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6.6.4 Parallelism in the developments of the PJR A/B 
distinction in OJ and PA and phonetic
implications
6 . 6 . 4 . 1 OJ Oy /o2
In section 2.3 we hypothesized that 1), OJ Oy and 
oz are phonetically distinguished by [back] and [rounded] 
features, and 2 ), the merger of oy and o z was implemented 
according to the universal tendency of* vowel systems to' 
be symmetrical* The phonetics and development of Oy and 
O'a. can be illustrated as follows:
Pre-OJ OJ MdJ
*oy *[o]
*0 2. *[©]
Now, compare this with our assumption on the 
development of PJR -toy and *oa , and observe the
parallelism:
PJR PA MdA
* O y  * 0 ---> *U --------- > U [U.J
s
*o2 ^
This implies that Pre-OJ *Oy/*oa , and PJR *oy and
213, c
>  O y  [ O ]  ------O  L O ]
y
> O  W  "
*ox , having become OJ Oy and o* respectively, are 
identical.
Moreover, we must not overlook the fact that the 
development of Pre-OJ *o2i to OJ ia (e.g. (25) OJ ki*
'tree’) led us to the conclusion that PR and Japanese split 
in the time of Pre-OJ (cf. 3.1.1). The significance of 
this is that it supports the inferred change Pre-OJ * o 2 
*[9] > OJ O y [o].
We know, from the ‘theory of diphthongal origins’ 
(2.2.5) and from Matsumoto’s examination of the sources 
for OJ e 4 /e2 and iy/i* (2.2.6), that the main Pre-OJ 
sources for e 2 and were *ai and *ui. Now we must relate 
this to the fact that *o2i has different outcomes in 
Japanese and Ryukyuan. This difference in outcomes 
accounts for our assumption made above that Pre-OJ‘ *o2 [9 ]
> OJ O y  [o].
Consider the hypothesis that earlier in Pre-OJ 
(when PR and Japanese split), *o2 had the quality *[9], and 
thus *o*i had *[9i], and that later the value of *o2 got 
closer to that of *Oy (tentatively [*r] ) . Thus, Pre-OJ *o2i 
had a value close to *[oi].This indicates thatr when PR and 
Japanese had just split, PR had *o2i O i J  and *ai [ai], 
which later merged into PA *1, whereas Pre-OJ later had 
*o2 i [tt] and *ui [ui], which merged into OJ i2 .
To sum up this section, I will illustrate the 
complete parallel developments discovered so far from PJR
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to Japanese, and to the Amami dialects:
MdJ OJ PJR Early PA PA MdA
o [o]- *o^ [o] f— *o,f [o] — *o [o] — » *u [u] U Cu]
[w] <— *o2 [a]
B'inally, note that the previous works on the OJ
A/B distinction presented in 2.2.3 have come up with 
results as varied as */^/ to */&/ for OJ o%. This variety
may perhaps be explained by the above inferred phonetic 
change of oz : i.e. *[9] > *[o].
6 .6 .4.2 OJ iy/i£ and ey/e^
not confirm this kind of parallelism strongly, due to the 
insufficiency in our data* Therefore, X would like to 
leave the issue for future studies.
Xn the case of OJ i^/i^ and ey/e2 , we could
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6.7 Summary
In this chapter we have presented 1) a comparison 
of the OJ and PA vowels and our conclusions in the form of 
sound correspondences, 2 ) an investigation of possible 
consonant changes between PJR and PA motivated by the PJR 
A/B distinction, and 3) a review of the phonetic aspects of 
the OJ A/B distinction.
We have established eight vowel correspondences 
between OJ and PA, and recognised that though our data is 
not extensive enough for a firm formulation, PJR allophonic 
difference in *k and *t are likely to have become phonemic 
by the time of PA by the loss of the PJR A/B distinction.
The importance of this lies in the fact that it 
opens up a new area of research: the connection of the A/B
issue with formulated consonant sound changes.
The implications of this are, 1), we ought, in 
order to frame a more accurate and phonetically discriptive 
picture of the A/B distinction, to continue to investigate 
the relevant consonants, and 2) PA and PJR, and other as 
yet unreconstructed proto-languages, can provide us with 
the segments with which we can make this research possible.
Finally, we must note that the comparison of 
OJ and PA has also raised further issues relative to the 
PJR vowel system (see 8.7), though they are not strictly 
relevant to- the A/B issue.
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Chapter Seven
SOME PROBLEMS RECONSIDERED
7. 1 The OJ Oj / Ox contrast
7.1.1 Shibata - OJ Oy :: Am o
The most important comparisons between OJ and the 
MdAm dialects are provided by Shibata 1984. The strength of 
his work lies in the fact that his data were collected from 
as many as one hundred places. However, as his data 
provide only eleven cases of comparison where OJ oy is 
involved, Shibata fell short of reaching our conclusion 
that OJ o4 corresponds to PA *o only in the word-final 
position.
The eleven items are listed below. Observe how 
Shibata set up the comparison. Most of the time, a 
syllable or syllables corresponding to each OJ form is 
presented. However, note that in most of the cases there 
are from four to over twenty dialects showing vowels 
(syllables) different from those he decided to select as 
examples of the correspondence. For example, in the case 
of (389) kumoy , four out of approximately one hundred 
dialects researched are found to have -mu rather than -mo, 
-5 .
In the following table, the first two columns
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show Shibata’s work, while the third column shows our 
reconstructed PA where available. The underlining of 
syllables of the OJ words is by the writer.
Table 701. Shibata’s oy/o^ comparison and our PA forms
OJ MdAm PA
389 kumoj -mo, -<5 (-u in 4 dial.) -
390 nunoy -no, -ro (-u in 6 dial.) -
391 hatoy -to (-u in 6 dial.) -
392 so4 de su-, [u- (so- in 13 dial.) -
393 Fakoy -ku (-ko in 17 dial.) 143 *pakku
394 Joy ru ju- 152 *juru
395 imo/ ~ umo £umu (-mo in 2 dial.) -
396 asoy bi -su-, -su-, -si- (-so- in 10 dial. ) -
397 koy m~bura -ku- (ko- in 12 dial.) 68 *kubur_
398 doy ti du- -
399 kumo/ -bu 288 *k?ubu
According to the data provided by Shibata (1984) 
as observed in the above table, there are only three 
lexical items which show the correspondence OJ oy :: Am o;
i.e. (389), (390), and (391). The other cases all show OJ 
oA : : Am u (FN.l) .
However, he does not note that OJ O/ and Am o 
do not correspond in any position other than the word-final 
one. Indeed, Shibata could not have reached the same
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conclusion which we have, because he has only two cases
which show the correspondence OJ -o4 :: Am u; i.e. (393)
Fako^ : : Am -ku, and (399) kumo^ : : Am -bu. (In
Shibata*s list, the OJ item in (399) is given as kumo^ , but 
the word is normally recognized as kumo.)
Shibata*s work is based on the modern Amami 
dialects. I would like to examine and reframe his 
comparisons by referring them to the proposed
correspondence bewtween OJ and PA which we set up in the 
immediately preceding chapter.
According to Shibata, only three cases among the 
eleven listed show the correspondence OJ o4 :: Am o.
The other eight are, hence, labelled as exceptions to this 
rule, since they show OJ o^  :: Am u.
However, one should immediately notice that among 
the cases which he classifies into the category of 
'exceptions*, five show a correspondence which is in 
fact parallel to our OJ -**o^  - :: PA -u- (and Shibata*s OJ o^  
:: Am u ) .
Footnote 1. It is possible that the cases shown here are 
merely a part of a larger series of other cases not listed 
by Shibata. I base this suggestion on his preliminary 
remarks on page 427: ‘As I had obtained some evidence
for the existence of the Amami vestige for the Nara period 
Japanese and o, distinction, I prepared some proper
cases which are appropriate to confirm the vestige’ 
(Shibata 1984, p. 427). His statement is somewhat unclear 
to me. It seems to call for the interpretation that he had 
preliminary evidence which made him decide to examine more 
data in order to confirm the above correspondence.
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The relevant cases are:
392 OJ soy de : Am su-, Ju­
394 OJ jo^ru : Am ju (PA (152) * juru)
396 OJ asoybi : Am -su-, -su-, - » si-
397 OJ ko/m/bura : Am -ku- (PA (68) *kubur
398 OJ doyti : Am du-
Shibata tries in various ways to find reasons for 
what he calls his 'exceptions’. For the case of (392), for
instance, he quotes the case of OJ soy de from the
'Daigenkai’ (F. Otsuki, 1931), a set of dictionaries in 
five volumes. He implies a change in OJ so^de > so^de. 
The ‘Daigenkai’ etymologises this OJ word as: so 'clothes’ 
+ te 'hand’ > soade 'sleeve’. Normally it is recorded 
so/de in OJ texts (cf. JBKDJ, 402 f).
As we have argued in 2.2.6 a sound change o 2 > ov 
was probably operating at the time of OJ (around AD 700) 
(FN.2). We can thus support Shibata’s assessment that sogde 
( > soyde) corresponds to Am su-, |u-.
For the case of (394), Shibata suggests that this 
word OJ jo^ru 'night’ could have been conflated (Shibata’s 
word is konko in Japanese) with another OJ word, jo^pi 
'evening, the first night of wedding’. He suggests 
therefore, that the correspondence OJ jogpi :: Am ju- is
more appropriate to the case of (394).
Footnote 2. Eg. kusog 'personal name’ > kusoy
(AD 702) (AD 720)
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As for the case of (397), Shibata simply says 
that it is 'unexplainable for the moment.’
His evaluation of the above three cases might 
possibly be justifiable. However, I believe that it is much 
more likely that these three cases simply substantiate our
sound correspondence OJ -o4 - :: PA *-u.
The comparison in (395), OJ imo^ ~ umo :: Am 2umu, 
is undoubtedly an example for OJ o :: Am u (or our OJ o 
:: PA *u). In other words, Am -mu (in this case)
corresponds to OJ -mo in umo, rather than to OJ -mo in 
imo^ . Observe, in the map which Shibata provides for this 
case (432 f.), that more than 95% of the dialect words
collected by him for this case are in the shape of lumu.
Having analysed the phonemic reconstruction in the previous 
chapters, and guided by the tendencies they have
suggested, we can posit that if this case had been chosen 
for our reconstruction, the most likely PA word would have 
been *umu.
Considering the above, we should regard the case 
of (395) as an example for both Shibata’s implied OJ o
Am u, and our own OJ o :: PA *u.
Shibata himself saw the need for doubting the 
advisability of comparing OJ do^ti and Am duji~du*j (398). 
He quotes this comparison from K. Yanagida (no detail is 
given), and comments with the suggestion that MdAm 
du[i~du'J and Chinese ' dr ’ (pronounced in MdJ as 
[do:Ji]) are cognate.
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Although the map which includes (398) (434f) does 
not show how Am duji and du* J are distributed, we may 
confidently suggest that du*J comes from Sib and Sho, and 
perhaps from some of the other dialects on Kakeroma Island. 
Observe words such as (4) Sib kuj 'waste' and Sho kuj 
kuji 'id* vs. kuji and koji 'id’ in the other dialects.
If this is the case, we can reconstruct the form 
*dusi (*[duji]) from the two Am words (duji ~ du*/). 
Moreover, we can expect to find MdAm words in the shape of 
[dutji] in general and [dutj] ~ [du:tj] ~ [dutji] in Sib 
and Sho, corresponding to the OJ word do^ti.
Based on the above considerations, I would like 
to conclude that Am duji ~ du*J is cognate with the Sino- 
Japanese word ’ [do’.Ji], rather than with OJ do^ti.
Therefore, as Shibata suggests, the comparison of OJ do^ti 
:: Am duji ~ du*J is inappropriate.
For the case of (399) (OJ kumo^ :: Am -bu), we
find ourselves in agreement with Shibata. Our
reconstructed PA form cognate with OJ kumo is *k?ubu. The 
reconstruction of *-bu in this word is based on -bu in six 
Amami dialects and -mo in Sho. Shibata’s data shows
approximately 90% of the surveyed localities giving -bu, 
and most of the rest -mo (see map 399 on page 435).
Like Shibata we ascribe the words having -bu to 
the borrowing of kobu 'spider’ from the Kyushu dialects. 
This argument is more plausible than hypothesizing a sound
change *-mo > -bu in the Amami dialects. The point at
issue concerns the Amami reflexes showing -mo. Where did
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•they come from? Are they from MdJ kumo ’spider' or are 
they cognate with OJ kumo ’id’? Our conclusion in 4.3.4.3 
was that Amami words in the shape of kumo are due to lexical 
borrowing from MdJ. The grounds given for this 
interpretation are that, if they were cognate with OJ kumo 
they should be in the shape of kumu rather than kumo (cf. 
our correspondence OJ non-A/B o :: PA u ) . Again, note that 
although Shibata transcribes this OJ word as kumo,/ , I 
believe it to be a mistranscription, as the word is 
generally given as kumo.
7.1.1.2 Summary - Shibata's OJ o4 :: Am o
In the immediately preceding section, we examined 
the eleven cases provided by Shibata 1984 claimed to 
contain OJ o^ and their Amami cognates.
According to Shibata, only three (389, 390, and
391) support his OJ Oy :: Am o. Hence, he considers the
others to be exceptions.
By referring these eleven cases to our 
proposed correspondences, however, we find that the only 
exception is in fact (393) Fako^ :: Am -ku. In this case
Shibata finds OJ o4 :: Am u, as we do: OJ -oj :: PA *-u.
Shibata does not attempt to account for this 
exception, except to say that he suggests a lexical 
borrowing from ’Common Ryukyu' (sic) haku. Our data do
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not suggest any more likely explanation.
7.1.2 Shibata - OJ o2 and MdAm u
As regards the correspondences between OJ and 
Amami where OJ o a is concerned, Shibata 1984 details twelve 
lexical items from his data. The comparisons are as below:
Table 702. Shibata's comparison of OJ o* and our PA forms
OJ MdAm PA
401 koasi "waste’
404 to*.ri 'bird'
405 no*ri 'seaweed'
406 jo2mi 'reading'
407 £ 2ki/nisi 'SW wind’
410 kozti 'towards
the speaker’
402 ko2toaba 'language’
403 joako2 'horizontal’
408a,
409b ko2koaroa 'mind’
411 jamatoz 'Japan’
412 oamo2te 'instep’
4 *kuji 
9 *turi 
19 *nuri 
135 *jum-
ku- (do- in 5 dial)
tu- (to- in 16 dial)
nu- (no- in 15 dial)
ju- (jo- in 16 dial)
u- (o- in 3 dial)
ku- (do- in 22 dial;
Fu- in 1 dial) -
kutu- (koto-in 7 dial) 95 *kutuba
juku (joko, juko
in 46 dial) 103 *j_k_
koHo ~ kuHo(:) [H = k,
h,n,x,F] in 13 dial) 155 *kokoro 
-ro (~ru in 3 dial)
-to- (-tu- in 6 dial)
omo- (no other form)
Among these twelve cases relating to OJ ox ,
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eight are examples for both Shibata’s OJ o2 : *. Am u and our 
OJ oz :: PA *u; cf. 401, 404, 405, 406, 407, 410, 402, and 
403 (note, however, that (403) has as many as 46 dialects 
with forms containing /o/, and that we could not 
reconstruct either vowel for this item in Chapter Four).
Shibata finds three counter examples (408, 409 koa- 
kozro2 , 411 jamatOa., and 412 oimoa,te) in which he finds Am 
o most of the time.
However, three of these (408, 409, and 412) are
examples for our OJ oa :: PA *o (Corr. No.’s 3 and 5), and
not for Shibata’s OJ Ox :: Am u.
Shibata’s comparison in (410), MJ ko?ti :: ku
(Fu) raises different problems. This word is not attested 
in 0J ; it first appears in the text of Jui-shu, a text 
of M J . Shibata posits that this word existed in OJ and had 
*koa because of the way Am u and o are found to correspond 
to o2 in his data. We do not, however, accept this claim, 
because of Correspondences 2 and 4 (6.1.2) which we have 
set up with PA.
Having discussed all the cases Shibata provides 
for the case of OJ o2 , we can now recognize only one case
in his data which is an exception for both his OJ o, ::
Am u and our OJ oa :: PA *u and *o (Corr. 3 and 4). This
is (411), OJ jamatoa •• Am -to- (our reconstruction, if 
attempted should result in PA *to).
Finally I would like to comment on Shibata’s 
controversial manner of transcribing the generally accepted
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OJ syllable o (i.e. 0o which can occur only in morpheme-
initial position) as oz .
Observe the two OJ words in Table 702, 
transcribed as (407) Oakinisi and (412) oamoate, where we 
find OJ oz - (underlines by the writer).
In a controversial article, Hattori (19 )
suggests the possibility that the A/B distinction exists 
even for OJ 0o- despite the lack of an orthographic 
distinction. Note, however, that Hattori does not intend 
to substantiate his hypothesis on the possible contrast 0oj 
:: 0oz . He simply cautions us that absence of an 
orthographic distinction does not necessarily mean absence 
of phonological contrast.
For Hattori’s caution, we should now refer back 
to our analysis of non-A/B Co in 2.2.4.1. Justifying the 
theory of o( ~ and ft- group graphemes of Mori (1981) in
2.2.3.6, we attempted to clarify the A/B status for the 
non-A/B Co syllables. For, as Table 203 (2.2.4.1)
illustrates, the result of our analysis shows that OJ 0o 
falls exclusively into the Co2 category, whereas OJ po, mo, 
and wo (bo is not attested) fall, in almost all cases, into 
the Coy category.
Note also that, as pointed out by Matsumoto (19 84)
we can correctly relate the Coy/Co^distinction to a
phonetic element related to the feature [+ lab.] as when we
see no A/B contrast in the case of (?o, po, bo, mo, and wo.
Following this argument, it would seem that 0o must thus 
have shared the same phonetic feature as the Coa. syllables,
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because it had wo as its 8- counterpart of the A/B set.
Based upon our analysis of non-A/B Co syllables 
through the W-group' MC values, and upon the above view of 
Matsumoto 19 84, we find no reason to continue to consider 
the possibility of the 0o/ :: &o2 contrast in this context. 
OJ Qo was o2 constrasting with OJ wo as o/ . Hence, the 
contrast :: 0oz did not exist.
Let us then come back to Shibata's transcription 
of OJ 0o2 . The grounds for his transcribing this as 0o2 
are inappropriate, since, as we have now found, 0Oy did not 
occur in O J .
For the case of (407) o4kinisi, Shibata claims the 
o2- solely because Am u~ corresponds to it. Note that in 
his analysis he does not allow space for OJ non-A/B Co 
syllables. Therefore, he cannot reach the conclusion which 
we have reached, i.e. OJ o :: PA *u (Corr. 6). In general, 
PA *u has resulted throughout in /u/ in the seven modern 
Amami dialects chosen for our reconstruction of PA, except 
when lexical borrowing from Japanese is involved (cf.
4.4.3.3). With reference to this historical development, 
one can not doubt that Shibata*s 'Am u - ’ corresponding to 
OJ 0o2 represents the reflexes of PA *u.
At any rate, it is now clear that Shibata is not 
justified at all in transcribing OJ ^kinisi as o_zkinisi 
for the reason that Am u- corresponds to the initial o- as 
additional evidence. Shibata quotes from the IKJ (Iwanami 
classic Japanese dictionary (1983) by Ono et a l ) which, he
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says, assumes the o- of this word to be o ^ .  I do not, 
however, find such a statement in the IKJ.
Shibata does not state the reason(s) for 
transcribing OJ omoate as 412 ozmo2te (underlining by the 
writer). I must suppose that the idea comes from several 
well-known facts of OJ synchronic phonology; viz: 1) o* and 
o2 can co-occur in the same morpheme; but, 2) o2 and o^ can 
not co-occur in the same morpheme, etc. These synchronic 
facts, first established by Arisaka (1957), however, do not 
cover the case of non-A/B o. In fact, when viewed purely 
in terms of the OJ orthographic forms, such combinations 
as o and o2 , and o and o ^ , etc are in fact, as we are now 
seeing, attested as appearing in the same morphemes. 
Moreover, bear in mind that the prominent co-occurrence of 
o z and o2 in the same morpheme (and indeed there would be 
hundreds of OJ words in the shape of Co2Co2 - so many in 
fact that one could mistakenly think that oz can not co­
occur with either o4 or o) does not in itself eliminate the 
possibility of the co-occurrence of o and o2 ,
If the above is correct, Shibata’s o2 - is not 
justified in the case of OJ o2rao^e either,
7.1.2.1 Summary - Shibata’s OJ oz :: MdAm u
To sum up our examination of Shibata's 
comparisons relating to OJ o2 ((407) and (412) now being 
found to be examples of OJ 0o), I would like to provide the
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following classifications.
We have found one lexical item for Shibata’s OJ 
9fo ' : Am u ( < PA * u ) and for our Corr. 6:
OJ Am PA
407 oki/nisi u- ( < *u) X
Second, we enumerate the examples of Shibata’s OJ 
o2 :: Am u; our OJ o^ :: PA *u (Corr. 4):
OJ Am PA
401 ko^si :: ku- 4 *kusi
404 toj.ri : : tu- 9 *turi
405 no2ri : : nu- 19 *nuri
406 jo2mi^ : : ju- 135 *jum-
402 ko^toaba : : kutuba 95 *kutuba
403 jo^ko* : : juku 103 * j Jk„
Third, we enumerate the examples of our Corr. 3 
and 5 where PA *CoCo is involved:
Am PA
kuHoro 155 *kokoro
omo-
OJ
408,
409 ko2ko*ro2 
412 jDmo2te
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It is not known whether MJ koti existed already 
in OJ. Even if it did, we can not, within the bounds of 
the approach being employed here, say whether it appeared 
as kof or ko3 . This is because, in the position where o?
is found, PA *u corresponds to o^, and ox , and o (cf. our 
Corr. 2, 4, and 6).
OJ Am PA
410 kojti :: ku~ *ku__
We find that the only exception to both Shibata‘s 
OJ oz :: Am u ( < PA *u) and our Corr 4. in the data is
(411):
OJ Am PA
411 jamato* -to-
7.1.3 The Yamatohama correspondence to OJ and o2in 
Osada 1977, as examined in Shibata 1984
The Amami Hogen Bunrui Jiten by Osada (1977) 
(AHBJ - classified dictionary of the Amami dialect) in two 
volumes is one of the most comprehensive dictionaries of a
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Ryukyu dialect. It is the dictionary of one particular 
Amami dialect called Yamatohama (Ymt), spoken in the 
village called Yamatoson (cf. Map 1; 1.3.1), which is, in
fact the same region where our own Ong dialect is also 
spoken.
Our interest in this dictionary centres around 
its extensive corpus of Ymt words together with their 
Classical Japanese cognates where available (OJ, M J , etc). 
It is simply a list - Osada does not attempt any analysis
of the sound correspondences between the Japanese of the
various historical stages and Ymt.
However, Shibata 1984, in the same work as was
discussed in the previous sections, rearranges this list 
into corresponding pairs which are classified according to 
OJ and o ^ . Here again, he does not take any note of OJ 
non-A/B o. Taking his classificaiton as a starting point, 
we will analyse his work to see what light the present 
study can shed upon it.
Shibata's classifications of the pairs in
comparison are set up by ‘examples' and ‘exceptions’ for 
the sound correspondences quoted in the previous sections. 
Here, for the sake of convenience, I will restate Shibata’s 
sound correspondences:
OJ Am
o4 : : o
oz : : u
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In his analysis of the Ymt correspondences, 
Shibata not only misclassifies cases because of the 
inadequacy of his overall claim (which we discussed in the 
previous sections), but also because of methodological 
weaknesses stemming from an approach which uses Ymt, one 
particular modern Amami dialect, as the sole basis for 
comparison.
In the following sections, we will examine his 
comparisons in as much detail as necessary, with reference 
to our proposed correspondences (which I quote again below) 
which we established in 6.3. We will also attempt a 
reclassification of the cases which are provided by Osada 
1977.
Gorr OJ PA
1 . -Oy : : *o
2 . -o/ : : *u
3. Ox :: ^o in PA *(C)oCo
4. o x ‘‘ *u elsewhere
5. o :: *o in PA *(C)oCo, and OJ
-awo- and -apo-
6 . o :: *u elsewhere
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To do this, we shall first discuss the 
relationship between Ymt (data from which has not, of 
course, been considered within the system of our 
reconstruction work for PA)and Ong . We do this in order 
to be able to bring our reconstructed PA directly to bear 
on the argument.
7 .1. 3 .1 Shared vowel harmony in Ymt and Ong
I propose to tackle this problem by first 
recognizing that Ymt belongs to the same dialectal group as 
O ng.
This approach of connecting Ymt to PA through Ong 
is valid, I believe, because these two dialects underwent 
the same phonological innovations. Indeed, the
phonological aspect shared by Ymt and Ong is unique, in 
that it is not shared by the other six dialects gathered 
for our reconstruction.
Now, let us look at these shared phonological 
characteristics of Ymt and Ong.
First, observe the following words, which were 
collected in my first field work survey on Ong (25 Nov. 
1985).
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tjofa 'one step’ 
tfotoro 'one place’ 
tjotaba 'one bundle* 
tjosazuki 'one J sake cup'
tJukS&ri 'one go’ 
t funuki *(ungiven)’ 
tjuhiru 'a unit of width* 
tjunumi 'one sip’ 
tjuunumi 'drinking at 
one time’ 
tjuukutji 'one bite/sip* 
tfuunigiri 'one grasp’ 
t[uri ‘one person’ 
tjukkin 'at one time*
The above items are a collection of compound 
words containing the element for 'one.’ Note that the 
element changes its shape, and that this alternation is 
phonologically conditioned. In other words, it is 
synchronically formulated as:
tfu(u) ----- > tjo / _Ca, („Co)
 > t/u / elsewhere
The environment „Co, with a single example only, 
does not provide evidence relevant to our argument.
The above delineates a vowel harmony which is 
productive in modern Ong.
It is unfortunate that we do not have, in Osada’s 
data from Shibata 1984, the parallel cases in Ymt to these 
enumerated cases of vowel harmony. However, some other
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cases are quoted in Shibata (444-445 ff ., though he does 
not recognize a productive vowel harmony) which are 
convincing enough to justify the existence of the same type 
of vowel harmony in Ymt. Viz:
Vowel Harmony in Yamatohama
’juu 'night’,
’juru 'id’ vs ’jonaha 'midnight’ (< jo + naha,
'night’ + 'inside’)
9umi [vt] vs ©omari 'stopping’ (vi)
’ stopping 1
’juri 'gathering’ vs ’jorai 'meeting’
xu- 'small/little’ vs xogatana 'short sword’
In our data on Ong, we collected alternating 
pairs such as these:
Vowel Harmony in Ong
151 ju 'night’ 84 jonaha 'midnight’
v s .
152 juru 'night 35 jojami 'dark of night’
133 jusu 'to put closer’ vs 175 jore 'meeting’
In the Amami dialects, [e] is rarely observed. It 
is likely that the /e/ in (175) came from an earlier *ai. 
Observe that PA vowel sequences have resulted in the most 
unpredictable reflexes in the modern Amami dialects; cf.
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Naon jorai~jore 'id.’(not listed in our data). Naon 
belongs to Yamatoson, to which Ymt and Ong also belong.
7.1.3.2 Common sound changes for Ymt and Ong
In reconstructing PA *u, we formulated the 
following sound change in Ong (4.6.2)
PA *u > o / _Ca in Ong
As explicitly .illustrated in the tree diagram in 
5.2, this sound change is a late innovation unique to Ong 
(see also our isoglosses in 5.3).
Let us see, then, how this change affected the 
synchronic phonological appearance of modern Ong.
If this sound change was without exceptions, the 
consequence of its implementation should have been the 
total absence of words in Ong in the shape of CuCa but not 
CoCa. As is often the case, however, the sound change has 
not swept away all the words in the relevant shape. We do 
find some words in the shape of CuCa. For example (247) 
ura 'inside, mind’, (249) kusa 'grass’. Note that some 
cases, such as (249) kusa, are ascribable to lexical 
borrowing from Japanese; c f . MdJ kusa 'id’. The 
synchronic phonological tendency, however, is that words in 
the shape of CuCa are rarely found, whereas those in the
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shape of CoCa are frequent in Ong.
Now let us come back to the Ymt dialect. Note 
that we find the same tendency in Ymt. From the ample 
examples enumerated in the list of Osada (1977), I will 
pick out and present some here:
£o*la 'parent'
sora 'sky'
Bora 'tiger*
mora’i 'receiving’
'j onaha 'mi dn ight’
b o ’jabo’ja 'onomatopeoia for 
absent-minded'
YoBa 'song* 
noxa 'rice bran' 
joxa 'floor*
xo’ ja 'hut’
Boga 'blame’ 
boBaN 'peony*
* joha 'tour days’ 
’onagu 'girl*
losagi 'rabbit' 
kora'i ‘eating* 
mora 'village'
The actual number of relevant lexical items is 
over one hundred and ten.
Against these examples, we do find some words in 
the shape of CuCa. For example:
Yura 'heart’ kusa ‘grass’
cuma 'wife’ huka 'deep*
huna- ‘boat-’ murasaki 'purple*
’jura’jura 'onomatopeoia for
swaying’
The number of items in this shape is around
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thirty, which might seem excessive, until we realise that 
the source of these words in most cases, we can presume 
to be Japanese. Observe that amongst the thirty items, 
only two words are found to correspond to Japanese words 
having /o/, and the rest correspond to /u/. Consequently, 
the actual number of items which might be native Ymt and in 
the shape of CuCa is much smaller.
We have observed above the same shared synchronic 
phonological tendency in Ymt and Ong. There can now be no 
doubt that this tendency in Ymt too, is also the 
consequence of the sound change PA *u > o / _Ca which must 
have been implemented, hence, in the time of Proto-Ymt-Ong 
(or Proto-Yamatoson).
By clarifying this point now, we can connect Ymt 
with Ong, and thus PA, in preparation for our next task, 
which is the continuing reclassification of Osada5s 
extensive data.
In the following subsections, we will examine the 
lexical items classified by Shibata (1984). To begin each 
section, I will set up tables in which we can observe the 
compared pairs of OJ and Ymt words and, along with them, 
the Ong and reconstructed PA words. The numbers in the 
right hand columns show the relevant serial numbers from our 
master lexical list.
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7.1.3.3. Osada's OJ o4 and Ymt counterparts
arranged by Shibata
Shibata picks up and compares twenty-five pairs 
from Osada (1977) involving OJ o^  (Table 703).
In this section, I will demonstrate that around 
half of the twenty-five cases presenting Ymt o are in fact 
genuine evidence of OJ O/ , and hence, come from PA *0 
(*-0 ). The other half I will show to be ascribable to 
lexical borrowing, (i.e. from Jap o), with the resultant o 
caused by the sound change now formulated as PA *u > o / 
_Ca in Ymt (or in Proto-Ymt-Ong).
7.1.3.3.1 Ymt o from PA *u > o / _Ca
Let us examine first the cases which can be 
attributed to the above cited sound change.
At first glance, we find three cases from our 
reconstructed PA words which provide definite evidence for 
OJ oj . These are (67), (71), and (84). From the PA words 
available, we know that the Ymt o ’s in (67) xogaSara, (71) 
9ora, (83) ’jo'wa(sa) and (84) 'jonaha were *u's at the
time of PA.
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Table 703: OJ o^  and relevant correspondences
OJ Ymt Ong FA
-xo - -
ko/gatana xogaBana - *kugatana
koymura xomura — *kubura— f — —
nekoy nexo- -
m i .jako , mi *jaxo- - INV4 —— * —' u
toynari Bonari - INV
to/ne 9one- tuni(ja) (*t„n&)
-
to j ra Bora (cf.Naon tora) *tura— — •nr_Tl"
ato/ ~ atox 2a 0o ato *ator“" —
tuto/ cito - -
no*ritcy noriBo nurito INV
miynatoy mjaaBo — *minjato' '—"
jado/ ’ jado jado * jado— *
jadoy ’ jado jado * jado
-■
kado/ xado kado *kado
tunoy cino (cf. Naon tsino) *tslno
““ “ "■ '
sino / sino- -
mo, mo , momo momo *momo4 __ 4 — — —
Fukoroj hukuro (Fukuro < L >) *pukkur
-- "' 1
SOy -so so *so
-- - — 1 -
soy ra sora- (sora<L>) INV- li-
iso/ lisojo- ijo *ijo
joy wa * jo’wa(sa) ju(^i)wa„ *juwa-
— --
joy naka * jonaha jonaha *junaha
- *—” —
ma joy m a ’ jo (maju<L>) *ma ju
-- -— -
No
67
68
69
1
2
70
71
72
3
73
75
74
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
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As for Ymt ©onari (2) ’next door' and sora (81)
'sky’, the PA words were not available. In the case of (2) 
(OJ to^nari), our data collected words from only three 
dialects, and one of those was suggested as a loan word 
from Japanese tonari 'id’. These three reflexes are Sib 
tunar, Nas tonari<L>, and San (so)tonari. With only two 
possible native words, we are unable to recover the proto­
form (moreover, the San form appears to me to be also a
loan from Japanese). Nor are we able to say if PA had a
word for this object. In this respect, I rather suspect the 
designation of Ymt 0onari as native Ymt. However, as we 
have no firm evidence for this suspicion, we must leave
this case for further study. Still, we can be quite
confident in saying that the PA form, if it existed, would 
have been *tu-. Consider the initial syllable of the Sib 
word beginning tu-. To reconstruct PA *o, we must have a 
set of compared MdAm reflexes with o throughout (cf.
4.4.1). In this case, we must attribute the /o/ in Ymt 6 
onari to PA *u.
As with the case of Ymt ©onari, we are not able
to conclusively decide whether or not Ymt sora (81) is a
native word or borrowed from Japanese sora. In MdAm, as 
far at least as our seven dialects are concerned, the 
widespread term for 'sky’ is [tin], which is perhaps 
cognate with Sino-Japanese ten 'firmament’. If this is so, 
we must reckon that the time of borrowing would have been
at the latest, the 15th century, when the 'Goon’honyaku’
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(FN.3) was first written. The text attests this word as 
[tjon] 'id' (FN.4). If [tin] was borrowed from MdJ it 
should have had the shape [ten]; c f . MdJ [ten] /ten/.
Considering this view, and also the fact that my 
field work survey did not collect any words in the shape of 
[sora] (cf. Ong sora<L>) or anything similar, I shall 
presume that Ymt sora- is not native Ymt either. If, by a 
rare chance, it was in fact a PA word, presumably *sora, 
then Ymt sora is another example of PA *u > o / _Ca.
7.1.3.3.2 Ymt o resulting from lexical borrowing
In this section, we will attempt to exclude some 
cases from Table 703 as possible loan words. Let us 
first look at some words in the table which, if from 
Japanese, seem to provide examples for OJ -o^ :: Ymt -o
(and :: PA *-o).
Refer to our master list for the case of (1) 
OJ mi7 jakoy :: Ymt m i ’jaxo-, (3) OJ no2rito^ :: Ymt noriBo, 
and (69) OJ neko/ :: Ymt nexo-.
My own impression about the word for 'capital’ 
(1), formed as I surveyed the dialects in the Amami
Footnote 3. c f . the Korean text, 'Goon’honyaku’. 
Footnote 4. The notations are by Tawada 1982.
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Islands, was that the people were rather unfamiliar with 
the word miyako. Indeed, our data reflects this. I 
therefore feel that Ymt m i ’jaxo- is a loan word too coming 
from MdJ mijako 'id*. Even supposing PA had a word for
'capital’ as a direct ancestor for Sib mijaku and this
Ymt m i ’jaxo, we must assume that the word-final vowel was
*u, not *o. Observe the correspondence patterns of MdA
reflexes for PA *o (cf. 4.4.1). The Sib reflex is u.
For the word for 'Shinto prayer’ (3), our data 
shows Ong nurito, Yoa nurito, and San norito<L>. 
We did not attempt to reconstruct the PA word because this 
case did not meet our conditions for reconstruction 
(4.2.2), having only two reliable dialectal forms. However, 
observe the shape of those two reliable forms for Ong and 
Yoa. They force us, apart from the insufficiency in the 
number of dialectal forms required for reconstruction, to 
assume that their proto-form was *nurito; c f . OJ noz ritoy. 
Taking this argument into consideration, and also San 
norito, which our informant claimed was Japanese, we can 
assume that Ymt noriOo is also Japanese. Refer to the 
correspondence patterns of the MdAm reflexes for PA *u (cf. 
4.4,3). When the patterns consisting of mostly /u/ plus 
one or two /o/’s were observed, we ascribed this /o/ to 
Japanese (cf. 4.4.3.3). If Ymt had indeed retained our 
inferred PA *nurito, it should have done so in the shape of 
nuriBo.
OJ word (69) neko,/ 'cat’ no longer has a 
cognate counterpart in the Amami dialects. The word for
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'cat' is now almost everywhere in the shape of [maja]. As 
far as our data is concerned, no dialect shows a word 
similar to [neko]. It is therefore highly likely that the 
source of Ymt nexo is Japanese neko 'id’.
We shall now examine some other loan cases
Shibata listed as examples for his formulation OJ -o/- :: 
Ymt -o- (a part of his OJ o^ :: Ymt o).
Observe first, from our master list, the Amami
words for (68) OJ ko^mura, and find that they are all in 
the shape of kubura with the exception of San hubura. The 
proto-form is *kubura. To this PA word, we find that Jap 
komura lid' corresponds. The Ymt word xomura and Jap word 
resemble one another in every segment except for the 
initial consonants. Moreover, we can find sufficient 
cases for a sound corresondence Jap k :: Ymt x (except in
_u, where Jap k :: Ymt k); e.g. (76) MdJ kado 'corner' vs. 
Ymt xado 'gateway',
For the case of (70) OJ to^ne :: Ymt 6one_,
refer to our argument in 7.1.3.4.2. With reference to the
case of (173) 'stony land’ (cf OJ sozne), we can suggest
that the Amami words in (70) are possibly from the
Kagoshima dialect.
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7.1,3.3.3 Ymt o as evidence for OJ Of
In the previous sections, we attempted to exclude 
some cases used by Shibata 1984 to exemplify his (suspect) 
sound law OJ o^ :: Ymt o regardless of position. We have
also excluded cases in which Ymt o ’s from sources other 
than PA seemed to substantiate OJ -o : : Ymt -o < PA *o.
By doing this, we at last see those cases which 
do in fact contain o ’s as putative evidence of OJ -o/ . We 
can tabulate these cases in Table 704 as follows:
Table 704 . Reclassified Ymt cases as evidence for OJ
— -------- ------ - -------- ----------- ---------------------
OJ Ymt PA
67 kOy -xo
72 ato/~ato, laOo *ato
tuto y clto
74 jado, ' jado * jado
75 jadcy ’ jado * jado
76 kado/ xado *kado■ —
77 tuno, cino *tsS.no
-—1 ■ ^ _
sinoy sino
78 mo,mo. momo *momoi — - 1
79 Fukuro jf hukuro (*pukkur_)
- ■ - ,mmiJ
82 iso j Yis jo *i fo
85 ma 3 0 4 ~ m a 1 jo *ma ju
(ma3u) (FN.5)
80 so. -so *so— f
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Note that Ymt hukuro ‘suck* in (79) could be a 
loan word from Jap Fukuro "id1.
The mo- in Ymt momo ‘thigh* in (78) is a
retention of the *mo- in PA *momo. Remember that this PA 
*mo- is perhaps due to a PA phonological constraint where 
PA *u and *o do not co-occur in the same word. Therefore 
the PA *mo- could previously have been *mu- (cf. 221f).
As for the monosyllabic cases, we observe some 
unpredictability in the correspondences between OJ and PA; 
i.e. some cases show OJ Coy :: PA *Co and others OJ Coj ::
PA *Cu (cf. 6.1) However, consider that this
unpredictability is found almost always where OJ Oy is
concerned; i.e. PA *^Co^ is normally found to correspond 
to OJ not ^Coz^ or ^Co^. In addition, PA *^Cu^
is found in the case of OJ ^Co7 ^ if PA ^Co^ does not 
correspond to it, and almost exclusively In the cases of OJ 
j^ Co^  ? and ^Co^. From this fact, we can still conclude that 
some monosyllabic cases with o are evidence for OJ Oy .
Observe our master list for the case of (85) 
where PA *maju 'cocoon' is reconstructed. With 
reference to the OJ doublet ma joy ~ maju ‘id’ we should 
reconstruct doublets for PA too. What we find in our 
data is that amongst the seven dialects, only Nas has 
retained PA *majo. In the other dialects we find PA *maju 
(except Ong maju<L>).
Footnote 5. The form in parenthesis has been added by the 
writer. In OJ, a doublet pair is attested; cf JBKDJ.
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There is no doubt but that Nas majo is from PA 
and not from Japanese. Japanese has maju 'id* only. In a 
like manner, Ymt m a ’jo is definitely from PA too. 
Therefore the -jo in Ymt m a ’jo is evidence for -jo, in OJ 
majoy .
7.1.3.3.4 'Exceptions’ to Shibata’s OJ Oy Ymt o
In the previous sections, we examined some cases 
to exclude them (for a variety of reasons) from the set of 
compared pairs Shibata gives for OJ O y . Let us reiterate 
that the cases we have excluded were those which misled 
Shibata to the mistaken formulation OJ -oy- :: Ymt -o-,
which we have now, hence, disproved.
The cases we are going to examine in this section 
were classified by Shibata as 'exceptions’ to the above 
formulation. This was because they showed the
correspondence OJ Oy :: Ymt u ,
However, in our reclassification, we shall expect 
to find that those cases which he labels exceptions, have 
Ymt u as a reflex of PA *u. We shall be able to reclassify 
them as examples of our OJ - O y - :: PA *-u- (or Ymt -u- < PA 
*-u.
Observe Shibata’s 'exceptions’ in Table 705:
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Table 705. ‘Exceptions’ to Shibata's OJ Oy :: Ymt o
OJ Ymt Ong PA No.
koy 'powder, flour' xuu ku *ku 138
koy 'bamboo basket’ -ku ku *-kku 140
kov 'small-’ xu- ku INV 139
ko^ 'thick’ xu ’i(sa) - INV 137
ko^si 'to cross over’ -xusi ku(ti) *ku_- 141
moykoy'son-in-law’ muhu muhu (*m_h_ ) 142b
Fakoy 'box’ - - *pakku 143
to y 'gate’ -du - INV 144
tuto/mea'to endeavour’ ’cltuml tsltumi (*tslt_m-) 145
tovsi 'housewife’ Ousi tuzi *tu^i 146
to/giy 'to grind’ tugi tugi *tug- 147
0odo^ ’processing time’ hudu - - -
mo^ko^ 'son-in-law’ muhu muhu (*m„h_) 142a
siro^'white’ siru siru(sa) *sirju 21
kuro^'black’ kuru kuru(sa) *k?uru 148
kuro/kane ’iron’ kuruxani - - —
o4mo15iro^'interesting’ Yomosiru(sa) omosiru(sa)(*omo| ir_~)
suso;'skirting’ susu slso *s_so 150
jo/biyjoa s e ’calling’ ’jubi’jusi “ - -
joy 'night’ ’ juu ju INV 151
j o 4ru 'n i ght’ ’ juru juru * juru 152
jo^ruFi^ru 'day’ ’juruhiru -hiru
---
*-piru 153
This table, as can be seen, calls for some
149
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relevant PA words which are unfortunately irrecoverable. 
However, observe that the available PA vowels all have *u 
(except (150)) corresponding to OJ o4 . It is highly
unlikely that the irrecoverable PA words had *o in the
relevant position. The grounds for this supposition are
that in every case, except for Ong siso (150), both the
Ymt and Ong words have u. Our historical formulation for 
Amami tells us that PA *o resulted in a correspondence 
pattern consisting in general of MdAm o throughout (cf.
4.4.4.1).
Based upon this observation, we will reclassify 
the following cases as examples for Shibata’s OJ ~o4 - :: 
Ymt -u- (< PA *-u-) and our Corr. 2.
OJ Ymt PA
145 tuto^me2 :: cltumi (*tslt„m
146 to^ziy :: tuzi *tus;i
147 tOygiy :: tugi *tug~
X jo/bi/ jo2se :: ’jubi’jusi -
152 jO/**u :: ’ juru * juru
153 jo^ ruFiyru :: ’juruhiru (*-piru)
141 ko^si :: -xusi *ku„-
142 moyko :: muhu (*ro_h_)
As we discussed in 7.1.3.3.3, where OJ o4 in 
monosyllabic words is concerned, the correspondences to PA, 
and hence, in Ymt, are not predictable. In other words, we
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find either PA *o or *u (Ymt o or u) corresponding to OJ o* . 
Shibata classifies those cases where OJ j^ Co^  f : : Ymt
j^ Cu f as * exceptions’ , Note, however, that the
unpredictability is exclusively related to OJ /Coy^; viz. 
for OJ 5^ Cox f and ^Co^, the correspondences are predictably 
PA *^Cu^ and Ymt ^Gu^.
Considering this fact, we should reclassify the 
monosyllabic cases in Table 705 as examples of our OJ 
/Coy? :: PA *^Co^ or *^Cu/ ( :: Ymt or ^Cu^), For the
relevant cases, I simply quote the numbers and the OJ forms 
(where available); i.e. (138) koy, (140) koy, (139) koy, 
(137) ko/t(144) toy, and (151) joy .
Now we can examine possible exceptions for both 
Shibata and our own comparison. Observe the following 
correspondences (note (150) as an example of our Corr. 1).
Table 706. Possible exceptions
OJ Ymt PA
142b moykoy" mukoy muhu (*m._h__)
143 Fakoy haku *pakku
Fodoy hudu -
21 siroy siru *sirju
148 kuroy kuru *k?uru
kuroykane kuruxani -
149 cj^moj siroy 2omosiru(sa) (*omo|ir
150 S U S O y susu *s„so
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In fact, we find doublets in OJ for 'son-in-law’ 
(142); i.e. OJ muko ~ mo/koy . This doublet is obviously 
caused by the well-known phonological alternation of u and 
o in OJ (cf.2.2.2). Though we cannot be certain which 
A/B-type the -ko of OJ muko is, it was probably -koy 
rather than -ko^. at the time of OJ. This is because, in 
OJ, u and oz did not co-occur in the same morpheme. The 
doublets, therefore, were in fact, perhaps OJ * m u k o y  ~  m o y
kOy .
We notice, if we look at our master list, that 
the modern Amami words for 'son-in-law5 (142) divide into 
two groups, according to their shape:
Group-u Group-o
Ong muhu Sib muhoo
Nas muhu Sho muho ~ moho
Yen moho 
San moho
Supposing this division to have resulted from the 
fact that OJ had doublets, we are very much tempted to 
reconstruct PA *muhu and *moho (FN.6) from Group-u and 
Group-o respectively. If this is the case, when we return
Footnote 6. Remember that, as a synchronic phonological 
constraint, Sib often has the u-o combination as well as 
o-o, whereas our other dialects have o-o only (cf. 3.3.2)
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to the Ymt form muhu, we now find it inappropriate to
compare (Table 706), OJ mo/ ko/ with Ymt muhu. The
appropriate comparison is rather OJ *muko/ :: Ymt muhu.
So far, the comparison still stands as an
exception to Shibata’s OJ -oY :: Ymt -o (< PA *-o) and our 
Corr. 1.
Let us now remember, however, two issues related 
to the historical aspects of OJ.
Firstly, it was in the Pre~0J period when PH
split off from Japanese (cf. 3.1.3). Hattori 1959, using 
the glottochronological approach, reckons the time of the 
division to have been around the 4th century AD (cf. 3.1.1).
Secondly, we know that there was a sound change 
during the period of OJ, where o % was becoming oy . For 
instance, kuso4 ‘personal name’ attested in both 610 AD and 
702 AD, had become kuso^ by 720 (FN.7) as attested then and 
afterwards (cf. Chapter Seven, FN.2).
What is suggested by the above mentioned facts is 
that it is possible that exceptions such as that found 
in Table 706 are due to the vowel change oz > oy which 
was in progress after PR split off from Japanese. On the 
other hand, we ought not to universally attribute all the 
exceptions in the table to this change. However, I will 
now discuss two other cases which may well be related to 
this historical development.
Footnote 7. This case, substantiating CuCo^ > CuCo,/, has 
traditionally been attributed to labial attraction (cf. 
Takeuchi (1-976)*.
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OJ siro^ (21) and kuroy (148), for 'white' and 
'black’ respectively - interestingly enough a pair of the 
two very basic notions of colour - both show the Ymt 
correspondence u.
Can we hypothesise the changes Pre OJ *siro* > 
siroy, and Pre-OJ *kuroa > OJ kuro^?
There is an important fact pertaining to these
two OJ words. According to the JBKDJ, both words have
doublet counterparts as sira 'white’ and kurasi 'dark’ (cf. 
kuro^si 'black’).
The importance of this lies in the fact that in 
OJ it was 'oz ’ which often created doublets by its 
alternation with ‘a ’. For instance, ita ~ ito* 'very’; 
sa ~ soz 'that’; yoz rasi ~ yoaro2si 'good’; kata ~ ko^to* 
'word; thing’ etc. (cf. Ono 1953, 1974)
For OJ mukoy ~ mo^ko, , which we discussed a
little earlier, the JBKDJ also suggests an etymological
link with OJ muka 'standing opposite’.
OJ kuro^kane (Table 706) is without doubt kuro,,
'black’ + kane 'metal’, and thus should be treated as in 
148 kuroy ~ kurasi. The JBKDJ says that OJ omo2siroy is 
interpreted as omo + siro in the Kogojui text. In fact, 
in poem 3791 of the Man’yoshu text, it is written as ' g; ’
+ ' 0  ’ and means 'white’.
For OJ Fakoy, Fodo^, and 150 suso^ (Table 706),
we do not find any evidence to suggest that the -o^’s came
from Pre-OJ *-oA . Therefore, we will treat the
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correspondences involving them as exceptions to 
Shibata’s OJ -O/:: Ymt -o (< PA *-o) and our Corr 1,
7.1.3.3.5 Summary - reclassifications of oy
In the previous sections, we have examined what 
are called ‘exceptions’ by Shibata 1984. Note that 
numerically the ‘exceptions’ exceed the 'examples’ as 
listed by Shibata.
However, we have succeeded in reclassifying many 
of these 'exceptions’ into examples for our newly 
formulated correspondences. We can summarize these 
reclassifications as follows, with the cases represented 
only by their OJ forms:
Cases reclassified as 
examples of OJ ~Oj~ :: Ymt -u- (< PA *-u-):
141 ko^si
142 moyko
145 tuto;me^
146 toysi
147 toygi
152 joy ru
joybiyjo2 se
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Cases reclassified as 
examples of OJ ^Coyj* :: Ymt ^Cu/ (< PA *??Cu;0
138 koy 
140 koy
161 ±2i
tOy
137 koy
139 koy
Finally, we have found some cases which are after 
all exceptions to our rules, though some of them may well 
be associated with Pre OJ *-o2 > OJ *Oy.
Cases reclassified as 
exception to OJ -Oj :: Ymt -u (< PA *~u)
a) Ascribable to Pre OJ *-o2 > OJ -oy
142 mukOy (moykoy in Shibata)
21 siroy
148 kuro 4
kuroy kane
149 ou >moasiroY
b) Not Ascribable to the above change
Fakoy 
Fodoy 
150 SUSOy
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7.1.3.4 Shibata’s OJ and Ymt counterparts
Shibata lists as many as 97 comparisons for
OJ o* . The actual number of lexical items involved is, 
however, much smaller than this, since OJ o* appears quite
often in morphemes of the shape  Co*Co* ; e.g. OJ
ko * no* ‘this’ (88), joJ_ro3koibu 'to become pleased’
(102), etc.
The cases provided as examples for this sound 
correspondence - i.e. Shibata’s OJ o z :: Ymt u (< PA *u)
- are the least controversial since the list is devoid of 
'examples’ which are caused by lexical borrowing from
Japanese. This is because, if borrowed from Japanese by 
Ymt, such words substantiate the correspondence OJ o ; :: 
Ymt o. Some cases of this kind are in fact listed in 
Table 707 in one of the following sections, where they 
stand as exceptions to Shibata’s OJ o* :: Ymt u (and also
to our Corr. 4, OJ o* :: PA *u).
A problem in Shibata’s data for OJ o2 :: Ymt u is
that here again, following the suggestion of the IKJ 1983
by Ono, Shibata transcribes OJ o (non-A/B-type) as 'o^’.
To deal with this problem, I presented the
argument on OJ (Jo in 7.1.2, and made my point of view
explicit. Our conclusion was that there was no A/B
contrast for the OJ non-A/B o; i.e. (?o was always o 2 >
while the other non-A/B o ’s were with Co/.
The grounds that Ono gives for retranscribing OJ
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Co as Co* are that ...Co^Coa... is a rather frequent
structure for OJ words. As we discussed in the section
cited above, this logic is in itself invalid as a reason
for deciding that CoCo2 , for instance, was *[Co*Co2 ].
Furthermore, according to our analysis on the
non-A/B Co and Mori’s (1981) 'theory of 0(- and p -group
graphemes' (cf. 2.2.3.6), the claim of Ono is entirely
refuted.
However, it is fortunate for us that Shibata’s 
data nevertheless includes some non-A/B cases. We will 
use these cases in support of our argument for our Corr. 5 
and 6.
As I mentioned a little earlier, the compared 
pairs should be quite reliable evidence for OJ oz :: Ymt u
(< PA * u ).
Since the number of listed cases is so large, I 
will select twenty of them (those for which PA words are
available) and reclassify them in Table 707 below.
7.1.3.4.1 'Exceptions’ to Shibata’s OJ o * :: Ymt u (<PA *u)
The 'exceptions’ that Shibata 1984 enumerates add 
up to fewer than fifty. I have found, however, that they 
are ascribable to various different causes, which I will 
present in the following subsections.
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Table 707. Examples of Shibata ’ s OJ o % :: Ymt u (<PA *u)
and our Corr 4
Our N o . OJ Ymt PA
90 kozre xuri *kurl
43 ko* me* xumi *kumi
106 nago*ri naguri *naguri
107 tot Qu *tu
7 to* ki/ Quki *tuki
9 to, si 0usi *tuj i
10 FI, to,. cju(u) *t Ju
123 no* mi,/ numi *num-
19 no^ri -nuri *nuri
128 Fiy ro* hiru(sa) *pirju
132 jo* ’in * ju
133 jo*se ’ jusi * jus-
— ' ■-
136 jo*tu *juuci * juutsl
87 ko*to2 si xuGusi *kutu[i
92 ko*zo* xuzu *ku^u
102 jo*rotkoxbi ’jurukubi *juruku_-
117 m o 2tOa mutu *mutu
7.1.3.4.1.X Supposed ‘exceptions’ to Shibata’s OJ oA :: 
Ymt u due to sound change specific to Proto-Ymt
In an earlier section (7.1.3.4.1), we formulated
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the sound change PA *u > o / _Ca in Ymt. We did this 
with reference to the same sound change in Ong, by 
establishing the logic that this sound change was of Proto- 
Ymt-Ong.
We now find that this sound change again plays a 
role in Shibata’s classifications to produce some supposed 
exceptions to his OJ o; :: Ymt u (<PA *u).
Observe first the following cases picked up from 
Shibata’s data, which are classified by him as 
'exceptions’ to the above sound correspondence:
Table 708. Supposed 'exceptions’ to Shibata’s OJ Oy. :: Ymt u - 1
Our No. OJ Ymt PA
156 ko^taFe^. xo8a’je INV
158a koamo,ri xomari (*g_m_r-)
161 nogox Fi, noga’i (<*nogo’i ) *nuga-
162 toaga Ooga *tuga
to, game z Oogami —
163 tozmari Oomari (*t_mar-)
158b koamot ri xomari (*g_m_r-)
174 j°jka ’joxa- INV
175 jOjriaFi^ ’jora’i * j_r_
It is unfortunate that we have only two PA words 
available for comparison here. However, they nevertheless 
provide us with firm evidence that the Ymt o observed in
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the list is due to an innovation of Ymt: i.e PA *u > o /
_Ca.
We ought to be aware, however, that if a loan 
word (or words) which came from Japanese after the OJ 
period mingles with cognates which are inherited words from 
Proto-JR, they will be difficult to identify. This is 
because in the present context, the phonological shape of 
the Japanese word is identical with that of the native Ymt 
word. For example, I strongly suspect that Ymt ’ joxa
(174), with a morphological structure abnormal for Amami 
but common in Kyushu, is borrowed from a Kyushu dialect. 
Consider some Kyushu adjectives of the same structure; e.g. 
[joka] 'good’, [o:ka] 'many', [amaka] 'sweet’, [JekaraJika] 
'disturbing*, etc.
7.1.3.4.1.2 Supposed 'exceptions’ to Shibata’s OJ o2 ::
Ymt u caused by lexical borrowing
Along with the loan case Ymt ’joxa discussed in 
the immediately preceding section, we must eliminate some 
Ymt words from the list as possible loan words from 
Japanese.
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Table 709. Supposed exceptions to Shibata’s OJ o^ :: Ymt u - 2
Our No. OJ Ymt PA
90 koa re xore *kuri
154 ko^noikoarot xonogoro INV
157 ko^noiFa -xonoha *k!npa
159 ko £ to a. XO0O INV
168 nusubi^ to z nusldo INV
172 noari noro *nor-
3 nOiritOy noriSo INV
173 so2ne -sjoone INV
For (90) Ymt xore 'this*, we would expect, if it 
is a native word, the shape to be xuri. See also Jap kore 
1 id’ .
For (154) Ymt xonogoro 'recently’, see Jap 
konogoro ‘id’. Observe the -g- in both forms. Also refer 
to our master list; viz. (9) , our only examples are Yen 
konogoro<L?> and San honogoro.
PA *kinpa 'leaf1 (157), reconstructed from 
modern words with a shape identical to it (e.g. Sho klnFa, 
Ong kinha, San hinpa, etc.) explicitly shows that Ymt - 
xonoha 'id' is from Jap konoha 'id’.
For (159) , Ymt xo8o 'J harp’, refer to our main 
list, where we find Nas koto<L> ‘id’, and Yoa koto<L?> 
'id’ only.
For (168), Ymt nusldo ’thief’, compare OJ nusubi/"
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■to*, and MdJ nusuto [nwswto] ~ nusutto ~ nusudo 'id’.
San (3) norito 'Shinto prayer’ is probably a 
loan word from Jap norito 'id’, whereas Ong nurito and Yoa 
nurito are probably cognate with OJ no* ritoy (cf. our 
Corr. 4 and 1). Based on this view I conclude that Ymt 3 
noriGo is also from Jap norito.
For (172) Ymt noro 'declare’, see Jap noro 'id’. 
It can not be cognate with OJ no2ri.
The Aroami words collected for (173) 'stony land’ 
are possibly borrowed from one of the Kyushu dialects, 
Kagoshima [sone]. We consider the FA form for this item to 
be invalid because of the extreme irregularity amongst our 
dialects. In fact, Ymt -sjoone is semantically much closer 
to its Kagoshima form.
7.1.3. 4.1.3 Supposed 'exceptions’ to Shibata’s OJ o2 :
Ymt u which are examples for Corr. 3.
Shibata obviously fails to reach the sound 
correspondence formulated as our Corr. 3; vis. OJ o z :: PA 
*o in PA *(C)oCo. Observe that the Ymt o in Table 710 is 
an unchanged reflex of PA *o found for words in the shape 
of *(C)oCo.
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Table 710. Supposed ‘exceptions’ to Shibata's OJ oz :: Ymt u - 3
Our No. OJ Ymt PA
- ko2ro* xoro —
155 ko *ko2 ro* xohoro *kokoro
160 n o 2ko,ri nohori *nohor-
164 to2mo2 6omo *tomo
165 to^koj.ro* Qoro *tokoro
166 tOj.no*. Qono- *tono
167 toamo2 8omo *torao
_ tamoatox GamoOo -
7.1.3.4.1.4 Summary - remaining exceptions
In the preceding subsections we have, by 
re-analysing the correspondence in the light of our PA 
counterparts, reclassified all but six of Shibata’s 
‘exceptions’ to OJ o t :: Ymt u (< PA *u).
We recognise these remaining items as genuine 
exceptions to OJ oz :: Ymt u (<PA *u).
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Table 711. Remaining exceptions to Shibata* s OJ *• : Ymt u
Our No OJ Ymt PA
171
22
jado2r i *lodging' ’jadori
no2 ‘field’ -no
mi^ no2 * straw
raincoat* mjoo
(Ref 136) jo2 ‘four* ’jo
132 jo* ‘lifetime5 ’jo
- jo*ri ‘from’ ’joN
*no
*minjo
(136. * juutsl) 
* ju
7.1.4 Summary - OJ oy/o ^
In the preceding subsections, we have relied upon 
our reconstructed PA to alternately reject, modify and 
confirm the existing classifications of various reflexes of 
the OJ o^/o2 contrast.
We have established a new sound correspondence, 
disentangled OJ non-A/B o from OJ o2 , and for the first 
time brought a series of historical linguistic 
considerations to bear on what has previously been a 
somewhat poorly illuminated area of OJ phonology.
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7.2 PA contributions to the OJ i^/iz contrast
In Chapter Six we concluded that, with the 
exception of OJ kiz 'tree' (25), the following 
correspondence was in evidence:
OJ PA
iy , i* , i : : *i
In the next section I will look elsewhere for more 
solid evidence to support (Pre OJ *ozi >) OJ ia :: PA *1.
7.2.1 Evidence to support (Pre-OJ *ozi >) OJ i z :: PA *1
7.2.2.1 Setting up a model illustration
Before attempting a search for supporting 
evidence for the formulation '*oz i-type’ OJ ia. :: PA *1, we 
first need to define our methodological approach. This is 
because, as we now know, our data does not provide us with 
direct examples from within PA (other than (25) *kia 
'tree’), and so our examination must dig more deeply for 
evidence.
First let us refer back to the illustration in 
Figure 601 provided in 6.2.1. From it we can extract the 
following relationship between Pre-OJ (Proto-JR), MdJ and 
PA:
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Figure 701
MdJ Pre-OJ
ki < fcko^i 'tree’ > *kl
Secondly, let us consider an issue which carries 
an element which will be important for the methodological 
framework which we are now attempting to assemble.
It is a fact, found by Hattori 19 78, that some 
of the Japanese dialects which are non-standard and non- 
Ryukyuan have [ke] for 'tree5 instead of, or as well as,
[ki] 'id’.
Hattori finds, in fact, even in 0J , ke 'tree’.
It is, however, found specifically in the uta ('songs, 
poems’) of non-standard localities, and also in place names 
not given in Hattori (1978) in Gengo Oct. 1978, lOlf .
Note that this fact has a parallel in that the 
*o^i in Pre-OJ *ko^i 'tree5 has resulted in PA *1, which is 
the reflex of Pre-OJ *ai and *ia. These two Pre-OJ
diphthongs have become MdJ e through OJ and ez
respectively. (FN.9). Trace this in Figure 601.
Let us now fit this fact into the Illustration 
given in Figure 701. We now obtain the following:
Footnote 9. It now seems to be generally acceptable to use 
the OJ local word ke 'tree’ and MdJ local [ke] 'id’ to 
justify the hypothetical reconstruction of PR *e for the 
'PX’ slot in Figure 601.
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Figure 702.
MdJ Pre-OJ PA
standard ki
< (FN.10) *ko2 i 'tree' > *ki
local ke
Finally, I would like to add another element into 
the above illustration: the MdAm reflexes of PA *ki
'tree’. Observe in our master list that the MdAm words 
coming from PA *kl (25) are all in the shape of ki, except 
San hil and Sib kll. However, the vocalic elements are the 
same.
Now we see in the following model illustration 
the complete historical relationships:
Figure 703. Model illustration for OJ ki
Mod J Pre OJ PA Mod Am
standard ki
< *ko*i > *ki > ki (kii, hii) 
local ke ----
Footnote 10. It would be groundless to claim Pre-OJ *koai 
'tree’ as the source for both MdJ ki and ke. Therefore, the 
use of '<’ between MdJ and Pre-OJ in the diagram is 
conditional. However, what is more important, and will be 
essential for us in our later examination, is the fact that 
we have two different forms for 'tree' in MdJ against Pre- 
OJ *kozi and PA *ki.
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7.2.1.2 Substantiating the model illustration
Ono (1953) in a well-known work, attempts to 
reconstruct Pre-OJ shapes for different OJ conjugatory 
forms which vary by conjugation categories. He makes this 
attempt on the basis of the diphthongal origins of OJ 
vowels (cf.2.2.3.6).
In this work, Ono hypothesises the following 
development for the noun-suspensive form of verbs 
belonging to the conjugatory category called ‘kami-nidan’ 
(literally 'upper bigrade’). Let us consider the word for 
'to wake up ’.
Pre OJ OJ
*okoz + i > okiz
For the Pre-OJ element *oko*-, read the 
‘conclusive’ form of the verb for ‘to wake u p ’ as a 
transitive version; i.e. OJ oko^su, perhaps as oko^ (stem) 
+ su (cf, such Japanese verbs as otosu 'to fall [vt]’, 
hanasu ‘to speak’, jurusu 'to forgive’ etc).
According to Ono’s hypothesis, the above case for 
‘waking’ is another example of *ozi-type i*..
In fact, if the noun-suspensive forms of the OJ 
‘kami-nidan’ verbs are found in the shape of (OoCii, it is 
generally possible to apply (5no’s hypothesis. However, it
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would be preferable to find the, in this case, conclusive 
form of the transitive versions of the 1kami-nidan’ verbs 
(FN.ll) in the shape of (C)oCo + su as a justification for 
the existence of the element oCo*- for Pre-OJ ♦oCo^ti.
Now, coming back to the OJ word oki*. 'to wake 
up’, I would like to demonstrate how this word and its 
related words would fit in, and thus support our 
hypothetical formulation suggested by the case of OJ ki* 
'tree’ (cf. Diagram 703).
We have already seen Ono’s hypothetical Pre-OJ
form for OJ oki 'to wake u p ’; i.e. *okozi. Modern standard 
Japanese has /oki/. On the other hand, in Chikusen 
(Fukuoka, Kyushu), Shikoku, and Nagasaki (Kyushu), we find 
the word okerakoboshi for 'tumbler’ (cf. ZKHJ by T5jo,
1951). The equivalent word for this object in standard 
Japanese is okiagarikoboshi. Considering the meanings of 
the words, it is of no doubt that both oke- and oki- are 
cognate to OJ okiz .
As our master list shows, the PA word for 'to
wake u p ’ (24) is irrecoverable. However, five modern
dialects show this particular relevant reflex. Observe 
the following Amami words collected in 24:
Sib Sho Ong Nas Yen Yoa San
uhi uhl(jun) hwi(ru) hir(jun) hu(n) hl(n) uu(n)
Footnote 11. Note that the transitive versions of the
'kami-nidan’ verbs normally belong to the 'Yodan’
conjugation (litera lly 'quarter-grade’).
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Note that all the dialects except Yen and San 
have /-!-/. San /-u-/ is probably the result of 
assimilation in the vowel sequence.
Also, note that the traditional view of Ryukyuan 
verbs is that they consist of an element equivalent to the 
noun-suspensive form of Japanese verbs plus another 
element to indicate the tense of the verb.
For instance, Ok kat/un 'to write’ = katji + un 
(< *wori). The element kat/i in this verb and Jap kaki 
'writing [n/s form]’ show a regular correspondence between 
each phonological segment.
This traditional view can be easily justified by 
the fact that the OJ n/s form hypothesized as having an 
element coming from Pre OJ *o2 i corresponds to its Ryukyuan 
counterpart having the vowel corresponding to MdJ /e/. 
Against this, we find the element associated with Pre-OJ 
*ui corresponding to MdJ /!/. Observe this as follows:
Md
oki
'waking u p ’
Pre-OJ n/s form 
*oko* i 
'waking u p ’
Yoa 
hi ("nT
'to wake up ’
urami
'grudge [n]’
*uramui
'grudge [v] [n]
urami
'to grudge’
The different vowels in the two Yoa forms (I and 
i) definitely reflect the different Pre-OJ diphthongs (*o*i 
and *ui). We have confirmation, then, of the view Yoa hi-
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and urami are both from the Pre-OJ n/s forms.
Having justified the traditional view on the 
Ryukyuan verbs discussed above, we now return to our 
present argument on the Amami forms for 'to wake u p ’ (24).
We can now accept and confirm that the /-I-/ found in the
five dialects is a reflex of Pre-OJ *oz i.
As for the PA vowel for the /-!-/ in the five
modern dialects, *-i is the most probable reconstruction.
We have so far prepared all the essential 
elements necessary to substantiate the formulation set up 
in Figure 703. Let us fill in the slots and observe the 
complete illustration, as shown in Figure 704 below:
Figure 704. Complete interrelationship for OJ oki*
MdJ Pre-OJ PA MdAm
uhl-
< *oko^ i > *kl >
hwl- 
hi-
(hu-, uu-)
In terms of the relevant vowels, OJ ki* 'tree' 
and oki* 'to wake up [n/s]’ are exactly parallel.
In fact, further examination shows that there are 
f / more cases of OJ n/s verb forms acribable to the Pre-OJ5 !K
XOji etymology. These are, however, cases which, as 
mentioned earlier, we must examine without the relevant PA 
form, but rather with such MdYmt evidence as is available
standard oki 
dialectal oke-
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from the AHBJ dictionary by Osada et al, (1977).
In an earlier discussion (cf. 7.1.3.2) we 
considered the reliability of Ymt by relating it to Ong by
means of a particular sound change shared by the two
dialects; i.e. PA *u > o / _Ca (it should, perhaps, be
noted that Ymt, considered as a dialect in its own right, 
would not, if used as the eighth dialect for our 
reconstruction, add any changes to our reconstructed PA).
Bearing this in mind, observe the cases 
illustrated in Figure 705 below. The given dialectal words 
are from the ZHJ by Tojo (1951). The PA forms given in
parentheses are generalized from the sound correspondence 
between OJ and PA, and also from the given Ymt words.
7.2.1.3 Summary
In 7.2.1.1 we set up an historical model for OJ 
ki2 'tree’ (Figure 703), and in the following sections, we 
have examined some parallel cases (Figures 704 and 705).
Now we are justified in setting up the following:
MdJ OJ Pre-OJ PA Mod-Am
std. i
< ix < *o,i > *1 > 1
dlt. e
std. i
< i2 < *ui > *1 > i
dlt. i
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We present the above as additional support for 
the formulation in Figure 602 and for Hattori5s original 
correspondence.
Figure 705. Some other cases of OJ iz of the *ozi type
MdJ Pre-OJ
a)
standard oi 'id' 
Yamanashi & 
Shizuoka oeru 
'to become broken, 
to become old’
< *ooo2i
'getting old’ 
(cf. OJ ojoasi [a] 
' old5)
PA MdAm (Ymt)
(*ul?) > wl 
(*wl?) 'id5
b)
standard ori 'id5 
Nagasaki ore + bosi 
'coming down + 
star = shooting 
star5
c)
standard oti 'id' 
Iki, Isushima 
ote^ + gisi 
'falling + coast 
- cliff'
< *orozi >
'going/coming 
down, to descend5
(cf OJ orozsu 
'to put lower [vt]5)
< *otoz i >
'falling down5
(cf . OJ oto* su 
'to drop [vt]5)
(*urS_) > uri
' id5
( *Uti_) > U 0 1
'id5
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7.3 PA correspondences to the OJ e^ /ez contrast
In Chapter Six we concluded that PA evidence for 
the OJ A/B contrast was unavailable for e^/e^, and reached 
the following correspondence (remember that *1 and are
allophones):
OJ PA
e^, , e* , e : : *£, *1
(e :: *i)
Shibata 1984, however, sets up a formulation 
which exceeds ours. He concludes that OJ is evidenced by 
MdAm i (which I take to be the reflex of our PA *i).
In the following sub-sections, therefore, I 
reconsider his claim with reference to our formulation 
provided above, and to relevant data collected by the 
writer which has not been included in the master list.
7.3.1 MdAm i as evidence for OJ ey in Shibata 1984
In Shibata (1984), the following comparison is 
provided (F N .12):
Footnote 12. Shibata and Mitsuishi (1979) make the same 
claim.
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OJ Am
ike/ :: liki
'go [imp]' 'id’
OJ ikey is the imperative form of the Yo-dan
('quarter-grade’) verb iku 'to g o ’. In fact, the word ike
is not attested, as Shibata himself warns. Therefore the 
existence of this word is inferred. However, in this case, 
we do not need to wait for discussion and conclusion in 
order to justify its existence. Taking into consideration 
the fundamental nature of the word iku 'to go* , and also 
the great frequency of OJ Yo-dan verbs, we can postulate
that it must have existed.
According to our formulation, set up in 6.3.1,
PA should have *iki ~ *ik£ for 'go [imp]’. Indeed, in the
relevant map provided by Shibata (1984), we find modern
forms having /-I/ in areas around Nase (bear in mind, 
however, that our OJ ey : : PA *1 ~ is inferred).
It is true, however, as Shibata claims, that most
of the localities his map show the form in the shape of
iki.
In the next section, I would like to address this 
problem by attempting to prove that OJ ey :: Am i is merely 
an exception to our formulation. It was caused by a sound 
change which took place in or before the time of PA.
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7.3.2 Progressive vowel assimilation in PA
In the first of three expeditions of field work 
surveys undertaken for this dissertation, I collected a 
significant amount of data in addition to the 261 lexical 
items found in our master list.
These supplementary items consist of verbs in 
different conjugatory forms, particularly including the 
imperative forms of the yo-dan verbs. The verb forms 
chosen for inclusion in the present research are both those 
which carry -e/ and those cases of e which are thought by 
many researchers to have come from *ey when found in the 
imperative form (FN. 13).
Thanks to the cognates of on the imperative forms 
of some OJ verbs collected in the first survey, I find, 
despite the large number of blank slots, that it is 
nevertheless possible to prove that OJ :: Am i is
attributable to an innovation in or before PA.
Observe the imperative forms in the following
table:
Footnote 13. Many of these imperative forms were, as a 
matter of fact, collected twice; once in this first survey, 
and again in the third survey, which was specifically 
designed (after initial analysis had pinpointed this as an 
area of particular interest) to collect much needed data 
related to the e4 /ex contrast. The untimely (10 April, 
1989) theft of the cassette tapes for the third survey has 
proved to be a significant loss to our present research.
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Table 712. Imperative forms of some OJ yo-dan verbs
YoaGloss OJ Sib Sho Nas
'listen’ k^key kikii kikii kikju kiki
‘play’ as<jbe^ asibi asibl
‘rest’ jasume^ jasimi jasimi jasimi
‘put lower’ orem / J urusi urusi urusi
'stand’ tat e^j tat ji tati
'cut' ki,re^; kiri k ?iri
Observe -that in all the dialects except Nas, we 
find imperative forms ending in /-i/ (/-ii/ in Sib and 
Sho), and that the /-i/ is confined to the environment iC_. 
Note, for example, Yoa kiki ‘listen', and k^iri ‘cut'. As 
far as the above data are concerned, Nas does not have the 
imperative element as /-i/ even in the environment iC_. 
The Nas element is /-I/, except in kikju 'listen'.
This is a parallel phenomenon to the one found in 
OJ ike 'go [imp]' in Shibata (1984). Nas and surrounding 
areas show Yiki ‘id’).
This synchronic fact, found both in our 
necessarily incomplete data and in Shibata (1984), is 
observed to be consistent with the 'wave theory’, i.e. it 
has spread from a central point. I therefore posit that 
the unification of the imperative elements in Nas is due to 
a late innovation which took place after Nas split from 
Proto-ONYY (5.2).
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Moreover, we can hypothesize the relevant PA 
imperative forms of these words on the basis of our 
experience in reconstruction. PA should have had the 
following forms, to which I will arbitrarily assign numbers 
as follows:
301 *kiki * listen’
302 *asibl ‘play’
303 * jasimi 'rest’
304 *urusl 'put lower’
305 *tati 'stand’
306 *k?iri ' cut ’
We can also reconstruct the relevant form for 
Shibata’s test case:
307 *iki lgo’
Perhaps the innovation in Nas should be depicted 
as an analogical change based on the model of the generally 
observed imperative element ~i.
It is clear now that PA had two alternative 
imperative elements, i.e. *-i and *-1. This alternation is 
due to the synchronic constraint in the vocalism of PA, 
i.e. *-I --- > *i / *iC_.
As noted earlier in Footnote 13, I did in fact 
complete the collection of the desired data for the 
imperative forms of MdAm in my third field work survey.
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Though the data is no longer available, I was able, during 
the actual process of gathering the data, to confirm in my 
own mind more cases which could have led us to the 
reconstruction of more PA forms substantiating this 
phonotactic constraint.
I am therefore fully convinced that evidence for 
the existence of this PA vocalism - a progressive vowel 
assimilation - does exist, and can and will be reconfirmed 
by future research.
We should, then, assume that sometime in the Pre- 
PA period the imperative element was once *-1 throughout. 
Thus we find, for example, the following comparisons:
OJ Pre PA
*kiki
*asibi
*tati
*ikl
Note that we do not have any evidence to 
contradict the proposition that the PA imperative element 
*-i was ever in any shape other than *-I in this Pre-PA 
stage.
In the above examination, we have demonstrated 
that the MdAm imperative element -i is a reflex of PA *-i, 
which came in its turn from the earlier *-X.
301 kike ^
302 asobey
305 tatew
307 ike ^
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Therefor©, Shibata's claim (1984) that OJ ::
Am i (based on the case of OJ ike^ 1 go' :: Am iki 'id’) 
must be reconsidered.
First, however, we must anticipate a possible 
objection, and will attempt to set it aside in the next 
section.
7.3.3 Setting aside OJ e^ :: *i/iC__
In Table 608B, we find the following comparison:
37 OJ ime^ :: PA *iml
In this comparison, we find first that the
phonotactic constraint, which we formulated in the above
section, does not apply (PA *iml). Secondly, this 
irregularity seems to show a relationship to OJ
We find in our data only this one case showing 
the correspondence OJ e 3 : PA in the environment iC_.
If, however, we were to find more, the examples for this 
correspondence would lead us to set up the following
formulation:
OJ PA
e^ , e : *i
/ iC_
e* :: *i
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Although our data do not provide us with enough 
positive evidence to confirm the above formulation, it does 
not provide any counterevidence either.
Let us look, therefore, at data collected from 
the AHBJ by Osada et al (1977). I strongly submit, on the 
basis of the examination given below, that OJ ez ;: PA *1, 
found in the case of (37) ‘dream’ is caused by the PA 
consonant *m rather than by OJ e^.
First of all, observe the following Ymt items, 
listed with the corresponding OJ words. They are a series 
of subjunctive and imperative forms of the same verbs of 
the yo-dan category. The glosses given are for their 
conclusive forms.
Gloss Subjunctive Imperative
OJ Ymt OJ Ymt
'to enter’ ire - :: Yiri- ire :: Yiri
‘to pull’ pi/ke^ :: hiki- pikeA *■ : hiki
‘to go ’ ike2 :: liki- ::
In the above data, we see OJ e^, e*, and e all
corresponding to Ymt /i/ in the environment iC_. 
Furthermore, this correspondence pattern holds true even 
when words from other historical stages of Japanese are 
examined. For example, MdJ ikedori 'to capture alive’ ::
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Ymt £ixiduri, MJ to MdJ mise 'shop* :: Ymt misi, etc.
Indeed, we can find more cases in the AHBJ 
exemplifying this correspondence in this particular 
environment. In addition, I have not found any cases which 
contradict the correspondence, except those few for which 
an appropriate phonological cause is also readily evident.
But it is important that, amongst those few 
exceptions, we have the following case:
MJ Ymt
kime(ru) :: kiml
‘to scold’ 'id’
When we observe this exception alongside the one 
cited in the beginning of this section (given again below), 
the importance of the existence of the consonant m can be 
focused upon:
OJ PA
37 ime* :: iml
'dream 'id’
On the basis of the above examination, I would 
like to claim that PA *imi is a residue of an earlier sound 
change *iCl > PA *iCi caused by the consonant *m, and that
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MdAm iml reflects this. In addition, it may be that Ymt 
kiml *to scold" also reflects this, if OJ had an ancestral 
word for MJ kime *id" in the shape of kit me? (the A/B-types 
for the ki and me have not yet been reconstructed).
Therefore, we will not consider the of PA *iml 
as evidence for the e^ of OJ ime*.
7,3.4 Summary - PA and OJ e^/e2
In the previous sections related to the 
examination of the OJ ey/ea contrast and the relevant Amami 
correspondences, we first set up the following 
formulation:
OJ PA
, e 2 , e i • ^ 1
(e :: *i)
This was set up solely on the basis of our data
(6.3).
This formulation denotes that PA does not provide 
- nor should any of the MdAm dialects provide - any 
phonological contrast matching OJ e^/e*.
In the sections which followed, we examined, and 
proved as inaccurate, Shibata’s (1984) claim of OJ e/ :: Am 
i. This we did by demonstrating the existence of a
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progressive vowel harmony in PA (7.3.2).
Furthermore, we have anticipated and refuted the 
possible claim for the case of PA *imi * dream’ as evidence 
for OJ e ; (cf OJ ime ‘id’).
I would like to conclude these sections, 
therefore, by reconfirming the validity of our formulation 
presented in 7.3 and reiterated above.
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Chapter Eight
OUTLOOK
8,1 Summary of this work
The present work has divided itself naturally 
into three parts, each of which reflects a different aspect 
of the work as a whole.
In Chapters One through Three I have tried to 
provide a much needed overview to past study of the OJ A/B 
distinction and its relationship to the Modern Ryukyu 
dialects, including both a comparison of researchers and a 
highlighting of specific areas which still call for 
clarification.
In Chapters Four and Five we left behind all 
thought of past research and the relationship of various 
Modern languages with their various historical stages, and 
focused in on the task of applying the methods of European 
historical linguistic reconstruction to, for the first 
time, the recognition of certain aspects of the phonology 
of PA.
That accomplished, we began, in Chapters Six and 
Seven, the detailed task of comparing the information 
contained in PA with the most closely related previous 
work, most especially that of Shibata (1984) and Osada 
(1977 in Shibata (1984). To that end we have revised the
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conclusions of the above work, and, most importantly, 
highlighted the dependability and exactness made possible 
by the use of this methodology.
8.2 Areas for future study
Because the chief characteristic of the present 
work has been to break new ground in the methodology
applied to the Ryukyu dialects, we have necessarily
concentrated on our topic, the OJ A/B distinction, and on 
the relevant correspondences between OJ and PA, and on such 
previous closely related work as was available. One can 
not help, of course, but uncover a wealth of additional 
related areas of study, some of which I would like to
present below.
8.2.1 OJ Non-A/B Co: PA *o or *u?
As a general correspondence, we have found that 
OJ Non-A/B o corresponds to PA *u. However, we also note
from our findings that it is also generally OJ o z which
corresponds to PA *u. Although we find that OJ o
corresponds to PA *o in special environments (7 cases), we 
see that this is phonemically conditioned, and so we put it
aside in favour of OJ o :: PA *u.
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OJ Non-A/B po is, according to our analysis, 
phonetically related to OJ o^ (they share the same MC rhyme 
final as shown in 2.2.4.1). On the other hand, OJ Co is 
related to OJ o ^ . But what our sound correspondences 
between OJ and PA in Chapter Six (Table 603A) show is that 
in general Non-A/B OJ o is PA *u (and sometimes to PA *o; 
refer to Table 603B for OJ o : PA *o).
We have here isolated a contradiction, which can 
be illustrated as follows:
MC rhyme final
X
OJ PA
°4
Co
0o
*o
*u
As we see, OJ Non-A/B Co shares the MC rhyme 
final value with OJ o ^ , but also corresponds to our PA *u. 
What this signifies is an area for future study.
8.2.2 The alternation of u and o
Matsumoto (1984) as we detailed in 2.2.2, 
presents the traditional view that OJ u and OJ oy are very 
close in terms of phonetic value, whereas u and oz are, 
again in terms of phonetic value, further apart. The
traditional view is that OJ o^ is phonetically closer to OJ 
a .
From our data we find, however, that OJ oz 
corresponds to PA *u, and that OJ Oy corresponds to *o. 
This conclusion is similar to the results obtained by 
Shibata (1984) in his reconstruction of the OJ vowel system 
using correspondences between OJ and Sib. Matsumoto (1984) 
points out this problem, and criticises Shibata because of 
it. This criticism applies also to our findings.
In fact, X agree with Matsumoto’s objections. 
Further research is needed to explain what it was that 
happened to cause this discrepancy.
8 .3 Diphthongs
We did not reconstruct some segments because of 
the irregularity of the modern reflexes. I noted, however, 
that quite often these irrecoverable segments corresponded 
with MdJ diphthongs. Since we specifically avoided using 
MdJ as a point of reference in our reconstruction, relying 
solely on our collected MdAm data, this point was outside 
the bounds of the present work, and we did not reconstruct 
any diphthongs for PA. However, there seems to be evidence 
that PA diphthongs existed, and therefore we leave the 
topic for future study.
8.4 PA accent
As noted in 4.1.10, we did not attempt to 
reconstruct a PA accent, since it was far from our central 
topic. Our results do not show any sound changes which 
might reasonably be supposed to have been caused by accent, 
and so we can say that it was always segmental environment 
and not accent which conditioned a sound change.
However, the setting up of a PA accent system 
must be attempted in the future.
8.5 Korean texts for the Shuri dialects
Modern Okinawa and Modern Amami have completely 
different values corresponding to MdJ /e/. But the values 
of the Korean orthographers for the relevant vowel found in 
the Shuri texts seem to show possible evidence for the OJ 
A/B distinction. A comparison with PA would be a fruitful 
task.
8.6 OJ ey/e^ contrast and MdAm I
Finally, still left for future study is the area 
of a possible MdAm correspondence to the OJ ey/e2 contrast, 
which I believe may very well exist despite the failure of
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all previous attempts to find it (cf. 2.2.3).
In addition to the area for study markedout in 
Chapter Six, our reconstruction of I from our dialects 
implies the following phonetic detail:
I ---> [wi] / k,m_
 > [1] / elsewhere
This parallels the fact that the OJ e^ /ez
contrast is found in OJ after k, g, p, b, and m. I believe
that this will prove to be the most fruitful area of
research for the evidence required.
Non-A/B 0e shares a MC rhyme final value with OJ 
whereas Non-A/B Ce shares a rhyme final value with . 
Although we have only one case for Non-A/B , the division
is interesting enough to mark this as an area for serious
future study.
In the Omoro Saushi, (Hokama 1982ed) finds that 
word-inital e ((?e) is transcribed with the symbol from the 
Japanese hirakana alphabet which is used for /we/, wheareas 
the symbol for /e/ is used for Ce. This is reflected in 
the vocalic difference between the Amami dialects (cf. 
Table 205).
I believe, since there was an orthographic
symbol for simple /e/, and yet we find /we/, that it is 
possible that OJ 0e was not simply [e], and may be 
reflected by OJ e 2 as shown in Table 205.
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This orthographic use of /we/ coincides with 
Rashmoto (1950) and Arisaka (1957) (cf. 2.2.3.1.1), and 
Mori (1981) (cf. 2.2.3.4), who concentrated on finding an 
element before the main vowel. Since it is possible to 
relate this to MdAm 1 as detailed above, this point would 
seem to call for further research.
8*7 Further notes on the PJR vowel system
In Chapter Four, we reconstructed PA *u^ and 
*us , from the evidence found in Nas, and *i^ and *igfrom 
Sib and Sho. In Chapters Six and Seven, where the OJ A/ 
B issue was discussed in relation to the vowels, this PA 
A/B contrast was not taken into consideration because it 
was not immediately relevant to this specific issue and 
could surely have added unnecessary complexity to our 
argument.
In this final section, I shall therefore dis­
cuss the' possibility of setting up more PJR vowels 
than we have attempted to do in section 6.6*1.
8,7.1 More vowels for PJR
The PJR vowels tentatively reconstructed in 
section 6.6,1 are as follows:
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*oy *1/ *ey *u *a
(*o ) (*i ) (*e )
Xn this reconstruction, we ignored the PA A/B 
contrast; ie. PA *i^/*ig , and *u^/*ue .
We also disregarded the fact that in Nas, we 
find /i/ and /a!/, both of which we ascribed to PA *i , 
treating Nas flf as an exception (4.4.1.3.2).
Xn the following subsections, I will examine 
the relationship between these Nas reflexes and the PA *1^ 
/*ig contrast.
I will then discuss how the PA *i^/*ip, 
and Nas i/x issues could affect the OJR vowel system 
set up tentatively in section 6.6. T*
8.7*1.1 PA *iA/*i* and Nas i/x
The reconstruction of the PA *iA/*i6 contrast is 
based on the reflexes in Sib and Sho; viz. the appearance 
of 0 and i is decisive (4.4,1.3). Note that this contrast 
is confined to the word-final position only. For example 
(9)Sho tur 'bird' vs. Nas turi 'id1, and PA *turi 'id'.
Observe now the Nas i/x issue relating to the
PA *i.
Our view on this issue presented in 4.4.1 was
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that PA *Ji, *tji, and *ji have become Nas s£ (Ji in 
one item) , tsx, and z£ respectively, with three items 
substantiating PA *j i > Nas / i, which we treated as 
exceptions•
Let us then find out the word-final Nas i and 
i cases, and observe them in relation to PA -^ i^  .-and *ig.
PA *1* Nas i PA *1* Nas x
(*) *kuj ig vs • kuj i (60) *k i’bu j iB vs . kibusi
(8 7 ) *kutujie ▼ s. kutuj i (232) *pu/iB v s. hi J x
(205) *kee j ig v s . keej i (252) *mukaj ig vs . mukasi
PA *iA Nas x
(12*0 *in j— t J ig vs . n?jtrutsi‘
(8) *tu/i* vs . tusi
(146) *tu^ig vs . t izx
(325) *mut J i^ v s . mut si*
Xt would appear from these correspondences that 
the PA *±^/*±p and Nas Ji/si' contrasts represent two 
distinct issues.
8.7. 1.2 PA *i/\/ ig and OJ iy/iz
OJ ±4 / ± 2. contrast is the direct retention of 
PJR *i, /*i2 (6.6.1).
However, PA is not so.
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Observe, taking the examples having the environ­
ment m_, that PA A/B and OJ 1/2 are different issues for 
i .
OJ PA OJ PA
(2 3 ) no?mig, *numi^ (2S) kamlr *kaj»ift
(200) jumiy *jumi^ (2 3 6 ) momi^ *mum i B
8.7.1.3 PA *u^/*ug and OJ o^/oa
Remember that the PA *u^/*ug contrast has been 
reconstructed on the basis of the Nas reflex in the envi­
ronment of _Ci (4.4.3*4). Therefore, this PA contrast 
can not be seen in word-final position#
Observe, in the following comparison that, here 
again, OJ 0 4 / o z and PA *u^/*ug do not reflect the same 
contrast in the protolanguage*
OJ PA OJ PA
(142) t_o/gu *tu^g- ( 141) ko^su *kuf -
(112) to2mu *tu^mi‘ (90) koare *ku^ri
8.7*2 Outlook
In the above subsections, we have observed that 
OJ 1/2 and PA A/B contrasts are different i s s u e s i e ,  the 
PA contrast can not be ascribed to the PJR V/ 2  vowels 
which we have reconstructed on the basis of the OJ 1/2 
contrast #
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Nor did positing dn A/B contrast for the set of 
PJR back vowels affect the results of our examinations 
attempted in Chapters Six and SEven.
Therefore, if we project all of the relevant 
OJ and PA contrasts into the proto-language, the PJR 
vowel system will have to be reconsidered as follows:
*i^ *uA
*°*A *°<B
*ey *02
*oM  *0*6
*a
To justify, or refute, this vowel system, and to 
know, hence, what the distinction of as many as eleven 
vowels suggests for the phoneticr aspects, our data does 
not provide sufficient evidence. Therefore, we must 
leave this problem for future research.
The data underlying this study were , clearly, 
insufficient to reach firm conclusions about the phonol­
ogical system of PJR, X hope to have shown, however,that 
systematic reconstruction from the present-day Amami
dialects ----  and by implication from Ryukyu as a whole — —
provides important evidence for the prehistory of Japanese,
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